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XU TEODUCTIOI

The discovery of Meriea by Columbus in 1492.0 from the first a 
siruek the imagination., of men® s minciso Before the middle of the next 
eentury the great empires ©£ the imerieas were eonqnered by an un- . 
believably small handful ©f mem. These men were the conquistadors 
whose legend has inspired literature, drama' and works of artd Historians 
eontinue.to delve into the archives to bring out new additions to.their: / 
storyo tJhil© many documents of the conquistadors and the immediate 
colonisers have been preserved, their raiment has noto little more 
remains than a few pieces of amor and weapons that have survived the 
rusts, of timeo Thus they left little record for those in the future 
who might wish to depict the conquerors visually»

The conquistadors continue to appear before us-^pn calendars» 
in book illustrations, civic murals, in parades, pageants, film doeu= 
mentaries, sculpture: and other works of art« -There are.many inaccuracies 
of costume to be found .in the representation.of the conquerors. Thus 
many of us have a conditioned misconception of what they really looked 
like. A primary example is that of the starched raff. Columbus, Cortez 
and Coronado are often shown wearing this article of dress though it 
was not worn until starch was invented about eighty years after Columbust 
voyage. Another example is the high-combed morion, the peaked helmet, 
which Coronado is often seen to be wearing. This form of helmet did not : 
evolve until after the middle of the sixteenth century==after Coronado 
had conducted his expedition. Yet another common misrepresentation is



the dressing' of, the - eonquerors in the peaseed doublet or amor . This . . 
peculiar fashion did not filly evolve until well into the reign of 
Phillip H  of Spain and Elizabeth 1 of England=.«fifty years after the 
first conquest by Cortes in' 1519=

There are several reasons for these misconceptions» Artists 
up to the nineteenth century.often dressed historical figures in the 
costume of their own time. These misrepresentations were passed on to 
their students. Even the historians immediately following the conquest 
period were apt to create an,erroneous picture if they used contemporary 
dress in their illustrations, for the period of the conquests fell just 
before there were distinct changes in costume silhouettes Within the 
period itself there was a gradual but obvious fashion change. These 
changes are sometimes not brought out in the general costume reference 
books which are often limited to discussing the fashion trends of the 
world as a whole.

leither are they able to bring out the many differences amdngsen
nations. A noted costume historian8 discussing the Renaissance, says:
06At this time, more definitely than before, different nations expressed

1the prevailing mode in characteristically different ways.65 She also 
advises that the costumer should consult the paintings of the specific 
country and period in order to obtain a true picture of the contemporary 
scene. Unfortunately the Spanish artists of the period concerned are not 
well known and extensively published in pur country. Painters of the 
period directly following, such as Velasques, EL Greco,;Goello, are more

^Lucv Barton. Historic Costume for the Stage (Boston. 1935). 184.



familiar» That their paintings are excellent costume studies may be 
another reason why the conquistadors appear in costume of a later date. 

The purpose of this thesis will be to present the accurate 
historical costumes of the Spanish conquistadors during the period 
of the major conquests from 1492=1550 us far as available resources will 
permit. To determine their costume it is necessary to study the dress 
of the mother country during the conquest period for they did not leave 
pictorial records of themselves. The sources of costume study for Spain 
are contemporary paintings, effigies, sculpture and book'illuminations. 
Primary sources of costume specifically worn by the conquistadors are 
references to costume in original documents of the conquerors or other 
contemporary works and some museum specimens. It is believed that a 
presentation of illustrations based upon the above sources will produce 
a fairly accurate picture of Spanish fashions during the conquest period. 

Complete bibliographical data for all illustrations in this 
thesis are given in the Notes, Dates accompanying the illustrations 
are those of the paintings or'other art sources from which they were • 
takeno An attempt has been made to arrange all series of illustrations 
in chronological order so that the gradual changes in fashions may be t 
seen. However a in order to discuss like costume articles as a whole, . ' 
it is sometimes necessary to break the apparent chronological order. 
Captions given for the illustrations generally represent the type of 
person wearing the illustrated garment in the original source.



CHAPTER I 
Historical Background

It is a general axiom that the story of an age and the character 
of a country are recorded in the .arts and the clothing of its people®
The religious» political, social, and racial make-up of a nation influ
ence the dress and bearing of its people® It is therefore necessary to 
review this make-up for an insight into the subjective elements which 
made the Spanish dress distinctive from that of other nations®

On January 2, 1492, a brilliant pageant took place which marked 
the beginning of a new era in Spanish history® King Ferdinand of Aragon 
and Queen Isabella of Castile, joint rulers, accepted the surrender and 
the keys of the last Moorish kingdom in the land® The reeonquest of the 
Peninsula by the Christians ended eight hundred years of Moorish rule in 
Spain® Ferdinand and Isabella now turned their efforts from a lifetime 
of war to that of unifying and developing their country® Their visions 
were broad and had far reaching effects into the future® Before the year 
was over thousands of Spanish Jews were expelled! from the land that they 
had lived in since the days of Solomon® The reason for their .expulsion 
was an important part of the monarehs0 policy that was to shape the future 
national character of Spain® Isabella, as a spiritual leader, envisioned 
a people one in faith; Ferdinand envisioned a state® ^Undertheir joint 
rule, the Spanish anarchy became, a state and the Spanish state became a

■ Salvador de Madariaga® Christopher Columbus (lew Yorks, 1940) ,
P. 191.' ■ . : • ; :" : :
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ehureho«. =, The Spanish state, while identi^ring itself wi*bh the spiritual
interest ©£ the Catholic faiths did not submit to the Roman Church® It

' " ' ' - • . ’ ■ ; . ~'?1' ■ 2was itself a Church in that for it,;nationality and religion became one®1®
Since it was dangerous for the State to have, within its framework the
weak in faith» no matter how important the Jews and the Moors were to '
Spain0 s economic and intellectual life, they had to be eliminated® Thus,
the Jews who refused conversion were expelled in 1>9£» the lobrs in 1501®
Ehren the converted Moors» the Moriscos, were eventually expelled in 1609® .
This unity of faith, a peculiar national pride bound in the ties of
religion, gave the Spanish people and especially the Spanish soldier
a sense of purpose beyond the material ®

While Isabella8 s role was to set the religious tone and strengthen 
Spain within, Ferdinand0s role was to strengthen it without« His reign 
saw the acquisition of Italian territories, part of Havarre and gains in 
Africao Matrimonial alliances arranged for his daughters and son were 
an essential part of the international future of the country but only two 
of these marriages proved to be notable® Catherine8s marriage to Henry . 
VIII of England was unprofitable though it played an important part in 
the international polities of the time® Joanna8s marriage to Phillip 
of Burgundy, a Hapsburg, was to have more significance® "When Ferdinand, 
who survived Isabella by twelve years, died in 1510, Joanna8s.son, Charles 
I (1516=1556), inherited the Spanish crown® Thus began the reign of the 
house of Hapsburg or Austria®

Charles I inherited through Joanna and Ferdinand Castile, Aragon, 
Havarre, the Castilian dominions in Africa and America, the lousHlon

^Salvador de Madariaga, Spain (Hew York, 1931)9 p® 41»
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and Cerdagne in Italy. Through::Sis father» he acquired the territories 
of the house of Bnrgundy coittprised'of Handers and Artois, Luxembourg
and the low countries» &s heir to 'Siperor Haximllian he was elected, 
in 1519s to the imperial title of Charles ?, Euler of the Holy Roman . y t- 
Empire» 5£-He was now ruler,: at least in name, of one of the most vast 
empires; in the histoxy of the world.sA  ■ - : • ' ■ ' '

Charles"s vast domains inevitably led to an imperialistic pol
icy to insure their retention» Spain was ii.l equipped to man the ‘armies 
necessary to maintain Charles" s arabitions to. be emperor of the world, 
for in reality she was a sparsely inhabited lando "'The figure of ten 
million has been advanced for the whole of Spain at this time— with a
predominantly rural economy in which agriculture was still over-shadowed

, v ■ . ' ' ' . ' . ■ h"by the pastoral activities of a vast sheep-breeder" s corporationo!} The
amies were therefore inereased. by the employment of foreign mercenaries 
who sold their services to the highest bidder» The financing of such ' ■ 
armies was difficult, since the unique structure of the Spanish society 
limited the amount of taxes that eould be collected and was not propitious 
to. a bustling economy.. ; . V - ' , .

The: social classes that made up this society were comprised of 
the higher nobility and the, clergy» the lesser nobility» and the lower 
classes= The higher nobility was composed of such "titles"" as duke, mar- t 
quis, grandee,: or count. Ferdinand and Isabella broke the power and reduced 
the massive wealth of this class, .though its members were allowed to re
tain their titles and certain noble privileges. The crown encouraged

•̂ Charles E. Chapman, k History of Spain (lew York, 1918), p. 235«
%illiam 0. Atlkinson. A History of Spain.and Portugal (London. 

1960), p. 1295 " . -



: these nobles to appear a-P court and to strive for the purely ornamental:, t 
honors.'Of: palaee: officiallmw: They either! held - office or lived :Upon 
vast.estates obtained>from their.ancestors- The•Caballeros and the .':. 
hidalgos t terms used interchangeably,: were nobles of inferior rank. - ' . 
Chapman (p. 274) says that, "The word hidalgos was employed to designate 
those nobles of inferibr rank without: fortune, lands»i jurisdlction.; or 'f - 
high public-hffice. . ..The desire for rank'of hidalgo and the vanity marked 
by the. .devising . Of the family shields became, "a national disease 8 and 
resulted in. fact in the increase of the hidalgo class* . The treasury 
: found the sale of right Of hidalguia a profitable .source' of income =, ,lh. 
1541 there .were less than 800 , 000 taxpayers in Casti3.ea but over .100,000 " 
hidilgos^  ̂ :ill nobility wre.;-exmpt ■ from taxes. The .lower class was .: .!; 
composed .of agricultural'laborers»• tenants, personal servants, industrial 
.laborers, and beggars■> & e  middle classy , which, is generally the .backbone 
of a prosperous society, was. not numerous due to the inherent pride, , 
vanity and disrespect for middle class,work. -The reason .for this feeling 
as expl ained by Havelock ELI is was- that. toThe:' Spaniard of an earlier , age . 
entrusted .labour to slaves, or to free Moors', liying under Christian rule, 
and called Mude.iares. who were frequently men of much more skill and ed
ucation than their employers.. So that the Castilian, whose business was 
war,' having left trade, M  and praftAansbip to 'slaves, came'to t
regard them as siavish occupations. t The: shopkeeper and the manual labour 
er have been traditionally.regarded with contempt.6i Also,. the strength ; 
of this class was greatly;, diminished with the expulsion of the Jews and 
the Moors who were proficient in commerce and business. : . .

^Havelock miis. The' Soul of Spain (Boston. 1937). P. 38.
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thus populated with classes from which little wealth could be 

. obtaineds Charles submerged his country in debt. Much of the gold that 
poured in from the Indies went directly to German and Italian banking 
■ houseso1 Though the Baperor brought Spain before the eyes of the world 
as a great and menacing power, he bequeathed to his successor, Philip II 
(1556=1598)» its downfallo In reality his rule was not one to extol.

• The only truly great monument to his reign was the conquest of America.
It is ironic that.while the American Conquest was perhaps one 

of Charles'S least expensive ventures, it brought him the greatest returns.
His . astute predecessors set the policies which reserved for the crown 
the newly discovered lands, one fifth of all treasure, and control over 
distant subjects. Soon after Columbus® discoveriess the West Indies 
were colonized and served as a base for explorations such as that of Ponce 

, de Leon to Florida and Vasco Munez de Balboa across the Isthmus of Panama.
Hernando de Cortez set-out' upon the first great conquest in 1519* • The 

, marvelous treasure that he captured upon, the 'subjugation ©f: the Aztecs 
in I52I fired the imaginations of others. Some of the more well known 
expeditions were that of Pedro.de Alvarado to Guatemala in 1523, the 
Pizarro brothers to Peru in 1531» Hernando de Soto in the Mississippi 
Valley in 15^0,-and Francisco Vasques de GorcBad© in the Southwest in 
15̂ 2. Many other conquistadorss however, plunged into theunknown in 
Mexico, Gentral and South- America. Yet-not just any brave adventurer

• ’ could take off on an expedition, for the'crown controlled their'organ- :';
■ ization through a system which was profitable to it.- The following is
a description of the system by Herbert Ingram Priestley s
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' . >c.- ' '■ When a leader went forth to add new domains to the erown
; ' ;; he sought first the royal licensee To obtain its he-had % . ;

. to show sufficient finaneiai baeking to insure probable 
sueeesso His profits were, te. be • taken from the area sub
dued« He was to hare the right to exact labor from the 

. Indians9 to appoint munieip^. officers for the first years 
. to possess a tract of land in his own right9 and to be® 
stow lands upm his followers according to their, merits 

■ or serviceSo He might recruit companies of soldiers and 
of settlers> offering them inducements from the conquest 
and taking from them such pledges of loyalty 'as he Mm^ 
self gare the king or his representative» Sometimes 
royal funds were invested if the venture were of strate<=

• 1 gie importance o. There were judiciously. chosen missionar
ies 9 in large number usually s to effect a spiritual con
quest-, ind there were never lacking the royal officials 

■ , or treasury representatives ; who kept account of all trea- w .
sure-trove g gold mines. discovered9 or any visible sources 

: ; y ■ y ;' of wealth9 of which the king and the leader were each 'to /
/ have one fifths lever varying; greatly in plan, all the

expeditions of discovery and conquest closely followed '
: / this system0° " . I"' • • . y

fhe Spaniards were admirably fitted to meet the extreme hardships 
■ of a conquests “Sober and temperate-, they were more easily provisioned 
than any European troops except the Turks- In physique they were short, 
but muscular and lissom0 . Drawn from. mountainous districts9 at seasons 
very hot and very cold, Spanish troops could;stand climatic changes, and 

. have always been celebrated for marching powers»■ Peculiarly uneducated 6 , • 
y'they had remarkable natural intelligence in.'soldiery 0“” ' The conquistador ' 

■ had to rely upon these personal qualities, for he had little strength in y 
nttbers' or equipmento Gortei» for1 example, left Cuba with fewer than

''̂ Herbert Ingram Priestley„ The Gomiag of the White Man' (lew York,
1929)9 pp/11-12. . . ■ ; ■ ' ' ;

^Martin A. S. Hume. Snaing Its Greatness and Decay (Cambridge9
1925)9 po 290 ' ;



■■ ■ ■ ■ - ... . ; ' . ■■ ? :

seven htmdred men to face tiie Aztec empire» Among them were' only sixteen
muskets or matchlocks and thirty-two horses= The illiterate but capable 
soldiera .Pizarro, overthrew the Jheas with fewer than four hundred men<> 
Their military sueeesses were due in great part to their excellent stra
tegy and their amazing gift for intrigue 9 which they used to play the 
Indians off against one another.
, . Thus lured by visions of gold and by the dream of attaining a , - '

titles and inspired with the zeal to save souls, the conquistador brought 
Spain to America. The Spain that they brought was the Spain of the Moors 
and of the dews „ of the Erenchg Italians and the Flemings.— theEmpire 
of Charles V. It was the Spain of vanity^ pride0 honor and fervent 
devotion to the Church of. the State. Though all of these elements were
. distinctivei, they fused into one that was characteristically Spanish.
Here in America another was added-^that of the Indian. All "of this was 
seen in their costume. .
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, . GHAPTEE II
Civilian Dress

The armies of the times did not wear uniforms = Each man gen
erally famished his own clothings, weapons and what amor he could af
ford, As armor was expensive many a common soldier went to war wearing 
what, he wore in ordinary life, For that reason it will be necessary in 
this survey to cover not only military dress such as amor but also the 
basic civilian dress./,

At the beginning of th# sixteenth century the basic costume of
....  "IEurope was characterized by sumptuousness and the horizontal line. "The , 

main lines followed by fashions were everywhere the same 9 but while we 
are struck by their similarity, what contemporaries chiefly noticed were 
the differences between them.” Each nation had its own heritage that 
created minor but significant differences in dress. Spain perhaps owes 
its mo st distinctive artistic heritage to the Moors. The Christians 
coming down from their cold and gloomy castles in the north must have 
been overwhelmed with the warn beauty and oriental splendor of the Moor
ish kingdoms they subdued. The Moors not only ha.d a love for finery but 
were gifted in producing it. They had established a great silk industry 
and were proficient in weaving gold and silver threads into fabrics and

The epitome of the style may be seen in the paintings of Henry 
VIII by Hans Holbein.

2Max von Boehn, Modes and Manners, trans, Joan Joshua (London, 
1932), II, p. 144.



embroiderieso The Christians; readily- adopted their delicate tracery,,
geometric fora®, stripes and fringe« BeautiSil Moorish leather from 

/Cordoba and the exquisite blades of Toledo were known the world over 
and were carried to America by the conquistadors» The Jews, too, had an 
ancient Basfem background» Thus an orients, heritage, blending with 
Christian and other outside influenees, distinguished the Spanish cos-

. Erczn without, the Italian influence was predominant.,/ Spain0®;
acquisitions in Italy brought her into contact with Italian fashions 
which she followed, in general, throughout the period, Italian modes 
had much in common with conservative Spanish 'ideals. The Italians did 
not choose to distort the natural figure so absurdly as the northerners 
did. Their doublets, sleeves and hose were not as unduly distended with 
padding? their shoes were net always'-s© exaggeratedly splay-footed,
Ihen the rest of the world was letting its imagination run riot in the 
imitation of the German slashings and puffings, Spain adopted the fashion 
with great reserve, ■ . . ’ ;

The Spanish fashion, compared with the rest of the world, was 
indeed reserved and dignified. Perhaps much of this may be attributed 
to the combined strength of the Ghurch and State, The Spanish court 
“exerted influence over the other European states, not so much through 
commerce but by virtue of their social style? that is, by fashions in 
clothes and deportment, half knowingly designed to evade criticism and 
command r e s p e c t O v e r  the court hung the supressing clouds of the

-̂ Brian Eeade, “The Dominance of Spain00, Costume of the Western. 
eel, James Laver (Mew York, 1950*;P» .191> . : !
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'Ohtirehg ■ the inquisition^ and monarehs never knoxrm for frivolity. Von 
Boehn (ep-« cito» p» 148) says that' the main style features ©f such a 
court were ®»o=,th@ plain8 even sombre colouring„ and the return to the 
narrow, tight, close-fitting style.in contrast to the rather sloppy style 
of.German fashions; the correct Spanish fashion permitted no wriaklingo80

: -let the Grown, and the Ghurch continually had to make edicts - 
regulating the clothing worn by its peopleo Is. those days a man dis
played his social status in the ornamentation of his body = IrJhen nobles 
found themselves without means and'merchants found themselves; with means 
but without titles 8 the situation became difficult» fo reserve for them- 
selves and their nobles the distinction in clothing, kings found it neces
sary t© issue sumptuary laws which'regulated the dress and luxuries of 
the people« In 1494 Ferdinand and Isabella made a law prohibiting the 
importation or manufacture of brocades and of gold and silver embroidery.
80These provisions had the usual fate of laws of this kiado They gave 
an artificial and still higher value to the prohibited article» Some 
evaded them* Others indemnified. theraselves for the privation by some 
other and .scarcely less '©raensive yariety: of luxury»m ' , ..

The situation must have been especially difficult in Spain due 
to the large numbers of hidalgoso Ghagman (p» 274) asserts that “Therê  

were many rich merchants of the middle class who aped the nobility in 
entailing their estates and in luxurious.displays««.but in social prestige 
they could not compare with the lowest hidalgo o66 Thus the hidalgo $ no

J. William H® Prescott, History of the Reign of Ferdinand and
Isabella the Catholic (Philadelphia, 1872)1 III, p. 480°



matter how poor, would put his. estate mpon his baek to maintain his 
social position° A contemporary of Cortez tells us that when Cortez 
was elected to head the e^edition to Mexico, he immediately began to 
dress himself better than h© .ever 'had before. He donned a feather plume, 
a medal and a gold chain, and a cloak of velvet adorned with gold tassels =, 
The observer did not know how Cortez managed to pay for these for - at 
that time he was very much in debt.^

Cortez himself found it necessary to issue a sumptuary law soon 
after the colonization of Mexico City. In 1523 he forbade the wearing 
of brocadess silks, metallic embroideries, and limited the yardage women
could use in their skirts» He declared that the law was made so that

"■ " "  -- . 6 the people would spend their money on more needful things <. The law was
probably not long enforced. The hidalgos, even in the roughly•settled
lew World, did not discard the pretensions of class. A contemporary
tells us that when the gentlemen of Coronado0s army were lodged by the
people of Guliacan “Seme, of the townspeople were not ill repaid for this
hospitality, because all had ;started with fine clothes and accoutrements,
and as they had to carry provisions on their animals after this, they
were obliged to leave their fine stuff. -

^Bernal Diaz del Castillo, Hisforia Verdadera de la Conauista d® 
la lueva Ssoana. ed. Bamon Iglesia (Mexico, 1950), p. 5̂ .

^Antonio de Herrera.'Historia General de los Hechos de los 
Castellanos en las Islas v Tierrafime del Mar Oceaho (Madrid, 19̂ 7)»
VII, p.,18l

^Pedro de Casteneda,. “The larrative of the Expedition of Coro
nado/0 Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States. 1528-1543, ed. 
Frederick ¥. Hodge and Theodore H. Lewis (Hew York, 190?) , p= 29?.
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Indeed one may almost surmise that the noble and hidalgo thought 
their fine clothes more important than their armor. When Hernando d@ 
Soto°s expedition was formed in Spain a muster was ordered. '"The Portu
guese turned out in polished armorp and the Gastillians very showily in 
silk over silkpinked and slashed. As such luxury did not appear to 
him becoming on, such an occasion, he ordered a review to be called for 
the next day when every man should appear with his ams to which the 
Portuguese came as at first; and the .Governor set them in order near the 
standard borne-by his ensign. The greater number of the Gastillians 
were in very sorry and rusty shirts of mail s all wore steel caps or
helmets 0 but had very poor lance s . Some of them sought to get among

8 - ' .the Portuguese.m
The dress of kings and their courts often serves as models for 

the description of period costume because only these people could afford 
to have their portraits painted for posterity. The costume of the kings 
illustrates the latest fashions which were imitated by the populace in 
cut and elegance as far as personal means and sumptuary laws would permit. 
The lower classes and those far from the courts» as the conquistadors 
were8 often lagged years behind the current court fashions. These factors 
must be kept in mind when the costume of the higher nobility is discussed 
or illustrated as clothing that may have been worn by the conquistadors.

One must also be award that clothing terms are seemingly infinite 
in meaning and application. For example^ a modern man may say that he

«  ' ' . . V ; . .The Gentleman of Blvas, “The Narrative of the Expedition of 
Hernando d@ Soto by the Gentleman of ELvasm» Spanish Explorers in the 
Southern U. S. 1528-1 „ ed. Frederick if. Hodge and Theodore1 H. Lewis
(New Tork8 1907J7 p» 13.8. 7 ; .



Its going to put on his trousers» pants or breeches6 ' le may actually "
"be putting on his siaeks,: j eans, #  levis t We' can ©iily be sure that 
h@ is covering' his nether parts= The confusion wag just as great in 
the sixteenth century« Therefore9 the following discussion of clothing 
articles will use basic terns most commonly found in costume references«. 
Contradictions concerning even these basic terms abounds, but it is 
hoped that the illustrations following the discussion of the costume 
will at; least give a typical view of the whole dress,; which 8 in the end, 
is more important than what the individual parts may actually have been 
or are; now ealledo . , -f ' ,



. '■ " - - ■ . : : ' ■; ; ' ' ■ . .■ / ' ' ^  

Hairstyles a;ad Headdresses ■ ' ■ ’ ' / • :

Bie Spaniard is usually thought of as being dark skinned with 
dark hair and eyes. " The areas of Castile and Andalusia are populated " '

. /with predminantly dark colored types- Madariaga (Spain,, p» 2k) says 
that in Castile a8The most constant feature is the absence of fair hair 
and light colored eyes*” However, other areas contain many fair skinned 
people o For example„ Madariaga (p« 23)•also points out that the physical 
types/found in the Iragones aone are' characterised by a “long high, 
narrow skull and a fairly high .proportion of light-coloured eyes and 

. fair or. red hair (about 35 per cent).” :-
■ Haircuts and beards varied in shape and length until the middle

of the sixteenth century when the fashion of short hair and the cropped , 
pointed beard with a trim mustache took over almost entirely. . Daring 
the early part of the period it seems to have been equally as fashionable
to be clean shaven. The square cut bob was a characteristic Flemish

-  . v/:::/ =; ■ : .... ... "fashion. . While Charles ¥ affected Flemish manners during the first years
of his reign: he wore this style of eat, and was, probably imitated by many
of: his subjects. However, is recorded by Sandoval that the Emperor
...Charles ¥ cut his hair short in iugust I529 'as a vow' for his safe.
passage from'Barcelona to Genoa, dr, as oth^shave it, 'for a pain in
• fh© head®, and thereafter wore it in this way." One might suppose that
the predominant hair and beard styles among the conquistadors followed
the latest pictures of the kings, as, for example, the portraits on money.

^Herbert Morris,: Costime and Fashion (Mew York, 1938), III, p. 312>
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During the Eenaissanee the hat was a symbol of status» "The hat 

signified a free citizen and as such, was embodied, in coats of arms, A 
piece of attire intended for display more than utility, the hat was worn 
constantly indoors and out. Townsmen wore black bonnets and if wealthy 
or men of leisure, they were permitted to add jeweled ornaments,18̂
Paintings also reveal that caps were worn even in bed. Effigies and 
.paintings often show an armored noble, with helmet at the side, wearing ■ 
a small hat o Bie tapestry "La Gonquista de Tonez86 p in the Prado, which 
portrays a military review' in. 1535* reveals several warriors fully 
armored except for small cloth or velvet berets. Common soldiers with<= 
out helmets are nearly always shown with a hat of seme type, it is 
most probable that the conquistador would also don a cloth cap when 
circumstance s permitted the removing, of the helmet, •
. ' Colored caps, ' along with shirts and beads, were used by the eon*. - 

quistadors as 'articles of trade with the Indians, It is recorded that 
Cortes sent Montezuma a scarlet bonnet. It was adorned with a gold 
medallion on which appeared St, George on his horse 0 killing a dragon 
with his lance, - ■

Bie beret and caps similar to the French bonnet seem to have been 
the predaainant types ©f hats during the first half of the sixteenth 
century. Low crowned g narrow-brimmed hats became more numerous in paints 
ings toward the middle of the century, Extremely large hats and preten-* ,■ 
tious plumes were foreign fashions for Spanish modes were conservative 
in adornment. The wealthy, however» might assume, snail plumes, medallions

' " ' iO ''''' ■ .' ‘E= Turner-Mileox, The Mod® in Hats and Headdress (lew York, 1950), p, "n, "''h ^
1959) ^|^elardo Garillo y Gariel, EL Traie en la ifaeva Isnana (Mexicos
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or tassels as ornaments 9 Skull caps or coifs were sometimes worn under 
, hats to ,keep them oa, especially when they were worn cocked to the side» 

Coifs seem, t© have: been pred®iinantly an Italian- or Ger#am fashion* They ; 
Were made of network, silk, velvet or clotho lower class people some- 
times improvised a coif or skull cap with a scarf or scrap of"fabric tied 
about the head* . 1 ■ ' .

; Though perhaps one of the most distinctive headdresses to be 
seen in Spanish paintings is'the Moorish turbans' it is difficult to . '

A : ' aseertala'its-; $Q,aee is Spanish life during thLs periocL So doubt many :: V 
: of the ,converted -Moors continued to wear their old headdress« Miile it .
- seems - obvious in' paintings that the lower classes adopted it, the feeling 
toward it by upper classes remains to be verified = There is the. pessibil<= : 
ity that it was used by some artists to give the oriental flavor to 
biblical paintings in which people of.all classes.are shown wearing it., 

Black was the predominant color for hats in Spain„ though other 
. colors such as scarlets green» brown and yellow appear in paintings and 
are referred to in documents« Materials used were wool, linen, felt, 
velvet9 -satin, taffeta, and silks» Since the general shapes of the hats . 
of the different classes were much the same, it was the quality of fabric 
and the type of decoration that distinguished the hats of the higher and 
lower classesc -
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" Figures 1“2' ^ ^ v  .
.;:Ia: the typical hairstyle of the jpeiriod, the hair is not parted ' 

but brushed forward frm the ergwno Figure 2 illustrates the swallow^
■. tail beard whieh beeame inereasingly popular. . --,'
Figures 3-4

lorris (III,, p. 43) says that the. king,, in Figure 3» “wears' ■' ,
• a black velvet bonet [siej «gr Both Figures 3 and 4 illustrate varia=
: tions of What is know as the Freneh bonnet.,, which was fashionable ' :

throughout the world .during the,period?., Morris•' (Ibidi; ■ p» 91) de» . 
scribes i this headdress in. the following: '

The vertical edges of the brim sometimes overlapped; i. - -
but it was more usual for a portion of the turned^up brim ;
to be cut away leaving a space of. from two to three inches, 
the separated portion being caught together by a lace, . V 

' : either fastened behind the brim and tied, or passing through :
them and tied as in figure ; [l 93»<>« fhe- opening could be ;
worn at the side (generally left) of the head; and seme-
times the brim continued in one piece all round, without 
an ornament (see figures [3 and 1 ij), or with a' medallion .. ; 
as in figures [4, 12, 16] =«. The decoration of the bonet 
apart from the laces, consisted usuklly of a,medallion " ' ■ -./I
or brooch in -goldsmith° s work often supplemented . with 
enamel or jewels--or,both» fhis was:fixed to the brim. i .
A favourite subject for the decoration of brooeh,es: or 

. v • ouches Was the figure of a -popular ■ saint» in embossed ' :' : ' t
gold or enamelso . ■ ■

-:'; ■ Charlpŝ ;̂ ^̂  affected; Fl^ish.;mshBers. darto the: .first'years :of. :  ̂
his.reign.. Here , Charles is Wearing a large ELanish hat and his hair ■ . .
is cut in the square cropped Flemish mode. In figure 6 Cortez seems .
to have imitated Charles V in hairstyle and beard.. :. i ■ %

' Charles ? had his hair cut in 1529 and thereafter wore it short.
Many of his subjects perhaps iimitated him. These small, hats, are typi»

. cally Spanish1 in simplicity of adornment and are probably of black ‘
velvet. Both 8 and ;9 show how they were sWiietimes ;giveh a' coeky tilt. ;

^%umbers in brackets are those of the writer. The illustra
tions represented are the same or similar to those presented, by Morris.
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' . Figure 10 is a very simple variation of the turban. .Figure
11 may be a blocked, felt hat .or a bonnet as described in Figure 4.
Figures:;12»15 v

These figures represent amored soldiers in the origipal 
paintings8 indicating that regular hats were worn when the helmet 

' was not,needed or when the soldier may not have had one. Figures .
12 and 13 seem to be npbies. ' The hat in Figure 12 is either blocked . 
or, put s© that ridges are fomed in the crown. The medallion is 
embossed with a portrait which is probably a saint. Figure 13 
wears a beaver and a tight fitting skull cap or coif. Figures 14 
and 15. are'fiom a group of soldiers in battle. ..
Figure 16 . ' :

The na a bonnet adorned with a medallion
' over a jeweled net eoif. Such adornment indicates nobility.

.The painter, Sorolla, noted that this man is "in the ped 
cap worn: by': sailors at the time of,Columbus".'3 ■

Morris (III, p. 323) asserts that the sailor hat of Nelson®s 
and modern! times' has its origin in ; this type of hat worn by the : ,' 
, sailors; of f.Bareelona;; at the beginning . of' the sixteenth century . He 
further maintains thdt this hat is. most likely made of leather, that 
it is blue though scmetimes they are found- in a shade "of violet.

' 1 - } : :i'r‘
: These: hats show variations of the preceding; basic types. •

Figure 19* as described in ■ Figure v4t- reveals the lacings to keep 
the brim Up. t Ftgure- 2b Is, a .very #all flat cap that perchesdel= 
icately but elegantly on the head. Its uselessness could perhaps 
indicate nobility. . Figures 21 and ,22 were especially predominant 
towaW the end Of^the period.- ; ’ "

; / ' . ; l%lspanic Society of America. ̂ Sorolla. Sketches for'
Gdlambas heaving Palos (Mew York. 1926). p. 10. . '' ' .
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■ The source of this, figure is described in the followings :
: ■ The discovery of San Domingo (Insula Hyspana) by Chris

topher Golumbuso After a sketeh which is attributed to  ̂
hi&, and in which he is himself made -to appear . ^  :
simile of a wood engraving of the t#Epistola Christoferi i

; ■ ■ : Colom^V hnda^ed,editioh (1%2f)» ih quarto. In the . .Milan library.14 -p/; : ■
. .̂ Golumbusis wearing a turban-like headgear that was common , ;
'to .medieval fashions and may; have been carried by Spain into this . -  ̂- 
period. The prophets, such as Moses and David, are often found 
wearing this turban in religious, paintings of the period. Salvador 
de Madariaga.fChristopher; Columbus (Mew. York.. 1 9 4 0 attempted to 
prove, that Columbus was a Jew by birth. If his thesis is correct' it 

■ may be significant that Columbus depicted himself in- the. headdress 
of the prophets. The hat of the companion is also similar in line 

•., to' the medieval turban-like headdress whose: crown was soft,:;eh|;ing ;: ■ 
r v;:'Vin a peak. It may also be similar to those in Figures 24»25.

; ' .b The Spanish word, caperuza. means a pointed' hood or cap. . ' . :
Bernal Diaz del Castillo (pT”55) recorded the caperuza as one!of '
the articles of clothing that Cortez gave Jerommo de Aguilar who :
had been;captured and enslaved by the Indians. The caoeruza mav 
have been this pointed cap or a hood as in Figures 26-28. < Hoods.. ' ;■ ■
are frequently seen on cloaks worn by all classes. The hoods in
these figures- appear to be separate from the main garment. ..- The long . 
tail on the hood in Figure 26 resembles the liripipe of the med- '. -
ieval ages which seems to have been carried over into thisperiod. *
The- sailer in Figure 2? wears another hat. over his hood. " V /, •

• Wilcox (p. 76) tells'us that, "The huntsman Cap with the 
turned=up utility flaps, worn- today, appeared:late in the fifteenth ':
century. It Came to be known as the monte roe or montero Cap, the '
name of Spanish origin^ meaning hunter0 s bap. But the cap in those - 
times was not only of cloth or felt but of black velvet for the 
gentlemen." These figures present caps with ear flaps.. The long ■ ̂ : ; 
locks of hair in front of the flaps in Figure 31 appears - to have 
been a regional hairstyle of the .Basques.  ̂ :

^Paul Lacroix. Science arid Literature in the.Middle Ages ;: 
and at the Period of the Renaissance (Mew York. 1878). b. 289. ■
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Footwear - > - : 1 :f % y ' ' • % .-V.::;:

There appears to have been a variety of basic sole shapes during 
this period* Wilcox maintains that the long pointed style went out of 
European fashions about 1480 and disappeared by the end of the century*^ 
However $ moderately pointed shoes are still seen in Spanish paintings - 
as late as 1530* Perhaps it may beassumed that many shoemakers did 
not throw their lasts away when the new fashions began to appear* This 
may also bear out the characteristic conservatism of Spanish fashions 
at this time* .The fashion that replaced the pointed shoe in courtly 
circles was the broad, square-toed slipper* It was so. low in cut that 
it heeded ribbons or straps and buckles to keep it on* This style lasted 
into the second half of the century* In other countries the toes ae=
' qttired:astonishing widths«'■ .Wilcox. (The Mode; in Footwear* pi 84-) says •;■
. that by the middle of the century the English Queen Mary had to limit ‘ 
the width of . the toes to six inches * . Such exaggeration does not ..seem 
frequent in Spanish paintings« -At, the same time that the square-toed ;; 
fashions Were being worn, a roundstoed style s shaped; to the natural foot 
was worn by lower as well as upper classes. Nearly -all shoes and boots 
were heelless* They were frequently si ashed 6 following the fashion, of, :
the upper garments., -■/'I ■ ' ■ , ■ - ■ ; ' . / \

Footgear, whether pointed, square or round-toed, varied in types. 
There were low cut slippers j heelless slippers, shoes that fitted close 
around the ankles, and loose ankle=»length styles which resembled, what

- Turner .Wiicox. The Mode in Footwear (New York, 1948), p. 70.
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we term bootieso The lower class and clergy often wore sandals made of 
hemp known as alpargata’s. whieh are still worn in Spain today, Bernal 
Diaz del Castillo (p, records alnargatas as the type of shoes given 
to the rescaed Jeronimo de lgailar. It is carious that Dias del GastHl© 
(pi 60) also recorded that Cortez lost his alnargata in the mud while 
fighting with the Indians, Sandals worn by the Aztecs and Mayas were 
not greatly different from some seen in Spanish paintings. Thus one 
might imagine that worn out boots and shoes were sometimes replaced with 
native footwear. Indeed8 the Gentleman of ELvas (p, 166) records that 
Hernando de Soto was exceedingly impressed with the beautifully tanned 
red and black deerskin hose and shoes that the Indians he encountered 
used. The red deerskin was Said to be as fine as broadcloth. It was 
further recorded (p» 266) that some of the expeditioners arrived home 
wearing the Indian frocks„ hose and shoes.

Boots were either of hard leather giving a rigid appearance or 
of soft leather producing folds around the leg. Many seem long enough 
to reach well above the knee,, and when turned down they reveal a contrast
ing lining. Daring medieval times long hip boots were often held up by 
tying them to a waistbelt or to the doublet. Lack of sufficient dated 
resource material does not permit an insight into the extent this fashion 
prevailed during the period concerned. It is easy to confuse such boots 
wfth the hosec especially leather hose. Paintings reveal that toward 
the middle of the sixteenth century a long soft boot was sometimes looped 
from below the knees to the bottoms of the trunk hose,

lUeox (The Mode in Footwear, p, 68) tells us that in the fif=? 
feanth century men wore sock].ike inner Shoes, usually of linen, inside the
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regular shoe to project the hose« He further maintains that gentlemen 
in the sixteenth centuzy protected their hose with gamashes or gaiters 
of velvet8 which were necessary coverings for travelers and men on 
horsebacko It would seem that such leg protection would be practical 
for the conquistadors without long boots or leg armor» Indeede GarHlo 
y Sariel (po 97) record that Cortez ordered his soldiers to wear anti= 
ggrass: a tem which can be translated as either greaves worn by peasants 
to protect their legs in the harvest $, or a leather apron for the same

•5 Zpurpose. ‘ ;
Shoes and even boots were made of velvets, silks and brocades. 

Equally as elegant could be those made of the soft, brilliantly dyed 
Cordoban leather. Cordoba is an ancient Moorish city in Spain which 
furnished all of Europe with its beautiful leather. The English word, 
88cordwainerM 8 a shoemaker, is derived from the name of this leather and 
is an indication of its widespread popularity. Wooden clogs or mules 
were often worn to protect and preserve shoes and boots made of such 
fine materials.

. ^John Minshew, A Bictionarie in Spanish and English (London,
1599).
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Figures 3Z^hJ % ■ ' / ■
.. The figures opposite illustrate iMe great variety of shoe : 

types used in Spain during the period „ It will he noticed that the 
pointed shoe was still worn, alongside the square and round-toed ■
- varieties as late as 1529 (Figure- 39)v The more conservative round"
- toed style was worn throughout the period and seems to have become 
most predominant toward the middle of the sixteenth . eentmry6 All , 
are heellesso The extremely low cut shoe in Figure 57 and the 
shndal in Figmrev 580 both worn by nobles j, are characteristic shoes 
of wealthy people, for their uselessness as protection and dis= 
comfort for walking indicate that one does not have to work for a 
livingo It is only ironical that such shoest, made of less fine 
materials.!, are also worn by the working class
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Figure 44 , " ' ' ' - J
. this t^e of short bootie is seen laeed.> buttoned or buckled 

doini' the center front or sides. It was probably worn throughout the: 
period by at least the commoners, 7 :
ngvreyV ■ .:: y . : ; ; ; : ■

:I$he mass' of fold and wrinkles produced by .pushing this type 
of boot down indicates that it was made of a very soft leather or of 
some fabric. the quality of which depehded on the status of the owner,

■ ' Figure M ; !  . •• ' . : / '- v7- : : :.r
‘ the cuffs on- this boot are slit in the back9 .a seemingly

. frequent treatment of this style of tight boot, : .
; ; Figure '..y: , ;V'r;yV v:y;.;'; y : ■■ ■ . ; y

' the stitching lines of a separate vamp are revealed here.
Such a cut would permit a closer fitting boot without the necessity 
of making’an opening to give the necessary width for thefoot to enter 

■ the shoe part. Paintings seldom reveal such fine construction details 
" as this, thus one must only 'assume that very tight fitting boots are ■ •
cohstrueted with a separate vamp or have some sort of>,opening oyer the ;
instep$ down the’back over the heel or down the center front. ‘

. .Figures'^-50 ; ; . :: : : f:::
The different points where boots were most commonly slashed : 

are: revealed in these illustrations» V- The slashing Of boots seems to 
have been a luxury most commonly reserved for nobles, : :

, , • Wooden clogs , much like the modern shower clog were wora to .
protect fine bootss :as shown here . This illustration also reveals 
another pattern for the. cut of the Vamps, which allows the portion. y ;'

. above the ankle tp be close fitting without an opening, This cut is :
similar to that used for modem engineer and cowboy boots.
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. The .leg In this figure is encased in hose, 'gaiters,, and shoes. ; 
The tight gaiters show an opening down the front which seems to be 
stitched or shapped closed ̂ , • , - -

; ' v,:' - The gaiters wom by this soldier have a cuff . There must have 
been an opening down the back or garters Were used to hold them up v ' v ;

■■

:. This cross“gaitering over loose hose was a common leg pro~ 
tection among the lower elasses during the period. . ; ■

' The executioner is wearing long boots fastened to his doubletc 
The boot on the left leg reveals what happened when such soft long 
boots were not fastened. , ■ • ' ■ •

: The soldier is either wearing long boots with the tops turned
down or two pairs of hose, and a pair of sandals. It is possible that
the outer leg coverings' are leather hose, in which case a second pair 
of cloth hose might be heeded for comfort. The sandals could be .worh; 
to protect either boots or hose. • ; . . .
ligttre;-5?r:’ .;.V . '■ . :'. . V  : : : :v  ''' i b  ;v ; - \

i,; The above-knee boots are held up by straps; attached to the
trunks. Such boots were probably too soft and tight fitting to stand 
alone. W  Vb t ' / / . 1 - ' :

were made of hemp and a popular shoe among commoners 
as they still are today in;Spain,.- . b . . \:t . b .V - :
Figure 59 -' ■ ; : . . ' . / ; . :
.' : i The Aztecs were acquainted with sandal making and could easily , 
hive, made them for their tattered conquerors. V  : ■ ,v -
Figure 60 ' . "  ■ ' '

The moccasins of theMorth American Indians are quite similar . 
to the Spanish shoes illustrated in Figures 33“36. Thus one might 
assume that they were included in articles of trade or booty.
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Hose - :

Hese, known in Spanish as eal-zas. were similar at the begin
ning of the sixteenth century to our modem tights« They were made of 
clothe linen, silk, and occasionally leath@r<» Leather hose appear on 
a model of Charles V in the royal armory of Madrids ̂  Knitted hose ,
were as yet uneommon, being curious and luxurious gifts for kingse 
"%e first, knitted stoekings came from Spain and are mentioned as a .
present to Henry fill in 15^?®® . Hose were attached to. the doublet by
ties known as points, passing through eyelet-holes set along the doublet0s 
lower edge. The points were often finished with prized silver tips. 
Pictures of men involved in strenuous exercise often show the strings 
untied or broken, indicating that the problem of stretch and comfort 
had perhaps not been solved® The front flap developed by the middle 
of the century into a pouch like appendage, the codpiece® Paintings of 
peasants reveal" that the old style of separate hose, reaching to the 
waist but not sewn at the crotch, were still worn during the early part 
of the period®. These could be untied from the doublet or belt and rolled 
down to the knees for work.

Decoration of hose does not seem to have been as frequent in 
Spain as in other countries® Paintings do occasionally reveal decorated 
hose, and whether they were considered as foreign fashions remains to

Bruhn, Max Tilke, A Pictorial History of Costume
, 35° " ■ ; - " :

• : ' - ' :
- 1DHenry. Harald Hansen, Costumes and Styles (lew York, 1956) . 

Po 125° ' '

(lew York



be verified o Such trim and treatment is described by Kelly and Schwab© 
in the following»

Some men of fashion wore hose striped or variegated, 
sometimes each leg independent in colour; a revival of 
past modes o Another and more novel touch is. that the 
portion covering the hips (and now alluded to as the 
breech) is often itself different in colour, pattern, 
or material from tiie legs« This breech is not infre=; 
quently adorned with small slashes and tiny puffs or 

/ again by a reticulated pattern of broad bands of mat-
©rial variously embroidered.'7

Though the above methods of hose treatment were exceptional in Spanish 
paintings, large vertical slashes or paaing became a common treatment 
for the upper, hose that'begap. to appear» ' :

During the second quarter of the century hose began to be re= 
ferred to as upper hose, and.nether hose, or upper stocks and nether 
stocks® In Spanish the corresponding terms were calzas and medias calzas 
or medias® The upper hose were snug like modem trunks, or longer and 
fuller like bloomers® The nether hose resembled our long stockings®
Kelly and Schwab© (II, p® 9) tell us that the upper and nether hose were 
08oo ®still sewn together to form a single garment (stock® without the 
qualifying adjective stocking)»® ® The fashion of connecting breeches 
and stockings by laces or points is almost exclusively a Geman landskneckt 
mode®66 However, paintings showing upper hose worn with bare legs indicate 
that nether hose were not invariably sewn to the upper hose® Indeed,

ITyrancis H. Kelly and Randolph Schwabe, A Short History of 
Gostume and Azmor (lew York® 1931)» II, .p® 2.
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Kohler says, “Many mem, howeverstill wore the tw© separate long leg=* . 
coverings fastened , to the waist=belt which had been "usual at the end 
of the fourteenth centuryo60̂ ® "
:: She most common upper hose were made of panes,.sewn together
at intervals,. with the lining, often of a contrasting color, drawn 
through.the openings (see Figure 66)« Fashionable too were those Cut 
in a horizontal series p£ slashed puffs« Usually they were of a diff
erent fabric and sometimes of a different color than the nether hose. 

Loose baggy breeches were worn by many peasants, These were 
sometimes held in by cross gaitering, A loose fall trouser, almost 
like the modem trousers, was worn by sailors. Many of Cortez5 - men 
were sailors and settlers. It is plausible that they would dress in 
such attire.

^Oarl Kohler 1 A History of Costume (London, 1928), p. 218.
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Figure 61 1
,Hos@ were either attaehed-to a waistbelt or a short doublet 

as this one. ffeis douhlet opens down the front in .a- with eyelets 
that would pemit a method of lacing to reveal the shirt«• Points 
threaded through the eyelets at the waistline and corresponding, 
eyelets in the hose, as illustrated in Figure 62, attached the hose' 
tp the doubleto .
Figure,62 ■

This illustration shows the location of the eyelets and the 
seams of the hose. The seams follow the center-hack of the legs 
■ with gussets at eenter-baek and the eroteho As the hose were not 
knitted they would haw to be cut on the bias of the fabric in order 
to provide,; the necessary stretch for movement» ,
Figure 63 . ■. ■

. , The lacing shows metallic tips or points, which were seme-
times of silver or gold, etched, gilded or jeweled& ■
Figure 64 - '

Fourteenth century hose were not generally joined at the 
crotch, which was probably less decent but more comfortable. It is, 
possible that.separate hose as-these may have been used as nether- 
hose in, the sixteenth: eentm̂ y, for the' upper-hose, when worn would 
eliminate the need for joining them at the crotch.
Figure 65 . " V ' ■■■' ■,,;

Biese hose - are similar to:those in Figure 64 .except that 
they do not reach to the waist» Goamoners of the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries are frequently depleted wearing separate hose 
rolled domi as in Figure b. ;One might imagine that the eonquista- 
dors sometimes similarly rolled their hose down for freedom of 
movement. , .
Figure 66 . . ■ .

The ttpper-hese are made- of panes between which a full lining 
blouses out. It was not until after the middle of the century that 
they were interlined, padded and stuffed to create a balloon or melon 
sh&pav- The nether hose may be sewn to the mpperhoge, gartered, or of 
the- types illustrated in Figures 62 , 64, or 65.
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Fig. 61 
Short doublet 
with eyelets

Fig. 62 
Hose, back view 
15th to 16th c.

Fig. 6]lacing or 
"points"

Fig. 64
Hose 
14th c.

Fig. 65 
Hose 

15th c.

Fig. 66 
1530-1550

—raned
upperhose
Netherhose
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Shirts ''

Shirts were among the articles of trade used by Cortez®
Carill©:: y Gariel (p® .5:1): noted that: ©ortez gave the chief s Tendile 9 
shirts of fine holland cloth® ‘ Spanish shirts would indeed make gifts, 
for kings as they were voluminously fall .and made of lawn, fine linen, 
silk, or taffeta= The fullness at the neck was gathered or finely 
pleated into a band which was often intricately embroidered= At the ; 
top of the band frequently appeared a small tuckered edge, the first 
hint of the ruff which developed after the middle of the century®
. Morris (III, p. 22) asserts that, ’’Great patience and skill were ex= 
pended in the making of these shirts and it was not beneath the dignity 
of great ladies of .this period to make'and decorate such garments for 
their menfolk, We know that Isabella the Cathalie made and embroidered 
her husband®s shirts®66 A distinctive embroidery was done with black 
silk stitching and was known as. Spanish work® An inventory in Mexico : 
in 1525 claimed a full shirt with a neck opening embroidered with gold 
thread; another in 1527 recorded two shirts embroidered in gold and
. ^ . . 1 9  . "  : t  '

During the early part of the sixteenth century the character^ 
istie neckline of the Renaissance shirt was a low square neck® In Spain, 
however, the low neck does not seem to have been a widespread fashion 
for the 'shirt-more, often ended:at the-base:of the throat® The neckline 
of the doublet was frequently low and square, thus revealing much of

 ̂̂Garillo y Gariel, p ® 55 °
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the fine shirt. As the middle of the century approached the neckband 
of both shirt and doublet rose higher about the throat, Luoy Barton 
(p. 188) says that a small turn-over ebllar appeared after 1525 and 
was well established by 1550° ' By the end of the period only this small' 

' : turn-over Collar or a delicate ruffled edge showbd above the high- /
V y - necked doublet xSieh almost supported the ;dhin»- > ' - ; ■■ / ■

: 'i": '
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Slgtire 6?
' . These early sixteenth eentmry shirts illustrate the loea=

tion ©f the embroidery work that adorned fine shirts. Mhea doublets 
and Jerkins were high^neoked, such embroidery might be limited to 

■■ a oollar band. - ■ -■ , ■ ■ -
mgure 68 ; ;y : \ 7' / ' j. : ,

' , Shirts seem to" have been out much the same as 'full peasant. 
blouses or night .shirts. 'A tib. at the. neckline indicates a front' 
neck opening. ' X f r;;.; " . ; ■ ' ■ ; ’ ' ■

' figure 69 : , - . - /' ; : ■ - . ■.
Jhe silhouette made by the sleeves of this shirt is a " 

frequent early sixteenth century fashion. The forearm of this 
■style is often of a contrasting color .or fabric. . Heres the white 
cuffs of the shirt appearing under this piece indicate that it 
may have been a separate article„ perhaps worn to control the 
fullness of the shirt. It is possible, in variations of the style9 
that the fullness of the upper sleeve was gathered and sewn to a ■■

. close fitting lower sleeve section.
figure 70 ■

This early sixteenth century doublet sleeve illustrates 
the places where the shirt sleeve could be puffed through to 
show. The sleeve was tied to the doublet near the shoulder 
seam by points. .
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Figures 71=76 . : - . . / '' ' ; . • - /  '-■ . ; . :  ̂ ;
, Am over-all view of the illustrations opposite reveal 

the development of the predominant neckline treatments =. As the : ; ;
shirt tended to rise higher about the neck, so did the doublet 
and the jerkin, until the shirt was completely covered except 
for the collaro The turn-over collar in Figure 75 continued 
, la use throughout the sixteenth century* The small shirt ruffle» 
showing above the high-necked doublets in,Figures ?4 and ?6 are 
the first signs of the distinctive starched ruff that was to 
appear during the last half of the century. ,
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Doublets . ■ ■

Outer garments such as doublets^ jerkins0 tunics, sometimes
resemble eaeb other so closely as to render differentiation difficult. 
Lucy Barton (p. 188) savs„ "The doublet„ worn next to the shirt„ was 
the prototype , of the modern waistcoat. Like the waistcoat„ it was as 
a rule not worn alone. Often if -had sleeves, usually not very ample0 
and made to tie into the armseye. The lower part of these sleeves and 
the front of the doublet are ordinarily visible in pictures. This 
garment was as a rule skirtless.” During the first quarter of the cen
tury the front had a variety of arrangements. .Often it was spread 
flat across the chest „ high or low necked. Ihen low necked ? the fine
ly pleated shirt filled in over the neck and chest. Sometimes the 
doublet was open in a deep “TP* and laced over the shirt; at other times 
it was deliberately slashed and the shirt pulled through in puffs. The 
sleeves were usually long and tight over the lower a m  and wrist. "When 
the sleeves were tied to the doublet at the shoulder the shirt sleeves 
puffed out at the amseye. Often the doublet sleeves were slashed . 
along the outer a m  and at the elbows. The slashes were tied or bridged 
together with ti@ss buttons or jewels, allowing the full shirt sleeves 
to puff ouf between the openings. "

, The doublet was known in Spanish as the .lubon or ropilla. - 
Carillo y Gariel (p. 204) describes it as a fitted garment covering 
the body from shoulders to waist. He adds that it may have a detach
able skirt. This detachable skirt may perhaps be what was known as the 
bases. Kelly and Schwabe (II, p. 2) maintain that feature that comes 
in e. 1490 and reappears with .some frequency up t© 1540 is a skirt of



formal tubular pleats»»» These were apparently known as bases» and are 
often mentioned as independent articles of attire0 and (as such) much 
worn as a species of kilt over the knightly armour=M Morris (p. 33) 
further defines this skirt* which he says originated in Italy, in the 
following:

The name 0Bases0 was given to the skirt part of the 
garment which was often detached from the upper part and 
worn separately, being buckled or tied round the waist,

; Bases were semicircular skirts worn with both civil and 
military dress, often over complete suits of armour,,.
Mien worn for riding the bases were open up the front, 
and they were always open down the back. Sometimes the 
back portions overlapped.

The difficulty of distinguishing this separate skirt from the ordinary 
skirt that Was sometimes sewn to the doublet or to the tunic makes it 
difficult to verify the place of the bases in ordinary attire.
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" > \ ■ :■ '

The sayo is described by Carillo j Gariel (p» 206) as an exterior
garment which covered the whole body and buttoned down the back, serving
' ■ " /  - ' ■ • ' ■ '' as a .mbon or doublet» It probably had a skirt, for an inventory from
Mexico in 1525 reproduced by Carillo y Gariel (p» 55) records a savo
with frayed skirtso The same inventory specifies another savo without
sleeves which indicates that this garment might be with sleeves or
sleevelesso ' . -

The Jerkin , '

Lucy Barton (po 189) suggests that the jerkin corresponded to 
the modern waistcoat=■ : It opened in front, often revealing the doublet 
and the shirt, leek treatment of jerkins varied as with doublets, how- 
ever, eommbn additions to the jerkins not found generally on the doublets 
were broad lapels and deep square collars, often of fur. Toward the 
middle of the century the neckline tended to rise to a high under-the- 
chin collar. Jerkins might be sleeveless, with hanging sleeves, or with 
large puffed sleeves that stopped above the elbows allowing the doublet 
sleeve to show below. Jerkins' are seen with or without skirts, varying 
from hip to knee length. A jerkin with a knee length skirt might easily 
be confused with the gown.
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The Gown

Ifoe equivalent of the gotm in Spanish was probably the mantese 
In generals the gown seems ̂t© have corresponded to our overcoat* How- 
-ever, Lucy Barton (p* 190) feels that mIhe gown was not, strietly speak
ings so mueh an-overdoat as a garment completing a man®s costume, 
indoors as well as out. It was put on over doublet and jerkin or, 
possibly over the jerkin .alone*0* This garment was occasionally belted 
but usually fell loose, displaying the front of the skirted jerkin=M 
The gown might have a large square collar, often of fur, which was wide 
at the shoulders and tapered toward the hem* lore typically Spanish 
was the hood, or cowl at the neck*- The gown might be sleeveless, or 
With large puffed half sleeves that allowed the jerkin and doublet 
sleeves to show* '

Gapes - , . . , ' : ' 7 ' . - . . .

There were several different types of Spanish capes, described 
in the following by. Brian Reade (p» 19?)«: ' . -

<. e o The Gaoa which was cowled and cut circular or semi- 
circular and which'could be half-length, three-quarter- 
length* The ferreruelo or herreruelo, which could be cut 
like the ca.pal long or short but without a cowl and 
generally with a high collar; the boemio which was a half 
length dress cloak usually of taffeta or velvet cut in two- 
thirds of a circle, and sometimes Ined with fur; the balan- 

. drah. which was the three-quarter-1 ength balandran of the 
' Middle Ages with a renewed lease of life, cut in a circle .. . 
with aimholes and a hood; and the fieltro. which was a 
three-quarter-length double riding cape with a collar to 
' button: and-a hood* ' - .: ■
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Figure 77 ’ • ' ..  ̂ :: - '
The serfpit wears, a jerkin with a slaert peplume llnder : 

this a barely visible 3 is a laeed doublet to whleh the hose are 
probably laced o The white shirt is seen at the neck, under the 
doublet lacings» at the amseye and along the slash of the doublet :
sleeve o The slash of the doublet sleeve is bridged by a button or 
tie below the elbow= Hie long hose are covered to the knee, by high 

, soft boots« He has. what appears to be a fringed towel over his 
left shoulder = - i :
Figure 78, -.V:.! ' ' ; ■..■■■; r : , . , : : : .

Hie exeeutioner8 s doublet is parti-=eolored= Parti-eolored 
garments, a medieval fashlom, are still seen occasionally through
out the period eoneembdi The tuckered edge of the white shirt is 
seen at the neckline of the. doublet and billows out at the waist=> ■ • 
line® The long hose are laeed and tied to the doublet« The belt 
carried the quiver s a knife .and a purse * It was common during the , 
period for, men to carry purses attached to their belts» A beret
or bonnet is worn over a netted coif =. toe bow is probably not' a - ■
type that would be used , by the conquistadors % who used the: cross bow*
Figure 79 ' v1' ' ■ < ' ■
•; The hunter wears a doublet whieh is laeed in a way to show
the shirt in front* toe doublet sleeves.are of a different color 
than the doublet9 indicating that they may be tied in* The doublet 
sleeves are slashed and bridged at the elbow, allowing the full 
shift sleeves to puff out* The skirt to the doublet appears in the
original painting to be of a sealy material * This may be the ‘ ,
artist8s'interpfetatlon of chain mail* As it is of a different 
fabric from the doublet, and does not open down the front, it would 

. seem that it is at least a; detachable, skirt* • , . .

. Figure 80 ; 'p : ■.fvv. 'ey".  ̂ y
The exeeutioner has freed'his right arm for action by slip

ping 'his arm out of the doublet sleeve* toe laees to the.long hose 
are untied* The hose probably have feet in them, due to the shallow 
shoes* toe shoes are slashed, and slightly square toed* toe gar- ' 
ter below the knee on the right leg may be for deeoratioh or to help 
keep the stockings smooth, . ' c'C ;;..'  ̂ . ' , . :
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Figure 81
the hose on the right leg of the undertaker are rolled up 

indieating that they do not have feet. Many paintings show the foot
less type of hose strapped tinder the foot. The shirt billows; but 
at the waistline and shows just above the neckline of the doublet. 
The ladings are not tied but hang loose from the top of the hose.
Figure 82 ' ■

The executioner is wearing long hose with a striped pattern 
over the breech. It would seem that a striped design is appliqued ■ 
on. The lacings are tied to the doublet on the left side, untied 
on the right. The shirt seems to be embroidered at the neckline.
The right a m  has been slipped out of the doublet sleeve, probably
for freedom of movemento
Figure 83 . ■ ' ' ' .1 .

The three figures reveal variations of the short doublet 
and sleeve treatments. ' The doublet sleeves in Figure; “a06 are' not; 
joined under the arm, but bridge together by a tie to allow the 
shirt sleeves to show. The long hose reveal a center back seam up 
the leg. Hgure ^b110 wears a short doublet without sleeves.; The 
points of the hose are not fastened to the doublet. In Figure M'cw 
the doublet sleeves are puffed and slashed at the upper arm. The 
slashes are probably filled ■ with a white lining material. This man 
may be wearing an under doublet or a belt to which the hose are 
fastened at the waistline. The front flap of the hose is buttoned 
and decorated, a practice which will become more prominent as the 
period advances. .A sash is tied around the bottom of the doublet.
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Figure 84

’V-.1'' ; The executioner wears long snug .upperlaose without netherhosec 
The doublet sleeves are puffed. above the elbow, with white sleeve . : 
lining ptilled tiiroiagti panes» This sleeve is seen throughout the ' 
period. He wearg >  coif i-rhieh ties under .the chine
Figure 85 - \ , ; . • > ; ;■ .v'; ; ;;

This elegant executioner wears the striped upperhose • which 
seemed popular during-the last part of the. 15 th and the first quarter 
of the 1,6th centuries» A Moorish touch is the fringe around the hem 
of the hose» The lower legs are hare = His j erkin lace s in front 
and:is patterned with a, Renaissance design= A high~eollared doublet
■ and a shirt show below the jerkin.A He wears a hat and a coif .

- - <  ' ■ ,  ^

The peasant”s upperhose9 rolled up, may be similar, to those 
in Figure 84. He wears a full, shirt0 tails out, sleeves rolled up.
His: headgear appears to be merely a cloth. He is barefoot but wears 

• gaiters or leggings laced with thongs< The antiparas that Cortez e s , 
soldiers wore may have been similar to this .type, of leg protection.

This figure wears knee length upperhose which are puffed 
and .slashed in a roll near the. hema a seemingly frequent fashion of 

, the period. The lower legs are bare. He wears a sayo or jerkin, 
to which probably belong the sleeves with the slashes revealing white 

.; puffs of lining. . The panel sleeves below these may belong to. a : . ;:
; doublet. His hat is held oh by a ribbon under the chin.
B-gure 8?b : ^  ^
■ This figure, from the same painting as Figure 87a, shows 
that skirts withput upperhose were in fashion concurrently with the 
doublet and upperhose eombination. . The skirt of this save falls
in heavy folds. The shirt sleeves are full to the elbow, below -
which they are tight and of a contrasting color. He'wears long 

. hose and shpes\bhat ,matchtthe,: hose. it'//'' . ■
Figure . ' , . . .

The noble wears striped upperhose and netherhose which are 
gartered below the knees. His outergaraent is probably a sayo.'
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Figure 89
The peasant is wearing a savo tied at the shoulder. The 

skirt opens in the front revealing an underskirt which may be that 
of a doublet. His leggings or antiparas are buttoned down the back.
Figure 90

The shepherd wears a hooded savo. which is a common style 
for both upper and lower classes. This savo is slit in the back, 
revealing an underskirt, which may be the doublet. He wears leg
gings rolled down at the knee and cross-gaitered.
Figure 91

This man would be dressed as elegantly as a noble if he had 
a cloak or jerkin. He is probably wearing a skirted doublet as the 
opening down the front reveals no under garment. Since the bodice 
does not reveal an opening, the skirt could be detachable, though 
it seems to match the top in design. Voluminous shirt sleeves are 
gathered into a tight lower arm piece of contrasting color. The tall 
feather is unusual in Spanish paintings. It is more of an Italian 
fashion.
Figures 92-94

Early in the period the more wealthy nobles often appear 
in longer garments. Such garments are an indication that one does 
not have to work. Toward the end of the period skirts became short
er until only a deep basque or peplum remained on the doublet. Even 
kings seem to have given up the long robes. Long robes gradually 
became reserved for doctors, teachers and special ceremonial occa
sions. These nobles show the developing trend toward the shorter 
skirts by all.
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Figure 95
This figure, in the original painting, seems to have strong 

Moorish features and is wearing a turban. His short hooded doublet 
or jacket reveals how the hood was seme times buttoned.
Figure 96

Long gowns with slits, either up both or only one side, are 
frequently seen in paintings. This illustration shows a method of 
buttoning such a gown at the sides. When the gown was open up both 
sides, the front and back sometimes hung free, were belted in, or 
joined by straps, ties or even jewels. This illustration also shows 
the sleeve seam which meets the garment below the shoulder seam, as 
the modern suit coat sleeve does.
Figure 97

The outergarment worn here has hanging sleeves which are 
tucked behind into the belt. Sometimes these sleeves were also 
tied behind.
Figure 98a

Though these figures are not from contemporary portraits 
of Columbus, they reveal typical cloaks of the period. These dark 
brown and black costumes would not represent that which he wore on 
his first landing, for Las Casas recorded that the Indians recog
nized Columbus as the leader because he was dressed in scarlet.^0 
In the first figure Columbus wears a dark brown cloak with hanging 
sleeves. The doublet sleeves are slashed showing the puffs of a 
white shirt. Folds at the neck suggest a hood.
Figure 98b

The sleeves of this dark brown gown are full but short, 
allowing the slashed doublet sleeves to show.
Figure 98c

The long outergarment worn here may be the circular sleeve
less cape of the period. Such a cape had to be thrown up over the 
shoulders when the use of the arms was needed.

20 /Fray Bartolome de Las Casas, Historia de las Indias. ed.
Agustin Millares Carlo (Mexico, 1951), P* 202.
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,:,H,gure '99: : :
■ ' $h$! 'peaifjuat® s costume shows strong Moorish infl'ttenoe in
the turbans baggy trousers s and colorful geometric tristc Bie 
turban ends in a tab of red,, blue and white fringe <= From the 
hood hangs a tail in sections of blue, red and white, uound with 
red and gold, and fringed in green at each division of color« 
fhe yellowish cloak is edged With toothed applique in red, white 
and. blueo ■The undersleeves are green and have a deep funnel 
shaped cuff which could cover the hand, an old medieval fashion<.
His footwear is of interlaced thongs which are laced over l@g= 
gings o .. :■ ;
Figure 100

This man"s cloak is blue, and his stockings redo She hood 
also has a tail® The author has not, as yet, encountered this tail 
on costume other than mourning robes after this date»-
Figure 101

The peasant wears a blue savo with a hood ° UnderaLeeves, 
probably of a doublet, are redo TShite shirt sleeves show at the 
euffo He wears alnargatas.
Figure 102 .. , - ;' .

This bailiff could be imagined as a conquistador» He is 
well armed and carries a buckler at his waist» His outergament : 
is black, the hanging sleeves green and. white, the doublet sleeves 
yellow, and his hose red. The hat is red with green trim.
Figure 103 ■, ' , ' ; ■

■ This figure is covered with a black, circular, sleeveless 
cape. A white shirt shows at the heck. Boots or hose are slashed 
and clogs are worn. The hat has two blue and gold medallions, 
indicating probable nobility or wealth. This cape could be thrown ■ ■ 
over the shoulders as in Figure' 10̂ . . :
Figure 104 ' - .

The bailiff demonstrates how the circular, sleeveless cape 
was worn when action was called for. The cape is: black, the -savo 
blue, and the " hose red. His hair aid beard are blond.
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Figure 105 ::
Seamen played an important part in the early conquests.

Many who manned the ships that brought the conquerors over' joined 
them. The change in the working.'man0 s costume is generally slow.
The opposite illustrations, though executed in 1529, may still de=- 
piet costumes wora by some of the sailors with whom Cortes rein«=
forced his army. The captain carries a whistle and a whip. His
hooded cloak and baggy trousers are yeliow with red and gray stripes.
Figure 106 .

. The pilot® s cloak and trousers are yellow with red and gray 
stripes. The collar is of black fur. fixe black hat has a white 
feather.'
Figure td? .
■ . The sailor0 s costume is light brownish yellow with red 
stripes., The hood is black.. k black hat, worn over the hood, 
carries a small white plume. His shoes are grayish black. - ,
Figure 108

The ship owner wears black shoes with red stockings. The 
trousers are olive-colored with gray stripes. The coat, with the 
skirts slit up the back, is black, as are- the slashed sleeves. He 
wears a black cap over a red coif With earflaps.
Figure 109

This sailor wears short white trousers; legs and feet are 
bare. The doublet or short jacket is white. The shirt is white 
except for the sleeves from elbow t© wrist, which are blue, fixe hat 
is black, fixe straps over his shoulders are for his activity which 
is that of tugging a boat into the/harbor.
Figure 110 ' \ '

This sailor-9 s hat is violet, his shirt or jacket white and 
his trousers blue, He wears sipargatas which were: generally made of . 
hemp. Such a man might have been seen building the brigantines that 
•Cortez used,: in his navel warfare against Tenoehtitlma, now Mexico 
City.
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■figure- 111. . . - ' . -
Bie slave wears a short blue eape or mantle» Trousers and 

.shirt, are white. The hat is white with red trim» His legs are bare ' 
with an iron anklet. ; i
Figure 112

This slave wears a red doublet or savo with white baggy 
breeches. The Moors wore such baggy .trousers, which the lower 
classes seem to have adopted. One wonders if the very baggy 
Spanish trunks which swept the world of fashion after the mid
dle of the century might have had their origin in such as these.
The cap is white with a red facing.
Figure 113 ■ ' :

The slave wears a red savo with red sleeves.• Ihite at the 
neck indicates a shirt underneath® He - wears ragged trousers and is 
carrying, a goatskin bag of wine. He has only. one shoe..

The young man is wearing' a green shirt or savo with a cape
■ of grayish violet with red stripes. His trousers are white with 
red trim. These trousers show gussets set in the crotch® The 
sailors’ trousers in Figures 10? and 109 may be similarly construet= 
ed. Peasant trousers frequently seem to have such gussets. From 
his belt hangs a purse and sword.
Figure 115

The waterseller wears blue netherhose, white baggy trousers9 
red savo. and a green hood. Shoes are grayish black.
Figure.116 .

‘ - This law official wears a red- eap6 green doublet, blue 
mndergament, the .tails of which are fucked into the belt behind,
- and red uppefhose. - His legs are barev- A white shirt collar is
■ - at. the neck. Ihe scalloped edges: of the short. doublet is a feature -
sometimes seen in paintings of the early part of the period.
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Figure 11?
The old. noble8 s hat, cape and shoes are.black, his sairo blue 

and hose crimson«
Figure 118

Andres Doria, a famed admiral, is dressed entirely in black<> 
His. hair and beard are white*
Figure 119 ,

Cortez is dressed entirely in black. There is an indication 
of a-pattern in the fabric of the doublet sleeves which show below 
the slashed sleeves of the outergament. Bernal Diaz del Castillo 
(p. 4t0) noted that Cortez always dressed in the latest fashion but 
with simplicity and neatness* Silk, damask and satin meant little 
to him? nor did he wear massy chains of gold, but simply a small one 
of exquisite workmanship, from which was suspended an image of the 
Virgin* He wore a large diamond ring and .@n his velvet cap was a 
medallion. . . . : -
Figure 120

Davenport-(p» ^59) describes this costume as seen in the 
original painting in the following:

- With his black velvet bonnet, Gharles wears a superb 
: gold and white costume. His camions are of golds»striped

W-te: satin* vertically paned and horizontally caught, to 
match the.doublet which shows only at the lower sleeve, and 
through the siits of his eloth^of^gold doublet, corded in 
goldo.o * Over these Chrrles wears a cloak of white brocade, 
collared in sable, patterned with gold cord run; through 
clusters of gold rings ? white neatherstocks and shoes ? 
belt with sword, and dagger tasseled in white silk topped ■
in gold? pendant of the golden fleece*

Figure 121 . . v , ■ . ' . <■' : y ^
This noble wears a slashed;.doublet, paned upperbose, and a. 

cloak which appears to be of a rich watered silk = A small white 
turn-ovey collar appears at # e  neck* / "
Figure-'-lgZ ' . . . ■

The noble is in black except for a 'small white turn=over 
-.'.collar at' the neck.'' His cape has .a deep collar and is fastened in 
front with a jewel. / . ; :
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, Figure' 123:;; / , ' ' ^  ' , ' ;
The noble is entirely In blaek= The doublet is low-xfaisted 

id.th a deep basque or skirt» Opperhose were not distinguishable in 
the painting e ■ , ■: ; ■ - , •
Figure 124 ' , . - :

The doublet is white, probably satin, with heavy bands of..; 
gold trim that match the panes of the upperhose and the trim on the 
cloako A full white lining puffs through the panes of the upperhose® 
The shoes and netherhose appear golden®
Figure 125 \ ' '

Morris (III, p. 406) says that in the original painting, the 
doublet, sleeves and upperhose are composed of bands of pale yellow 
satin edged with passamayne® The sleeves have pairs of aiglettes,' 
in Spanish called nuntas. set at intervals. The coat is of rich brown 
satin with a sable collar® The hose are of pale yellow, probably of 
silk® The slashed shoes match the hose and may be of velvet« The 
doublet, is slightly padded from below chest level to the waist® This 
padding and the low. waists seen in these illustrations seem to be the 
beginnings of the. peaseod doublet which appeared after the middle of 
the century® ; _ .v ;. ' v . , . ' "
Figure 126 .

The outer garment Is a white leather jerkin with long slashes 
from chest to hem. The. white doublet sleeves are cut vertically in 
strips and banded, transversely with gold braid. The chin high jerkin ' 
collar is edged with a small white ruffle of the shirt.
Figure 12? : ' ■ :V f';; v , . % ; . : - • y ./

The cape worn by Don Carlos was probably a boemio, the half- 
length dress cloak without a cowl®. It appears to be completely lined 
with fur. The brown satin or taffeta doublet is decorated with hor
izontal bands of braid® The lining of the upperhose matches the 
golden brown panes and is not pulled out®
Figure 128

The Indians who drew the codex, Lienzo de TIaxcala® from which 
this figure was taken, depicted the story of the conquerors in the 
dress they saw about them when the codex was executed in 1550“ 1556®
The dress is similar to the preceding except that the hose now seem 
to be more distended = .
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: ' ;':;l ■■ ' ' • : CE&PTEB III
Military 3%?@ss

General, Characteristics •

fhe period of the conquistadors coincided with the age when
the knight and his horse, enveloped in armor, became almost invulnerable= 
Indeed, the hundred year period that began shortly before 1450 and ended 
just before the middle, of the sixteenth century witnessed the climactic 
era in the history of amor., Technically,, the suits of the period 
could not be improved upon in craftsmanship nor In their effectiveness 
as practical defenses against the weapons then generally in use. Thus 
one might easily imagine the conquistadors to have been heavily armored <» 
An examination of the literature of the period, however, reveals a diff
erent picture c,

A conquistador, describing the night before Cortez attacked 
the Spanish forces sent to thwart his expedition, wrotes 801 want to 
say what an extreme need we had for amor» That night we would have 
given anything that was asked for a breastplate, helmet, headpiece, or 
barbera of iron®66 These words alone indicate that plate armor must 
have been scarce among the soldiers of the first conquest. An apparent*, 
ly thorough investigation and study of the references in contemporary 
documents as to the types of wounds received and the body defenses

'Bernal Diaz del Castillo, The Bernal Diaz Chronicless The 
True Story of the Conquest of Mexico, transo I Albe¥t~^ell T5ew York,
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worn has led Garillo j Gariel (pp«97«98) to conolude that the soldiers 
of the Cortez expedition lacked a protection that covered the whole body 
He also asserts that only a few captains had plate amor and even these 
never a complete head to foot harness:- ■ . The reasons for this lack of 
plate may have been that it was at a high premium in the Hew Worldthat 
the Spaniards had found it advantageous to be lightly armored.or that 
other types of defensive dress were found to be of sufficient, protection 
against Indian weapons- These reasons, and perhaps others$ may have 
played equally important parts in determining the type of military dress 
worn by the conquistadors-

It has been brought out that each member of an expedition 
ordinarily had to furnish his own. arms and amor- Many of the eon= 
quistadors were poor settlers, farmers, sailors or impoverished hidalgos 
who joined the expeditions to seek fortune- Bashford Dean estimated 
that a fine shirt of mail in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art would cost ""---at modern prices [j92o] six thousand dollars,

- ' \ ' o-allowing the maker six dollars a day for a thousand days-" Though 
this was ah exceptionally fine coat of mail, one might suppose that one 
of lesser quality would be proportionately costly- Dean (p. 36) also 
presents a description of the method of construction of a helmet of the 
period and recorded that its making cost several months of assiduous 
work by a skilled technician- Thus, even a crude helmet, in an age when 
it had to be hammered out by hand, must have been relatively expensive-

^Bashford Dean, Helmets and Body Armor in Modern Warfare (London
.1920), p. 30- : ' '
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In the lew Worlds, where prices no doubt soared, the common man who was 
not already well equipped.-must have had a difficult time securing 
European arms and anaor»
/ . The Spaniards had already learned in the Italian campaigns that
the soldier unburdened with amor had. certain advantages. Cnnde de 
Clonard, in his work on the military history of Spain, presents a pic
ture of a Spanish soldier in ordinary eivH dress, armed with only sword 
and shield, and records that it was the innovation of this type of 'sol
dier which the Spaniards found most effective in the Italian campaign 
and the most fomidable in hand t© hand battle. It was hand to hand 
battle that the Spaniards faced in the lew Morld. They brought with 
them the accoutrements they had used in the Old World, but the battle
field they encountered here was different. Here they did not go into 
well organized battles on open fields but faced ambushes, forays, sur
prise attacks, long treks and quick movements in rough country. They 
did not have to face the powerful crossbow, gun or cannon. Though plate 
and chain mail armor were perhaps preferable and prized defenses against 
the Indian arrows, stones and darts, other types such as quilted cloth 
and leather armor might suffice. In addition they were more comfortable 
and less expensive to produce.

The explorers Hernandez de Cordoba (151?) and Juan de Grijalva 
(1518), who first scouted the coasts of Mexico, brought back to Cuba

^Conde de Clonard, Historia Qrgahlea de las Armas de Infanteria 
y Gabalieria' Espanoles desde la Oreacloh del E,iefrcito Permanent® Hasta 
el bfa (MSrid.^ 1 0 5 3 II.' pp. 258=259.
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.reports of not only the fabulous wealth that might be found, but also 
the type of warfare- the conquistadors; could be expected to encounter^
The explorers noted that the Indians of Mexico .were more civilized than 
those they had met with in the ¥esi Indie s0 They wore not only clothing $ 
but also armor of quilted cotton. A few skirmishes vrath these Indians 
taught them that the arrows and stones fell like hailstones and that 
some type of body defense was needed in that country. Therefore 6 Bernal
Dias del Castillo records that among the preparations for the Cortes

. ' - . ' ' . ' - . . k ■ ;' , ■ .expedition was the making of. quilted arms of cotton. The orders that 
Cortez gave his soldiers in Texeoco 8 before the final great assault on 
the Aztec capitals further,substantiate the theory that the majority of 
his soldiers depended on quilted and makeshift amor. The following • 
were the words of Cortez as recorded by. Bernal Diaz del Castillos

. Every soldier should wear very .good amor $ well quilted 8
a gorget which may have been of ehainmailplate c or quilted .
cotton » a hood8 leggingSs and a round shield. Also8 no one

■ should wager his horse or his arms. Alsos no soldier» horse«
mans.erosibowmang or muskateer should sleep without being 
fully armored or without his sandals except in the necessity 
due to wounds or pain,5 ■ . ;. . / y . . .

After the colonization of Mexico City, Cortez began to build 
an arsenalGarillo y Gariel (p. 101) maintains that soon after the

SICam.0 en aquella tierra de la Habana habia mucho algodo‘ns 
hicimos armas muy hien colehadaSs porque son buenas para entre indiOi, 
porque es mueha la vara y fleeha y lanzadas que dab an; pues piedra era 
como granizo.w Historia Verdadera de la Conouista de la lueva Espana. p. 48.

^8fLo otro, que todos los sold ados llevasen muy buenas armas y 
bien colchadasj gorjal3 papahigo» antiparas y rodela» Lo otro,, que nin- 
guna person jugase eaballo ni armas por via ninguna» eon granfpena. Lo 
otro» que ningun soldado, ni hombre de eaballo8 ni ballestero8 ni eseo= 
peteroj duermas sin estar con todas sus araas vestidas y. con los alpargates 
calzadosg exeepto si no fuese eon gran necesidad de heridas p de estar 
doliente»w Ibid.« P. 248. This writer0s translation, .
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conquest of the Aztec capital,, Cortez received the arms he had asked for 
from Spain, including many corslets» gunsg lances and c r os shows« How=. 
ever, the inventories of the arsenals that he reproduces reveal scant 
supplies, indicating that it was either in circulation on another expe=> 
dition, or that the supply was never really plentiful. Full armor is 
never mentioned! only corslets and a few gorgets of mail.

Coronad©0s muster roll shows that even as late as 1540, plate 
. amor was worn by relatively few of the conquistadors. Arthur S. Alton 
who edited the muster roll which he uncovered in the Archives of the 
. Indies, in' 1936 says: "Ihis.departure from the idealized picture con
tained in many book illustrations and murals is further accentuated by 
an examination of. the amor reported in the document»“ This document 
lists the names of a total of two hundred and twenty-five horsemen, by 
rank and company $ ands similarly, sixty-two foot soldiers. With each 
name is listed the number of horses each man owned and the kinds and 
amount of arms and amor he was carrying = The lack of defensive garments 
among the sixty-two foot soldiers is striking. Only one claimed what 
may have been a corslet of plate armor, only one claimed a helmet and 
only six declared buckskin jackets. Many of the horsemen, however, 
claimed one or two pieces of Spanish armor. Typical declarations, ex
cluding weapons, are? a coat of mail with a buckskin jacket; a corslet 
and a buckskin jacketi a coat of mail, buckskin jacket, and a helmet
with bevor; a buckskin jacket, coat of mail, native amor and weapons.

" -'v \ ■ ■■ -.■■■■ • .It is noteworthy that the great majority of the horsemen wore buckskin

' ' ■. ̂ -: • ■ • ‘ * -  ̂ 1 '■ i / - ’ • Arthur S. Alton, edo "Documents, Coronado0 s .Muster Roll", The 
American Historical Review. SLIV, (I939)i> P® 558. '
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'jackets* eueras de anta, either alone or, in oombination- with other odd 
pieoes of plate$ chain mail or native armor. Buckskin or leather doublets 
or jacket St, scmetimes stuffed with wool „ cotton or hair, and quilted, had 
been worn for centuries in Europe by the common soldier as the sole de
fense or as a seeondazy defense:under plate or chain mail° "

let it does seem■strange that native cotton quilted armor was not 
more specifically and frequently mentioned in the muster roll as It was 
still in use In other areas at this time* It was worn in the Hernando
Be’Soto expedition of 1538 and was the only kind of defensive protection

- : . ' ' " ■ . ■ 7listed in the official stores of the forts of Florida as late as 1578®
It is, possible that references to quilted amor in the Coronado document
are hidden by vagaries of semantics* especially in the interpretation of
the term, armas de la tierra „ which nearly every soldier in the company
declared® For example* lope de Samaniego0s declaration, munas eoracas

,  ' '  : o ’ ' '  ‘ , ■e amas de' la tierra68* is translated by George P® Hammond as 68some native
- a -cuirasses* and arms of the country68® In another example» Luis de Exeo-

bedo6 s declaration * 66armas de cabeca e de la tierra80 * is interpreted by
Hammond as "head amor, native weapons88? and by Alton as "head amor of
the Country"® Hammond most frequently translates armas de la tierra as
"native weapons81, while Alton generally translates it as "ams of the

- - 8George P® Hammond and Agapito Key* eds®, "Muster Roll of the 
Expedition* February 22* 1540" , Narratives of the Coronado, Expedition 
1540=1542 (Albuquerque*■1940), o®88®

^Arthur S® Alton* "Bie Muster Roll and Equipment of the Expedi- 
tioh of Francisco Vasques de Coronado66 * William Clements Library Bulletin 
.m,: (1939), P-7< 1 ' ' V : :
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land5% wMeh .might imply either ams or armor=
'Hie word, azmas. seems to have been- used quite loosely during 

the period in referring to amor or weapons« For example, Bernal Biaz 
d̂ L Castillo refers to anaas blen eolchadaso which could only mean quilted ' 
armor« Since nearly every soldier in the company listed amas de la
tierra in addition to Castilian weapons, which all:carried6 and the : 
assorted amor referred to above, the picture of the expedition might be 
of men carrying supplementary native weapons9 native quilted amor, or 
both. Whatever9 it is different from the one we are accustomed to.

Thus it say be imagined that the conquistadors of the various 
expeditions wore a great variety of clothing and defensive ■ armor. Some 
say have been in ordinary civil dress 8 at .best padded for additional pro~ 
teetion. ■ Many Wore quilted cotton amor or leather jerkins or doublets 
while the sore fortunate supplemented these with shirts of sail arid what 
pieces of metaH ie armor they eomld. secure. Those highest in rank were 
probably the most heavily armored» though perhaps rarely in complete head 
to foot araiorV : - :. . ' . ; ’ V;:: " •

The preceding chapter illustrated the.various possibilities of 
civil dress and in many eases all that the eostumer need add might be 
shield and sword. The types of defensive armor that were worn Can be 
divided into three classess (1) 'plate? (2.) chain mail5 ,.(3) soft amor, 
that is 9 quilted fabric of leather. .Though the conquistadors wore parts 
or combinations of these types the; following discussion will treat each 
type separately. Illustrations of soldiers taken from contemporary ;

See footnotes 4 and 5>



paintings and other sources at the end of this chapter may help one to 
visualize the possible cambinationso . : .
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Plate Armor

During the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries Northern 
Italy and Germany were the great centers of the armor industry. They , 
exported large quantities and their influence was so great that other 
European nations adopted their Styles ° For this reason .only a few 
examples of armor made outside of Germany; and Italy can be. identified 
at the present tlrae'.'v It is ̂ knowns however, that amor was made in 
Spain in such cities as Burgos, Seville„ Galatayud and Castejon tie las 
Armas „ though the armor made probably ̂ followed the styles of Italian 
or German imports« ' 'v  .

During the fifteenth century and lingering on into the early 
part of the sixteenths the predominant style of armor„ characterised by • 
angular tapering forms9 is termed "Gothic89. The armor in .use during the * 
first half of the sixteenth century is generally termed "Maximilian88. It 
was actually a fusion of Italian and. German elements„ probably as a result 
of the Italian wars, and was characterised by roundness8 breadth and 
increasingly more decoration. The profuse amount' of fLuting that is 
generally associated with the term "Maximilian armor88 was typically a 
German style which never seems to have been popular outside of Germany» 
though limited amounts were adopted by the Italian armorers. Peterson 
(p. 11?) asserts that since the channelled and fluted Maximilian ambr . 
was never popular -in Spain9: little or nphe of it ever reached; America. 
Spanish imports of German armor were probably those with smooth surfaces.

Claude Blair. European:Armor (London, 1958)» p= 77». ' • V . '
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- Generally, '1m. the fu3J. suit0 the head was encased in a closed
: -jg ' ' ■' , ' ' ;helmet«, The closed helmet was comprised of a crow which protected the

top arid back of the head s> a bevor which defended the cheeks and ehine and 
the visor's, which eoTered the, face» Hhen the visor was made of two platese 
the upper plate containing the openings for vision was temed' the . visor$ 
While the lower plate containing the breathing apertures was called the 
ventaH»: In addition to these parts„ the bowl and the bevor were scmetimes 
fitted with a rim or series .of iames9 known as the colletins, which fitted 
over the neck defense or gorget» The gorget was .generally constructed 
of -upward=>lapping lames arid riveted at the sides of the necko It not 
■ only protected the neck but also served to- carry the weight of the body 
iand shoulder\am©r<.i : ■'■ ' ,■ ■;■ •: : : : : ■■ ' • ' -
, ;: The breast and back plates usually fitted up over the gorget»
Daring the fifteenth century the rounded breastplate was cut off straight 
at waist level and the lower part was, overlapped1 by a reinforcing Ibwer : 
breastplate» the plackarta which curved up. to a point in the center of 
the breastplate and was ’ attached to it by a strap and buckles or sliding .•

- 'rivets». The back was made In a somewhat similar manner = ' During the last 
decade of the fifteenth century the breastplate was sometimes made in one 

• piece o During the first quarter of the sixteenth century the breastplate 
Was either globular in shape or somewhat flattened with a slight medial 
ridgeo: Toward the 15^0°s the waist-line developed a dip in the centers ■ : 
a style which seems to ..have followed the civilian fashion of the lowered : •
waistlineo The baekplate and breastplate were generally joined by rivets

' . . A complete harness identifying the. various parts is illustrated :; 
-,:in Figures .1.29.9.■ a-b, ; v 1' '-v,' ■: : ■ .it,
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on the left side and straps and buckles on the right.
; At the waist were attached upward-lapping lames often known as 

the taees in front and the loin guard in back. Another series of lames ; 
which acted as defenses for the upper thigh and were attached to the taces 
or waist were known as the tassets. These, unlike the taces, tiers divided 
in front to allow movement for the legs. During the fifteenth century 
the tassets were often made of a single triangular shaped plate. Blair
(p. 123) says that after c. 1510 laminated tassets were used more than

, any other kind. They were usually rectangular with rounded corners $ shap- • 
ed to the curve of the thighs and with slightly convex or bluntly pointed 
lower edges. During the second decade of the sixteenth century a eup= 
like defense for the genitals, known as the codpiece or brayette, was 
attached to the lower edge of the taees. ■

The shoulders were protected by defenses known as spaulders or
pauldrons. Spaulders were small cap-like series of lames, whereas the 
pauldrons were larger and extended over the chest and back. The arms 
were covered by the vambraceso Sometimes the part of the vambraee above 
the elbow is termed the rerebrace, while the part below the elbow is re
served for the term vambraee. As used .here, the term vambraee will de
note the whole arm defense, except the shoulder and elbow. The vambraees 
sometimes completely encircled the arm as a single plate or were laminated. 
Cheaper vambraees which protected the outside of the arms only were attached 
by straps and buckles round the arm and at a point at the shoulder. The 
elbow.was protected by a small cup known as the eonde, pouter, or, more 
simply, the elbow-eop. A flaring shell-like plate often covered the
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inside of the elbow joint. Gauntlets covered, the hands and the wrists 
and were characterized by generally short cuffs, though at times they 
reached the elboWg eliminating the need for the lower vambraeeo Some 
gauntlets had articulated fingers, others were more like mittens.» Gen
erally, however, only the back of the hands and wrist were protected, 
the inqer part being protected by the leather glove lining of the gaunt- 
. let., '

The legs were protected by euishes, knee-eops and greaves. The 
euishes protected the thighs, though in some cases they reached to the 
hips, eliminating the need for the tassels. Generally a cuishe protected 
only the front and outside of the thigh and was fastened by straps. The 
knees were covered by the knee-eop, a shallow cup with one or two lames 
above and below with a wing or heart-shaped piece flaring out to protect ■ 
the back of the knee.The calves of the legs were covered by greaves 
which generally consisted of two, plates fastened oh the inside of the 
, leg by pins or straps. Blair (p. 129) says,- 16Three-quarter greaves (i.e. 
extending only three-quarters way round the leg) are found occasionally . 
from c» 1510 onwards. They are normally fastened with straps and buckles 
instead of the pin-eatches that were used generally after c. 1500 =M Some 
greaves extended to the ground at the back and sides of the foot with a 
slit for the spur, though the spur was sometimes riveted permanently to 
the heel. Greaves worn with mail shoes generally teminated at the ankle.

Mail shoes seem to have been the most popular in Italian amor. ; 
Frequently mail covered only the top of the foot and was attached permanent
ly to the edge of the greave and to the shoe by points. The German armor
ers seem to have preferred plate shoes9‘also known as sabatons or sollerets.



Thesewere composed of lames overlapping downward over the instep and up
ward over the toeso Blair (p. 85) describes the progressive development 
of the toe as, pointed until c. 1500» broad or bear-paw shaped until e.
1530» after which they tended to grow narrower until by e. 1550 they had . 
assumed a fairly normal rounded toe* Ibis pattern followed that of the 
fashionable shoe of the period» As the civilian shoe in Spain seldom 
assumed the exaggerated broadness of other countries„ it might be assumed 
that the broad-toed sabaton was not frequently used either®

After the Italian wars, or around the beginning of the sixteenth 
century, half suits of armor, called corslets or cuirasses, came into 
general use® A corslet comprised a breastplate, baekplate, taoes, tassets, 
vambraces, gauntlets and helmet. Barado y Font explains that the Spanish 
cavalry dressed in full armor was known as the heavy cavalry or oaballeria 
•pesada, while those in half armor were known as the light cavalry, oaba
lleria ligera or la gineta.  ̂ He further maintains that though the 
heavy cavalry accompanied every army, it was never the main part. This 
seems to stibstantiate: ;.£uhther: the theory that the conquistadors on horse
back wore light rather than heavy full armor.

Armor was generally lined throughout, and at times padded at 
points Where it was necessary to take up the shock of a strong blow or 
prevent rubbing and chaffing. Araing-doublets were worn for the same pur- ' 
pose and as additional secondary defenses. These were made of leather, 
canvas or other heavy fabric, were frequently quilted and probably con
structed according to the silhouette of the armor. Ordinary civilian
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doubletsg themselvesp were sometimes padded or quilted and it Is possible 
that these often served as aming-doublets => In addition, separate quilted 
pieces known as amiqg bolsters and a.ming partiets seem, to have been 
worn at'times, iThq partlets a kind of quilted collar, helped support the 
gorget which in turn bore the weight of the whole body armor. The bolster,, 
a thickly padded roll, was worn at the hips as an additional support for 
the aimor.

%h@ weight and clumsiness of armor, however, seems to be subject 
to many misconceptionso Blair (p= 191) asserts, "The popular belief 
that the fully-armoured knight had to be lifted into his saddle with.a 
crane and could not rise once dismounted is quite without foundation.
There is a.great deal of literary and pictorial evidence to show that 
the fully-trained man was inconvenienced hardly at all by his amour 
before its weight was so greatly increased in the 17th century.” Armor 
was perfectly articulated for freedom.of movement, so that an armored 
man could jump' into the saddle, lie down at full length, and get up in 
hardly more time than he could do it unarmed. Peterson (p. 124) esti
mates that a full suit of field armor would weigh about sixty pounds 
while a half-suit would average about thirty-five or a little more if it 
were bullet-proof. This weight was distributed all over the body, per
haps making armor easier to carry than some modern military equipment 
which is suspended from the shoulders. The amor that was heavy and un
manageable was that designed for the tournament which was not worn on 
the battlefield. The greatest inconvenience of armor of this period 
came from its lack of ventilation, which no doubt caused much discomfort 
among the amored conquistadors who ipde their way through Central Amer
ica, the Gulf States or the Southwest.
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Figures 129* a and b ’
These figures present the front and back view of a full suit 

of Gothic armor and identify its parts in English and Spanish., This 
illustration does not necessarily' represent a typical conquistador,, : 
Only the most wealthy of captains could have afforded a complete head 
to foot harhessv Howevera a conquistador fortunate enough to have 
any plate armor at all may have: worn parts of this suit, as a breastr 
plate and elbow=eopsg a/helmef a euishes and knee=>oopsa: or only vam<= :' 
braces« The fact that many of the conquistadors were men with little 
means, arming themselves as best they could with what pieces of plate 
they could obtain to supplement makeshift body defenses must be kept 
in mind throughout this section on amor« Many of the illustrations 
in this section are from surviving amor of kings and nobles* They 
present the lines and forms characteristic of the period and of what 
armor the conquerors may have worn* The completeness of the suits or 
parts and the amount of decoration would depend on the status of the 
conquistador* It must also be kept in mind that some conquistadors 
may have equipped themselves with ancestral armor and might thus ap
pear .in • equipment several decades out of style* For this reason 
specimens predating the beginning of the period concerned are pre- 
■sented* - - ■ ' . : • '
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' . Variations of this style of Gothic armor are frequently seen ■
in Spanish paintings.of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen
turies = fhe breastplate in this style is characteristically composed ' .
of two parts? The- outer part is known as the plackart arid is here . . \
strapped to the basic breastplate in the center of the chest? A com= 
mori spidier might wear only the plackart over a quilted or leather 
garment,; The three holes lined upnear the right armhole are probably 
screw holes for the attachment of the lance rest? There are six taces 
composed of upward-lapping, lames to which are buckled triangular shaped 
tassets of one piece. A common soldier might not have the taces and 
tassets. \ ' ::; ; v, /.v-v : ■' , ''■;',v  ■■■.. ; .'. ' '. • -

- This outline reveals -the globose shape of the breastplate, 'the 
position of the plackart in relation to:the under breastplate„ and the 
upward-lapping' lames of the taces. : : ■

, ■. The backplate appears to be composed of four lames:and a plaek-
art strapped and buckled to the lames at center back. The loin guard 
is composed of four upward-lapping lames to which are buckled short

: The plackart of this breastplate is attached to the under
plate by a large screw in the center of the chest. Its.shape is glo- 

v.. bose'wifh a slight medial ridge.,; The borders around the neck and 'him- : ,

n s u r e  1 3 2  . ;  . . ..■ ; .. This is a ,breastplate of the armor of King Ferdinand the Gath-
blic«,.:' The plackart is of a broad fishtail shape which Blair (p. 108) p ; 

> implies-.iska characteristic Spanish fashion. The taces are composed 
of three- upward=lapping lames to which are buckled tassets of one piece. 
Figure b reveals that the silhouette of.the breastplate is only slight-V:V^;»*==6.. ;V:; :
Figure: 133: : ' ■ ' 3 : ; . ' . : /

.This simple breastplate is forged in one piece. It has a .
• slight medial ridge and the neck; and amhole border are outward foiled. : 
%is type of breastpfate is seen- in Spanish paintings throughout the ■ 
period, especially on common soldiers;, and might well be one that was'' \ 
worn by some; of the conquistadors who had plate amor. v :
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Hgure 13M .. •; > ' ■ : '/
: The breastplate is globose, as illustrated in Figure b9 and 

cuts sharply Into the waistline« Die baekplate (c) is composed of 
three pieces, which seem to be hinged together« The lines formed by 
these pieces follow the seam lines of a doublet pattern of the period. 
Such lines accent a small waist which appears to have been a special 
feature of this style. The decoration and German inscriptions have 
been omitted, •
Figure :t35 ' . . .

The long tassets attached- to, this breastplate eliminated the 
need for euishes« The tassets were probably strapped, to the legs near 
the bottom to prevent them from flopping. The tapering bands of dee- 
oration accent a small waistlineThe armholes are fitted with gussets, 
probably with sliding rivets to allow a m  movement« ’ ,
Figure I.36 ' , , / ;

The breastplate and baekplate are joined by straps and fit 
oyer a gorget. The breastplate is probably, similar in shape to those 
in Figures 134 and 135» The taces'are composed of five lames to which , 
are riveted tassets of four -upward-lapping lames. The neck and the ;■ 
amhoies of both front and baekplates have outward turned rims. Omit
ted is the decoration consisting of etched borders along the bottom 
of the tassets, round armholes and heck, and of figures of the Virgin 
and GhUd and saints covering the breastplate and baekplate»
Figure 137 g

This style of amor came to a fairly sharp, hump in the center 
of the breastplate= It may have been this hump, descending toward 
the waistline, that formed the peaseod style of armor which appeared 
after the middle of the sixteenth century. Die taces are composed 
of three lames to which are buckled the tassets.
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Figure 138
- This armor is globose in shape, cut straight across the waist™ 

line, and is burnished bright with little decorationc, Die round disks, 
known as palettes," served as ornamental protection for the arapits and 
were worn throughout the period concerned =. The breastplate is without . 
tassets though .screw holes indicate that they may have, been: added® :
Screw holes near the right armhole were for the attachment of the lance 
■rest® The arms are protected by spaulders, rerebraees9 elbowacops and 
a mitten gauntlets Die helmet may be a deep salade which protects the 
back of. the neck® A bevor covers the face and extends down over the 
chest® - '
Flgpre 119 : . ■ , '■

Die breastplate is globose, straight across the waistline, 
smooth and without decoration® The neckline of the breastplate is low . 
and square, seemingly.following the characteristic neckline.of the 
ciyilian garments of the period, A gorget carries the wei^it of the ,■ _ 
closed ;h©lmet, breast.' and backpiates and a m  defenses»■ - - These latter ■ 
are composed of spaulders, elbow=eops, vambraces and mitten gauntlets®
The .pale ttes are attached by'. straps to the shoulders ®. Showing at the 
underarm and bend of the elbow may be chain mail gussets or mail, sleeves® 
Mail breeches or a divided mall skirt are seen below the tassets® In 
the original model the rest of the leg is encased in complete leg amor.-"
Figure,140 " ' • .

The amor from which this illustration is taken belonged to 
Charles V and is beautifully gilded ahd engraved® Without the full 
decoration and perhaps some Of the, extra parts this style of amor 
might have been worn by a conquistador ® The helmet is an amet which -:. 
completely enclosed the face. Die interval between the upper edge of 
the breastplate and the helmet is protected by chain mail rather than 
a gorget® The breastplate has a ridge or tapul down the middle® A 
lariee rest is attached to the breastplate near the right armhole. The 
right arm is defended by spaulders, a palette, rerebraee, elbow-eop, 
vambraee and a gauntlet. Either mail sleeves are worn, or mail gussets 
are set in'at the bend of the elbow® The left a m  is protected by a 
large pauldron with a pike-guard, re rebrace, elbow-cop, vambraee and 1 
■gauntlet®
Figure 141 / .■ ■ :: : . ■: .-■:'

This figure is taken from an amor of Charles V which is rteht ■ 
ly gilded® The breastplate has a ridge or tapul and dips to a slight 
point at the waist<==a style line which became more predominant toward 
the middle of the 16th century® A gorget bears the main weight of the 
amor® Calvert (p® 97) says that this amor was worn over a coat of 
mail® -
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Figure t&2
Simplicity in line and fom create the beauty of this armor.

The breastplate is globose and appears to be cut off above the waist* 
line, which is protected by a heavy band or lame. The close helmet 
is fitted with a gorget. The arms are defended by pauldronss, rere=> 
braceso elbow=cops9 vambraces and gauntlets. The separate fingers 
of the gauntlets were probably attached to a leather lining.
Figure 143 ■

This armor is complete except for gauntlets and ehainmail at 
the underarm and between the tassets. The helmet is probably a bur=> 
gonetj, to which is strapped a bevor which covers the face and neck.
The breastplate is globose with bands of fluting or engraving. A 
lance rest is attached near the right amhole. The arms are defended ' 
by spaulders-. strapped to the shouXders8 rerebraceslarge elbow-cops „ . 
and vambraces. The legs are encased in cuishes# knee-eops with fan 
plates9 greaves and square toed sabatons. . : ;
Figure 144  ̂ ...

Antonio de Leiva9 a famous Spanish warrior of the Italian 
.campaigns»r wore* this 'amor. The globose breastplate is fluted with 
tapering bands that accent a small waist. It is cut straight across, 
above the waistline and overlaps a waist lame or band which. dips slight- 
ly in. the center. The neckline is low and filled in with a gorget.
The right pauldron is cut away9 indicating that a lance rest was pro
bably attached at the right armhole. The buckles and straps indicate 
that the leg harness protected only the outside of the legs. Chain 
mail was probably worn between the tassets and at the armholes. .
Figure 145

The breastplate has a ridge or tapul dipping to a point below 
the waistline. The low waistiine may indicate that the armor0 s date 
is nearer the middle of, the., century. Gussets seem to be set in the 
armholes9 probably with sliding rivets. The arms, are defended by ; -b 
pauldrohss rerebraces» elbow-eops and vambraces. Since the right 
pauldron: is not cut away» a lance rest was probably not worn. The 
; face and neck are protected by a be vor with bars.
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Figure 146 _ '
This armor belonged, to Philip. II and for that reason is richly 

decorated»Sueh armor may have been worn by Coronado. The breast
plates following the lines of the civilian: doublet at this time, dips 
below the normal waistline at the center to a point» The waistline 
area is laminated, both in front and back.
Figure 1 ■■■•■ ■ ' ■ -

The baekplate is blackened with wide bands of etching„ Such 
a backplate without the decoration and border at the waist may have 
been worn by cmmon. soldiers throughout the period.
Figure 148 / ■ i ■
- The balf«=armor is a part of the harness made for Charles "i 

and is therefore richly decorated with etching and gilding = The breast
plate is made on approximately the same lines as the breastplate above» 
Three screw holes near the right armhole were. for the lance rest and 
for that reason the right pauldron is eat away. Both right and left 
pauldrons are equipped with wings to ward off thrusts toward the neck. 
The fingered gauntlets were probably attached to leather gloves. The 
long tassets were strapped to the leg near the bottom.
Figure 149 : .

Anime breast and baekplates were invented in Italy c,' 1530 
and were made of overlapping horizontal lames joined together by in
ternal leathers and sliding rivets. They were more flexible and 
therefore more comfortable than those made in one piece. This armor 
is actually parade amor of Philip' II though most of the profuse 
decoration is omitted. The form of the breastplate, however, is one 
that may have been used by some conquistadors late in the period.
Other parts may also, have been used by them, as the gorget and a m  
defenses. Between the tassets, is a codpiece, riveted to the taees.
The greaves may only Cover the front and outside of the legs, or may, 
with the addition of a backpieee, encircle the below-knee area, :
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Figures '150-152
Gorgets seem to have varied little in basic foam during the

periodo Figure 150 opens down the £ronts while Figures 151-152 open
at the sides or shoulders« The lames around the neck were fastened 
by sliding rivets and internal leathers-
Figure I53 ' . r. . " '

This vambraee;- is from an amor of Ferdinand the Catholic.
Since it protects only the outside of: the am, mail sleeves were 
probably worn. The elbow=eop is composed of two. cup-like disks.
The disk near the shoulder is probably a palette to protect the june=> 
ture between the ara defense and the. breastplate. Such a vambraee 
could be relatively cheap and may have been worn by some of the con
quistadors o
Figure ..154a ■ \ \ :

in early method of keeping the elbow«.eop in place was to tie 
it to the aming doublet or to the; vambraee by points.
Figure i54b: . . .
• This elbow-cop is buckled round the am. Hotiee also the
ties joining the rerebrace and vambraee.
Figure 155 .  ̂ \, -v" y ' . ' .

The spaulder is composed of downward lapping lames. The rere- ' 
brace, and vambraee cover only the outside of the arm. It is not clear 
whether'the elbow-cop is buckled or completely encircles the arm.
Figure I56 . ' '

Pauldrons differed from spaulders in that they were larger and„ 
extended over the shoulders and chest or back. When a lance rest was
attached to: the breastplate the right front pauldron had to be cut
short above it. These pauldrons have neck guards which may.have been 
detachable. Figure e shows the back view.of either one of the pauldrons. 
Here the elbow«=eops and vambraees completely encircle the arms.
Figures'* 157=160 : .

Mitten gauntlets ranged from the simple style in Figure 157 
to that of Figure 159 in which the fingers were intricately outlined :. •.
though not separated. Gauntlets were generally laminated at finger 
and wrist joints though some were of fewer pieces. The gauntlet in 
Figure 160 with separate fingers was probably lined with leather or 
attached to a leather glove>
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Figure 161 ' :
Parts of this leg harness may have been worn by the conquist

adors since the style oontinued,into the 16th century» Blair (p, 120) 
'says that this Gothic form Of t as set remained' in general 9 if limited, - ' 
use/ until e»’ 1530°• Ihe:: enishes hover only the front of the legs and 
; are fastened to them by straps and buckles. The knee=eops have fan;^ 
plate and mail fringes, The greaves completely encircle the.legs,
The sabatons are of upward lapping lames.
Figure |i62: i. ' , • ; . ; t ' . . .' 'v-';
. ' /Oils side view of a leg harness depicts a euishe with a hinged
plate to cover the back of the leg., a fan plate that protects'the bend 
of the leg, the hinges of the greavesg and a mail piece that was prob
ably fastened over the top of the shoe.
Figure 163 : ' : ' / ' ' " V '  ;

The long laminated tassets are secured to the leg by straps, . 
The euishes and greaves protect only the front and outside of the legs. 
Mail fringe attached to the greaves covers the top of the foot. Boots 
are worn and appear to be strapped to the bottom of the breeches.
Figure '164 ■ . 1 • ■ . ' . :

Blair (p, 214) says that this knee-cop was designed to be 
worn without a greave-o It may, however, have been worn with a euishe,
' 'Figure' 16 5 ■''':■ ■ ■."V'.•;■ ■; ';■ .  ̂ :

, ; ,.tiiis leg piece;-is: also designed to be worn without 'a- greaye» c 
It was probably worm over boots. ' ■ : v - 'V:; i".-:" ;•■
Figure 166 ;; ; : ■ '  ̂V v :, ' ' v.,.p

It would seem that sabatons might be too uncomfortable to be 
worn by the conquistadors on their long treks though it is possible 
that they may have been worn occasionally by seme captains or those 
on horseback. Figures a and c are composed of upward lapping lames 
of platen Figure b is of mail with a plate toe cap.
Figure 16? ...

These figures reveal various fastenings tiiat may have been used 
instead of the common strap and buckle to attach tassets to faces, 
pauldrons to the gorget or breastplate or to lock greaves, vambr&ees, 
gorgets, or helmet parts, " •,
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• Helmets , - . ■- '  ̂ \ >

One of the ; siaiplesliL; and cheapest of helmets worn by the ccm- 
raon soldiers was the skull-cap,, made of either metal or hardened leather 
and sometimes fitted with disks as. protective earpieces« Other types 
of helmets worn during the period were the salade (also known as the 
sallet), chapel-deafer» morions arinet, close-helmet and the burgpnete 
Each of these, types were subject to variations3 however,, and only the 
main characteristics of each type will be discussed hereo

The salade was made of a single piece* fitting the head closely 
in■front and at the sides and curbing in to the shape of the' nape of the 
neck and then out to form a small tail. The face was an open arch, 
either left open or fitted with a visor« This type of helmet is prob
ably the one referred'to in Spanish literature as the celada.

The chap@l=de=fer was simply a bowl with a brim. Those with a 
broad brim are sometimes called kettle-hats, A form that seems to have 
been used by all classes in Spain was called the cabacefe, Its bowl v 
or crown was shaped like half an almond-shell, frequently with a small
curved stalk at the apex. The broad down-bent brim curved up to form a
point at front and rear, - A deep bevor, known in Spanish as the barbote „ 
which sometimes Completely Covered the face was often worn with the 
cabacete, Sometimes the barbote had a gorget-plate which extended in 
an elongated ¥ down, over the chesty where it was fastened by a lace to 
a leather jacket or bfigadine,

. During the sixteenth century in Europe the chapel-de-fer assumed 
the name %orionMv : This term seems to have been used loosely; thus the 
conquistadors are frequently represented in modern illustrations wearing
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a form of morion which did, not come into being until later In the six= 
teenth century, Peterson (p.. 113) explainss "The word "morion* is a 
general Spanish term meaning simply 8 helmet"' or headpiece»61 Blair 

"(p. 138) further clarifies the term in the following s ;

During the first half of the century except in Spain, '
;Where: the pointed form of eabaeete remained in use~*»the 

, ... morion had ;a rounded skull, usually with a low corab, and a
’ ' • narrow, iiat or slightly down-turned brim; a few examples :

: have as many as three combs« Shortly:after c» 1550 the form
'i • of thehelmet that most people probably associate with the

v., ' word-t,morionM made its appearance 3 possibly first in •Italy.
This has a down-turned brim curving up to a sharply pointed 
peak at .front and rear and a very high lobe-shaped comb, .■

■ hence its English name comb-morion, .= , Another form of mor-
ion in general use alongside the comb-morion was derived 
from the Spanish eabaeete; in' fact it. was known in France 
as a cabasset and in England as a Spanish-mqrion. The dis
tinctive feature of this form is a pointed almond-shaped'

■ skull that usually terminates in a short stalk. The brim
is occasionally similar to that on the comb-morion but more 

v usually rather narrow and flat all round. • y; ; ,y

' Ihe 'burgonet appeared: at̂' t^ beginning of the sixteenth cen
tury. ■ It was also an open helmet With, a -comb, brim projecting over the '. 
eyes and hinged cheekpieees which were generally tied or strapped to
gether at the chin. ■ A bevor (also known as a buffe) which covered the 
face except for two vision-slits was sometimes strapped to the burgonet. 
Some also had a barred face-guard which might be detachable. Because 
the burgonet was light and lent itself well to decoration it became one 

! of the most popular helmets of the sixteenth century.
The araet was a close-fitting helmet., that is, a helmet which ' 

completely encased the head.. The,cheekpieees were hinged: and fastened 
together over the chin. It was generally f itted with gorget plates or .

:; a hollow-rim which f itted closely over the: rim of the gorget of the



amor proper,: thus allowing the weight of the helmet to rest on the 
shoulders rather than on the head,, S. rondel attached to a stem appeared 
on the baok Of the helmet until the second decade of the century. It 
may. have served as a decoration or as a protection for the strap which 
attached the gorget plates to the afmet. This helmet was also general" 
ly fitted with a bluhtly pointed or sparrow-beaked™ visor. Kelly and 
Schwabe record•that the ridge along the skull-pieee from brow to nape 
developed into an embossed, comb c. 1510° . • .

The close-helmet seems to 'have' been a development of the armet 
and was so much like it that contradictions as to the labeling of these 
helmets exist in different references« Blair (p.; 134) says that "After 
c. 1510 the elosetihelmet took on the same form as the azmet; thereafter 
they were; indistinguishable except.that the one had a pivoted bevor and 
the other hinged eheekpieces opening down the chin.46 He describes the 
distinguishing bevor of the■clbse-helmet as one that was.pivoted with 
the visor at the same points on either side and having a simple flange 
at the bottom instead of gorget plates. "Whatever the differences, both 
helmets completely' enclosed the head and may perhaps be safely termed 
.'Clbsd"helmets'.' : ■ , f;. 'V;.

M l  helmets were probably lined with canvas or richer materials« 
The lining was either glued in or stitched to a strap which was riveted 
round the inside of the helmet. Blair (p. 78) suggests that the helmets 
were also stuffed with woolg hair of dried grass. If the helmets were 
not so lined and stuffed, a separate padded or quilted cap, the aiming-

ih, ■ - ■ .■ Francis M. Kelly and Randolph Schwabe, A Short History of 
Costume and Amor (lew XorkV 1931 ) l II?. P° ?1 ■>. . ■ ■ . ".
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caps, had to be worn for protection. In addition Blair suggests that a 
padded chin-strap or a padded bevor was sometimes worn to prevent the 
cheeks and chin from becoming chafed.
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Figure 168 ' . ; .
The skull' eap is equipped, with round plates or disks which 

probably served as ear defenses'» The disks were sometimes decor-’ 
ateds ■ ... . .. . '
Figure 169' \ ' ' ’ ■ 'v.

This salade might also be termed a skull capo Holes around
the edge may have been for rivets to attach the lining or other
pieces as a neck guard,- brim, or visor«
Figure 170

This figure is based on a photograph of a helmet which is 
believed to be the oldest piece of armor ever found in the United 
StateSo 5 it was discovered near Santa Fes Hew Mexico at San Gab
riel del Yunque, which was founded by Onate in 1598» It is believed
that it was used by one of Onate0 s men and that it was approximately
one hundred years old at that time» It is nine inches long, five 
inches high and seven and one-fourth inches wide = It is crested and 
there are indications of small holes at intervals around the edge.
Figures 171-176 • .

These are all additional variations of the basic salade. 
Figures 174-176 have attached neck pieces. Figure 174 has a visor 
and Figure 175 has a visor and bevor.

M̂arjories.. P. Lambert g eeOldest Amor in the United States 
Discovered at- San Gabriel del Tunque,M El Palacio, LIX (March, 1952)»
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Figures 177=179 ;; : i ^  '
These figures show ssJades with visors and b@xrors= Figure 

177 is an actual museum specimen while Figures 178 and 179 are 
from 68The Retablo of the Ciudad Bodrigo89 by Fernando Gallego» The 
raised visors in the painting may be similar to that of the museum 
piece 9 or may be of the type in which the vision slit occurs hat= 
urally between the juncture of the helmet and visor when lowered»
Figures 180=182 •; ' \ '

This type of helmet is variously termed kettle hat, war hat 
or chapel-deafer» The distinctive feature of the kettle hat seems 
to be a deeper tumed^down brim. The brim in Figure 180 is so deep 
that it is slit for vision. in additional bevor or barbote affords 
complete protection for the face-
Figures 183"185

Chapel-de=»fer seems to be the more general term for a 
simple helmet with a brim, though the term, morion, is sometimes 
used= Such helmets were probably secured with leather chin straps 
and may have been worn with bevors. The wall point on the crown 
of the helmet in Figure 183 occurs frequently on the Spanish, chapels 
de=ifero . ' ' ...
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Figures 186=188 , '
-Ihese show variations of the chapel=de=-f@r with ;a point 

or small stalk at the top of the crown® Figure 188 is similar to 
the helmet that became known as the eabasset after the middle of 
the sixteenth century. The brim of the latter was more flat and 
narrow, ' , ‘ . ■ . :
Figures 189=193 : -''%/ . .

Variations of the cabacete and barbote, as illustrated here s 
seem to have been popular among the common soldier in Spain, The 
barbote was fastened by a strap as depicted in. Figure 193- This 
figure also reveals that chain mail, either as a gorget dr a piece 
attached to the back of the helmet was used as a supplementary 
defense for the neck.
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figures'19^196
■ These figures suggest the possible development of the high 

embed moriono the first two figures may also have been termed 
morion#s by the Spaniards who used the term as a general one for 
all helmets o The ridge or small eomb was used throughout the 
period while the high comb was a style that came in toward the . 
middle of the 16th century and became more predominant from the 
fifties on,
figures 197=202

The burgonet was a light-weight, open helmet, with ah 
umbril, neck guard and in later years hinged cheekpieces. When 
worn with a bevor, as in Figure 198, it offered fairly complete 
protection, though not as much as a close-helmet. It is one of 
the most adaptable of helmets to decoration, Coronado may have 
therefore chosen it to go with his elegant suit of gilded armor.
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Figures 203-20%
Armets were distinguished ‘ by the rondel or eireular disk iaa 

back and the hinged side pieces that opened down the front and back 
as in Figure 203b. Figure 203a shows a reinforcing plate over the 
front part of the crown, : ,
Figures 203-210 ' , - "  ' ' ; - :

The elose«helmet generally swung open at the sides as seen 
in Figure 209. The helmets in Figures 205 and 20? show a hanging 
metal piece that was used to support the visor as illustrated in \ 
Figure 206. Figures 20? and 208 have plume holders welded or 
riveted at the center back near the nape of the neck. Sote that 
the deep comb appears toward the middle of the century.
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Beeoration of Plate Amor ' ’ . .

The surfaces of plate amor were burnished brights heat blued, 
rnsseted or blackened with a pigment® Bluing9 russetlng, and blacken- 
ing„not only served a decorative purpose but also helped the armor to 
be more resistant to rust® Sometimes the surfaces were left rough; 
that is9 the hammer marks and the blue-black color caused by.the heat 
of the forge were not polished' off. As the century progressed, amor 
was subjected to more and more decorative treatment, Decorative tech
niques comprised mainly painting * etching, gilding and embossing«

• liiea armor was painted black, design was scmetimes achieved 
by breaking up the surfaces with unpainted bands® Some amor was 
painted with shields of arms or figures of saints g though due to the 
fact that paint is not durable, surviving examples are rare. Paint 
was probably used more often on cheaper amors while etching, and em
bossing was used for those, of better quality, • .

Etched decoration was usually limited to borders and bands, 
though toward the middle of the century and after, the whole surface 
was sometimes covered, German.etching was characterised by designs 
which stood out from a background which was filled with small raised 
dots, while the background of Italian etching was usually left plain. 
Etched designs or the background were frequently gilded, or blackened, 
■Sometimes combinations of gilding and blackening were used.

Embossing during the early part of the period seems to have 
been limited to fluting, Blair (p, 176) says that the practice of em
bossing armor with figures and other decoration in relief did not become 
general until the second decade of the sixteenth century, Embossing,
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' idd:»» was. f requently' decorated, with gilding or ■ damascening e . Damascene 
1%  Is not to be confused w±ih damasked steel, which is steel waved or 
watered in different shades. Bather» it involved a technique described 
below by August© Demmin. • . . '

As soon as the Workman-has fired the steel blade or plate» 
he engraves with a tool the subject he wishes to represent; 
in the crevice he inlays a narrow thread of metal „ which he 
works in with a blunt Chisels as soon as the design is filled 
in, he goes over the whole with a Very fine file. Damascen
ing was known and practiced in Italy, Spain and Gemany in 
the Middle Ages and during the Renaissance period.

Coronado is known to have worn gilded amor on his expedition into the 
Southwesto In a letter to the Viceroy, Mendoza„ he wrote s ,fThe Indians 
all directed their attack against me because my armor was gilded and 
glittering, and on this account 1 was hurt more than the rest...88 
This description does not indicate what type of decoration was used and 

:: ■ there; may be several .possibilities^ - 'it; may have been brightly burnished , 
with gilded etching, embossing or damascening» Combinations of gilt 
and blackening at this time are also foundo It would seem that the gilt 
would be confined to bands of decoration, though over-all decoration may 
have been possible, especially for a man of Coronado0s character and 
position. , .y - ■ '

Aguste Demmin, to Illustrated history, of Arms and Amor (Lon
don, 1894), p. 441.

^George P.. Hammond and Agapito Bey, eds., ’"Letter of Coronado 
to Mendoza, August 3, 1540”, Narratives of the Coronado Expedition, 1543- 
1542 (Albuquerque, 1940), p. 169.
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Figure 211„ a and b ' ;
The running vine pattern seems to have been a standard 

pattern during the middle years of the sixteenth century« The 
pattern could be varied, Mann says, "The foliage usually takes 
the fora of gracefully conventionalized vine leaves and husks, 
and sometimes, but more rarely, bunches of grapes are included. 
In certain cases the vine leaves more nearly resemble the flower 
of a pink,111 The small dots in the background represent the 
'characteristic granulated ground of the German etchers.
Figure 212 ■ ; . :
■ Mann (p, 24) suggests that this arabesque pattern, of

interlacing strapwork was originally;: imported at the turn of 
the century from the Sear East,: Saracenic craftsmen working
in Venice may have introduced it. into Italy, This pattern was 
often used in eonjunction with the running vine motif»

18James G, Mann, The Etched Decoration of Armour (London, 
19W), p, 22,
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toe brigadine was actnally' a form of plate armor* It was made 
of many small lames; of iron or steel „ overlapping upwards and riveted 
to a garment of canvas,1, linen or leathers sometimes covered with vel
vet or silko' toe plates were tinned to prevent their rusting and ruin
ing the cloth*. Usually the plates were on the inside of the garments 
while the rivet heads, sometimes gilded, showed on the outside« Gen
erally the brigadine was like a sleeveless jerkin, though sleeves and 
tassets might be added. All classes used the brigadine for it was light 
in weight, comfortably flexible, and handsome with its shining studs.

toe Jack . .

toe jack was a coat or doublet which was originally made of 
jacked leather, but later of other materials such as canvas or linen, 
and quilted. One form of the jack, closely; related to the brigadine, 
was made of many small plates of iron or horn secured between layers 
of canvas by quilting. Such jacks may have been part of the quilted 
armor so frequently referred to by the conquistadors. Some of the 
buckskin jackets listed by Coronado”s soldiers in the Muster Roll may 
also have been of this type, toe jack, less elegant than the brigadine, 
seems to have been worn mainly by the common soldiers.
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Figure 213 '
The heads of five studs are screwed or otherwise fastened 

into'a plate of iron and through a layer of canvas or other material. 
Figure b shows how the plates overlap each othero
Figure 214 ;

This inside view of a portion of the back of a brigadine 
reveals that a lining, was not attached to the individual plates»
It would seem that a heavy one would be necessary for protection 
of the body. Perhaps a lining, which has disappeared from this 
museum, piece, was loosely attached, or a heavy garment was worn 
under the brigadine <> •
Figure 213 \ \ -

This brigadine is of metal plates riveted to velvet = The 
outline of the plates beneath the velvet forms the vertical design 
lineso The studs themselves. were, frequently gilded, or so placed 
to form decorative patterns. This brigadine may fasten down the 
sides or front= ‘ ; *
Figure 216 :

The outer fabric of the brigadine is velvet. It appears 
to be buckled at the sides and shoulders. Taces seem to be a part: 
of the jacket while the tassets are buckled on. The cut of the 
sleeves fom what was then known as pieadils, a fashion that began _ 
to come in near the middle of the 16th century.
Figure 21? . • ■ ' ' ■ ;

Figure a is a square sheet of thin, iron rounded at the eor= 
ners and with a hole in the center. “In b it is placed between two 
coverings of canvas and fastened by strings, three of which pass 
through the centre; the loose ends are continued to pass over and 
through four more plates which surround b and practically touch it ; . 
on all s i d e s ,  : ' I' i .
Figure 2.18 . : ; ;■ . ... - .

In this construction of the jack, the plates between the 
two layers of canvas overlap each other. Such a type of construc
tion would offer more protection that that used in Figure 217. The 
weight and expense would also be greater.

19■ . Charles Henry Ashdown, British and Foreign Arms and Armour
(London, 1909), P° 264.
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Chain Mail ■

Chain mail was made by winding a wire tightly around an iron 
rod and then cutting it off in rings» The ends of each ring were then 
flattened and punched for a rivet. Garments were then constructed by 
linking each ring with four others» riveting the individual rings to
gether. Very closely woven mail, made by using heavier wire to make 
the diameter of the center opening smaller, was known as double mail 
and frequently used to protect important parts of the garment, while the 
rest was made of regular mail. Peterson (p. 10?) says that an ordinary 
shirt of mail would weigh from fourteen to thirty pounds depending upon 
the size of the rings and the. over-all size; of the garment.

Chain mail was used during the period as a supplement to plate 
amor, brigadines and. leather or quilted jackets, or as a separate de
fense. With plate amor, at this time, it was more common to attach : 
pieces of mail to the arming-doublet at those places not covered by the 
plateo These pieces usually eOnsisted of a standing collar or gorget, 
gussets at the ampits and elbow-joints, complete sleeves, and a skirt. 
Blair (p= ?8) says, Germany the •■ skirt frequently took the fom of 
a pair of short, tight-fitting, mail .breeches •shaped, at the front to 
dress the genitals. On the complete haubergeon |mail shirj the dress
ing was sometimes effected by a flap-like extension to the centre of 
the rear edge that could be pulled up between the legs and laced in. fronto’ 
Mail breeches, mentioned by several bf Coronado0s conquistadors in the 
muster roll, were probably one of these types. / • . '

As a separate defense mail existed as shirts or coats, collars ■; 
and gorgets, and sleeves. Mail is mentioned frequently, in the Coronado
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Muster Boll as cotas. which were probably standard mall shirts fastened 
down the front» Some are listed as mail coats with breeches,, mail coats 
with sleeves or mail coats with sleeves and breeches» The eotas are 
mentioned in combination with corslets» buckskin jackets» native armor 
or as the sole defense. One soldier, Pedro de Talavera, swore that he 
carried only sword, shield, sleeves of mail and native arms.

Chain mail does not seem to have been lined. However, Peterson 
(p. 31) maintains that, "Whenever chain mail was worn it required sup
plemental padding to take up the shock of the blow. Ancient 8 documents” 
show what manner of quilted costume,was worn under the mail... When 
over this the shirt of mail is fitted, the wearer can withstand heayy 
blows with surprisingly little discomfort. That is to say, the mail with 
its padded costume becomes an elastic, springy complex or shield which 
deadens a blow with unexpected ease." Mary paintings, such as the "Martyr
dom of 8t. Ursula" by Hans Memling, show that quilted garments, brigadines 
and leather jackets were frequently worn over the chain mail. Some paint
ings do not give any indication whatever of a padded garment under the 
mail, a striking example being a soldier dressed only in a mail shirt 
in "The Resurrection", a section of "The Retablo' of the Ciudad Rodrigo" 
by Fernando Gall ego. It would seem necessary for seme form of heavy 
undergarment to be worn as a protection, at least from rubbing and chaff- 

. ing. lafive quilted amor may have at times served this purpose for the 
conquistadors. " - , - >; ' :

The defensive quality of mail varied according to the size of 
the rings and the quality of metal used. Some shirts could prevent only ;, 
the heaviest of weapons such as a sword from passing through the inter- g .

. strees, while others could thwart the sharpest of' points. Though we are- ■ .
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. told by the: Gentleman of ELvas (p* 139) that the soldiers of the Her-- 
nando de Soto expedition were equipped with .tivery sorry and ;rusty shirts 
of mail68» some must have been 'of fairly good quality for they were used
as flour sifters as described belowo

Up to that time, no one had been able to get servants , •
.. who should make his bread $ and the method being to beat

put the maize in log mortars With a one-handed pestle of  ̂
v 'wood, some also sifting the flour afterward through their

shirtb of mail, the process was found so laborious, that ’ ;
many, rather than crush the grain, preferred to eat it

' . parehed and sodden. ;

The effebtiveness of; mail and amor against the Indian arrows is also
described by the Gentleman of ELvas (p. 149)« trMhen they strike;upon 
armor, the arrow breaks:at the place the .parts are put together; those 
of cane split, and will enter a shirt of mail, doing more injury than 
When armed. 68 Such splinters were. no doubt very thin and sharp „ The 
fact that they caused injuries may further indicate that thickly pad
ded garments were not always worn under chain mail.■ ’

.20The . Gentleman-pf SIvas, p. t$6..



The overlapping ends of each ring of mall were flattenedg 
pierced with a steel punchs .and fitted with a small rivet« Each 
ring Was then interlinked with four others.

v Figures 221-223 : ' '"T /■ . v;;: ' ' '
■ There were many variations, of mail collars ranging from those 

that were large and •'cape-like- to very small collars =. A stand-up 
collar round the neck might he effected by thickening the rings so 
that the mesh became semi-rigid.- . - ' ' ...V.-

y' ngure 22h v ■
yv'.,,;"; .' Blair (p» ?8) says that .this example of a 15th. century arm-:V- 
■. ing-doublet» in the collection of G. G» von Kienbuseh of Mew York, ■:{: 

is a long-sleeved quilted jacket, opening down the front and set 
with points for the attachment of pieces of armor.' Chain mail 

. sleeves appear to have been slipped over the doublet sleeves and 
are perhaps attached/ to the doublet by points. Note that the sleeves 
extend well under the a m  and would protect the juncture, between 
arm defenses of plate a^d the corslet. Thequilted jacket and mail 
sleeves might also have been worn as the sole defense by a common 
soldier. ' \ ' ;
vllgure .225 ' V ' ■■ " ; -

The mail shirt or coat opens down the front and was prob
ably fastened with leather thongs or straps and buckles. The 
sleeves- are made in one with the garment, like kimono sleeves. -
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Quilted aimor had long been worn in Europe by the common soldier 
and: it is only:coincidenee that the conquistadors encountered the Aztecs 
and Mayas wearing it too. The European quilted garments were variously 
called gambesons, wambsiums, hacketons, jacks and anuing-doublets«
"Biey differed little from: each other except in their names; their 
materials and construction were nearly the same 4 . . They were all com
posed of many folds of linen stuffed with cotton„ wools or hair, quilted 
and commonly covered with leather made of buck or doe skin.'8 They 
are also described as "made of buckram or buckskin6 stuffed with cotton8 .
and sometimes covered with silk and quilted with gold thread, worn under 
the hauberk or coat-of-mail and used occasionally as a defensive mill- . 
tary garment without the hauberkcM These garments were, probably more 
useful in America than in. Europe where the gun and powerful crossbow 
tended to lessen their protective effectiveness.;'’ :

Peterson (p. 125) Suggests that the quilted garments worn by the 
conquistadors were patterned more directly after the native ones. These 
were called escauniles. a ■Spanish corruption of. the Indian word, lefaahui- 
nille. meaning a quilted tunic. They were also simply referred to as; 
quilted savos. native amor dr native corslets. Garillo y Gariel (p.
96) says that the e scaup lie wasmade of a rectangular piece of cloth, 
folded three: or five times, and between eaeh layer, stuffed with cotton 1 
and quilted. He also quotes a document (source not given) which described

.Francis Grose, Military Antiquities (London. 1801), XI, p. 24?.



the, escuapile as a quilted, coat of cottons, three fingers thick6 which 
reached to the knee and was without sleeves» It was redorded that the 
conquistadors adopted this gazment froa the Indians and conquered the 
land with it. Carillo y Gariel (p. 95) described the amusement of Cor
tezes- soldiers when they saw the soldiers of old Ramirez wearing cotton 
amor so thick and: heavy that no arrow could ever pass through it.
They ridiculed them giving them the name. los de las albardillasthe 
heavy coats. It would, seem that such thick gaments might sometimes be 
more like quilted tabards for ease of construction and comfort» espec
ially if the fabric were quilted before making the garment. That ' 
quilted yardage was made up is suggested by an entry in an inventory 
of the Cortez arsenal: in 1549 of 18Four pieces of quilting for making 

. escaupiles for war." - : , . , ';v - - '
'-'indian'' art depicts quilted armor as coats dr tunics, collars, 

aim and leg defenses9 skirts and caps. These could easily have been 
adopted, by the Spaniards e . replacing gorgets a vambraees8 gaiters or ' 
antioaras. quilted military bases and arming-caps. That quilted caps 
may have been worn is. suggested by Bemal Diaz del Castillo in a 
description of a scene before Montezuma when the soldiers respectfully 
took off their "caps of quilted amor88..

.r::'.t.^wGuatro piezas de colchas para.-.hacer esCUapiies"para la 
guerra.,f /Oarillo y: Gariel» p. 102 . This writer0 s translation. .

' "Assi nos despediraos con grandes corteseas del,, y nos fuymos 
a nuestros aposentos, e’ibamos platieando de la buena manera e criangâ  
que en todo tenia, e- que nosotros en todo le tuuiessemos much acato, e 
pasassemos°st Quoted in William H. Prescott. History of the Conquest 
of Mexico and History of the Conquest of Peru (Mew York„ n.d.') . o. 307. 
This writer^ s. translation.
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Proof enough that the escuapile was an effective defense is
given in an account of the Hernando de Soto expedition telling us that

= =Rodrigo Ranjel returned to the Governor de Soto and had him draw
out more than twenty arrows which he bore fastened in his amour, which

25was a loose coat quilted with coarse cotton."
j There seem to be no illustrations extant from the conquest
period which clearly depict the conquerors in native or European quilt® 
ed armor, Mhat the quilted amor they wore looked like can only be 
conjectured from a study of pictures of armored Indians.and European 
soldiers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. One can perhaps 
assume that many of the early conquerors captured or bought pieces of 
the native armor and wore them without alteration. Some of the amor 
they made themselves may have been patterned after'the old European 
styles or their own garments.

^Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, OTA Narrative of the De Soto 
Expedition Based on the Diary of Rodrigo Ranjel", Narratives of the 
Career of Hernando de Soto, ed., Edward G., Bourne (New York, 1904/7 
p. 125, quoted in Peterson, p, 125»
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Figure 226
Follet writes j, 88In this illustration the armor is such as 

to give almost complete coverage to the wearers a heavy quilted 
cape, a thiekly=padded kilt, shin-guards, anklets and arm-guards9 
which with a shield„would make the wearer, almost proof against any 
but a chance blow,,68 Hote that the left a m  is completely covered 
with quilting while the right, the spear am, has only a wristlet»
The collar, whether quilted or of another material, is similar in 
cut to the European collar or gorget of chain mail and may have 
been adopted by the Spaniards» The shia-guards may have been used 
as antimras or greaves.
Figure 22? , : - . : ; ' ' ;;

The spearman wears what may be a quilted tunic and a quilted 
or mosaic collar. The tunic, if quilted, may have been a replace^ 
ment for. an arming-doublet or jack.
Figure 228 ' '

Quilted caps were sometimes worn under helmets in Europe 
and were known as arming-eaps = Such headgear as this may have been 
worn by the conquerors as the arming-eap or as the sole head defense.
Figure'229

The warrior is an atlatinman or dart-thrower. Follet (p.
395) writes z roEe wears a type of collar, a quilted or mosaic breast
plate and a mosaic helmet. His left a m  is protected by a quilted 
sleeve, extending from wrist to shoulder, since quite naturally, his 
left side would tend to be exposed more than his right in throwing 
the dart. At his waist is another defensive bit of armor, the "back- 
shield0. European sleeves were frequently separate from the garment 
and were tied to it at the amseye. Sleeves like this one may eas
ily have been adjusted to the Spanish doublet.
Figure 230 ' , .. ■

This quilted cap has an additional chin-guard. Spanish sol
diers, accustomed to bevors and helmets with protective cheekpieees. 
or straps, were already familiar with this type of headdress either 
as an arming-eap or as the lining in their own helmets.

Prescott H. P. Follett, War and Weapons of the Hava (New 
Orleans, 1932), p. 396, reprinted from "Middle American Papers", 
Middle American Research Series, No. 4.
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The ^lustrations opposite are taken from an Indian codex, 
the Lienzo de TIaxeala, believed executed between 1550~1564 by 

/ Indian artists under the in£luei|ee q£ Spanish teachers» The 
codex illustrates theti story of the Conquest of Mexico by Cortez 
and the part the 'D.axealan Indian allies played. The Indian 
artists seem to have dressed the conquerors in the costume they 
saw about them rather than what, was actually worn. The Indian 
costume illustrated may also have been influenced by the thirty 
years of Spanish occupation. Basically9 however, the garments 
seem much the same as the Precolumbian garments illustrated on 
the preceding page though the artistic methods are different.
Figures 231.-232 ;> . t

Both Indians wear loose slightly fitted tunics. The slits 
in the front of the skirts were necessazy for movement in such 
close fitting heavy garments. .
Figure 233 ■ / V ; / • : • 'r, ; . ' . . v : ■

This Indian appears to be wearing a quilted skirt or apron 
■which is tied in the back. The European counterpart of this gar
ment would be the quilted military bases.
■ Figure: 234, i: - : . :

Many Indians in the codex wear a form-fitting short doublet 
similar to this. It way open and fasten down the back, though no 
' picture in the codex clearly illustrates the fastenings« The war
rior carries a shield and a maeuahuiti, a war club inset with ob- ' 
sidian blades. This weapon may have been ;among the armas de la 
tierra. native weapons. carried by Coronado9 s soldiers. ■
Figure 235 ■. , : : ■ v :'

The quilted garment here is tufted like the modern mattress. ; 
This method of quilting prevents the threads from cutting the fabric.
Figure 236

The skirt here may be either tufted or quilted with small 
ornaments applied between the lines,df quilting.

^La Junta Columbina de Mexico, "lienzo de Tlaxoala", Homena.ie 
a Cristobal Colon; Intiauedades Mexicanas (Mexico. 1892). pp. 9-67. : .
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Figures 237-238 : :;• ' ■ -'; " ' ■ ̂  V > '.: / ';': : '
' . Such coats seem to fit the description of the early writer„

. quoted by Garillo y Gariel (p. 96)-, who described the quilted armor 
worn by the conquerors as thick knee=.length coats stuffed with cot
ton«, . The. sleeves in Figure 238 appear to be quilted and buckled on»

: The hood» apparently made of cloth, may be similar to the paoahigo, 
the cloth headdress that enclosed the face, worn by the soldiers of

Figure 239 gv : . .g' -
. The sleeves of this thickly quilted garment are probably g 

tied in at the shoulder seams for ease of construction and for free- 
d m  of movement. The, style of quilting is similar to that of the ...
'' Msorah armor in Figures - 226 and 229» The hood may be quilted or of 
chain mail, •  ̂ , . ' "

:;g'Figuie;zHQ ' ;/
g ' The quilted loose-fitting tunic appears to be tufted« The 
• sleeves are full and must either have deep armholes or are of the. 
kimono.type, ELanche (p. 309) describes the garment as a knee- 
length jack made , of chamois ieather ahd stuffed with flocks. The /’ 

' .leather jacket, cuera de ahta, worn by Coronado’s soldiers, may.gg", 
also have been quilted like this, g . ■ . 5' g, g :
mgure 2ti;\ '' iv.■ ': g g  : g , . ■:: g g '% '■■.' g;'- : '
g This jack closely resembles the Indian amor in 'Figure 232

g in. the quilting and treatment of the 'hemline. The European armor 
is more fora-fitting, following the fashions of the time. The 

■ sleeves belong to a separate undergarment, probably a doublet,
Figure 242 'v : i g^gg ■; 'g , , 1::

The construction of the quiited doubief ih this figure is 
similar to that of the Indian armor in Figure 235 => The sleeves are 
tied in at the shOulders, Note that in both Figures 241 and 242 the 
chain.mail is worn under the quilted armor.
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B.gure 243 » a and b . : ,
Bie bases was a form of civilian and military skirt worn 

throughout Sufope during the 1:5th and 16th centuries« Is mili
tary skirts9 they were frequently worn over full suits of armor» 
They were generally stiffly lined and sometimes heavily quilted, 
Norris (IX18 p. 3?) says that, ^Very few actual specimens of bases 
are stall in existence. One, 243a-b in the Metropolitan
Museumj, New York, is of brocade,,, .having a large pattern of blue on 
a ground of gold. It is not open up the front but laps over be
hind, being fastened round the waist by straps. Fig, 243a . shows 
the outside view of a military skirt or bases laid out flat. It 
is more than a semicircle, the pleats or corrugations radiating 
from the waist. It measures twenty-one inches from the waist to • 
hem and four yards round at the lower edge. The waist measures • 
twenty-three inches. In this example the back parts are without 
pleats. Fig, 243b is the inside view of the same garment.
Twenty pleats or corrugations occupy the front part, each pleat 
kept in place internally by two bands of heavy braid. The back 
parts, right and left, are quilted behind the pleats. The lining 
throughout is of heavy linen, and the whole ganaent is padded with 
flax more than half an inch in thickness
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Seale Amor

Armor of leather or metal tabs was occasionally worn by sol
diers from ancient Roman times to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
It appears in paintings and manuscript illuminations as overlapping lay
ers of leaf-like or scale-like pieces that were probably fastened to a 
strong undergarment. The pieces may have been of metal orcnir-bouillis 
a leather that was hardened by soaking it in hot oil, and used for shieldsf 
helmets and armor. That this type of armor may have been used by the 
conquistadors is indicated by the fact that two of them are pictured 
wearing scale-like garments in the Indian codex» Lienzo de Tlaxoala.^ 
However, many of the Indians illustrated in the codex wear similar 
scale-like armor. Materials used by the Indians for making amor that 
might be depicted as scales were feathers, mosaic, shell, gold leaf and
perhaps, leather tabs. It is also believed that quilted cotton amor

6 , - . - onwas sometimes covered with brilliant feathers. It Is possible that 
the conquistadors wore the feathered armor or that the Indians, drawing 
the codex thirty years after the conquest, merely imagined that they 
did. ■, It. would, seem more likely that the scale amor of the eonquista- 
■ dors would have been of leather according to the old European styles.

The following figures present defenses of leather tabs from 
early European manuscripts and similar amor from the codex for com
parison. Lack of further evidence as yet prevents any conclusions as 
to the extent this type of armor may have been worn.

^La Junta Oolombina de Mexico, pp. 17 and 32.
29/1 „„„4 -.r!; M—h



,: j Kelly and Sohwabe (p> 95 ) say that the bands of leather bound
the throat of the soldier afford the protection, of a gorget* The 
'tunic is composed of; leather, scales of large size and leaf~like shape 
'..showing a midrib. The legs are enclosed in soft leather hose itith; 
metal' studs, over which is a eross-gaitering of leather thongs. The 
hood and sleeyes are of chain mail." ELanehe" (p. 133) says that the . 
ieayes 'bh' scal̂ ê  different - colors. ; .
Figure 245 ; d ' '  t

The crpssbo#ian or arbalester wears chain mail sleeves- and 
hood, a qttiited jack, plackart of. plate and. a skirt which Kelly and 
Schwabe (p. 260) believe is made of leather tabs. - He carries a quiv- 
er and crossbow. ■

• ■ ' Kelly and Schwabe (p. .260) describe this soldier9 s armor as
composed of.a breastplate with leather taces, plate leg and aim de
fenses .and leather tabs at the neck, shoulders and knees. ' They also: : 
assert that the extra.protection of the roundel at the side of the : 
'■sal^e Was-very coimdn';;.in;;i!arope* . ;
;ii^re . ■' '' .: -'W-l

' The conquistador, from the Indian codex, Lienzo de 'ELaxcala. 
wears: a collar or gorget made Of leaf-like tabs resembling those of : 
leather in Figures 244=246. ; He also wears a. roundel on his helmet -' .. 
and arm defenses similar to those in Figure 246. - -
: Figure 248 / - ' . " / . .

The conquistador on. horseback is equipped with a helmet, ; v 
barbote. arm defenses' similar to those in Figures 246-24-7, and a ,. .. 
scale breastplate Which may be of leather tabs. If may also be made . 
of some material used by the Indians, such as feathers, shell or. - ;' 
gold leaf. In addition he seems to be' wearing pahed trunks, leg ' :
amor or boots and spurs. . ' ' ..

Many of the Indians In the codex, Lienzo de Tlaxcala. wear 
scale-like tunics. and - complete suits similar to these . They , are ; ' , : 
yellow, a color which might; represent:.leather. These garments could.': 
also be of other materials such as quilted cotton covered with feath
ers, shell or gold leaf. The painters of the codex may have ideal
ized fheir Indian subjects as it does not .seem likely that many Indian 
warriors would have'worn these latter materials. ■ .T-'." ''I ’ ' '
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1550-1564 



'.Military Dress

. It has been brought; out that the Spanish soldier furnished 
his own clothing, weapons and armor« The costume of any army was 
indeed variedo It has also been brought out "that few of the conquis= 
tado.rs had oomplete suits of armor but wore what pieces they could 
.obtain in combination with their regular civilian dress- The. follow
ing illustrations of soldiers„ taken from contemporary paintings, 
show the variety of costumes worn and how military and civilian dress 
were combined» An.attempt has been made to present the illustrations 
, in chronological order so that the; gradual change in fashions may
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Figure 251 < , y.  ̂. ; ■
Sie exceedingly full-sleeved shirt worn by the soldier may 

have been exaggerated by the painter« However!, large puffs through 
the slashes of sleeves of outergaraents of the period indicate that 
shirt sleeves may have been this full. It is unusual$ however, to 
see shirt sleeves without another sleeve over them, %e outergament 
is a'belted jerkin, possibly of leather. The long hose may be attach
ed to a waistbelt or a short sleeveless doublet. He carries a sword, 
and. a shield known as the adarga. The adarga, of Moorish origin, was 
made of several layers of leather laced together with leather thongs. 
The lacings are indicated by the dotted line around the border,
Leather straps were attached on the inside for the a m  and hand. 
Adarges were adorned on the outside with tassels'or were beautifully 
painted— frequently with coats-of-aras.
Figure 252 ' . ' . , . '

• •; The soldier wears a savo with sleeves and a pleated skirt 
over a very full shirt. The long hose may be fastened to an under- 
doublet or a waistbelt. He is armed with only a round shield called 
in Spanish a rodela, dagger and sword, Barado y Font (I, p, 352) 
says that this type of soldier, known as the rodelero, proved to be 
so effective in the. Italian wars of the early 16th century that he 
became an integral part of the Spanish amy. It is easy to see that. 
so lightly armed he would have. some advantages on a long march and 
in hand-to-hand battle.
Figure..253 . , ' ■ . ' .... , , . ' .  ;

The sleeping soldier is wrapped in along cape similar to 
a poncho. The parts of his armor visible are a ehat>eOUde-fer. bar- 
bote, a m  defenses of plate and chain mail, knee-cops and greaves.
The shield is concave with a cutout on the right side for the lance.
Figure 254

The bowman wears a chapel-de-fer, breastplate without aback- 
plate and a thickly padded doublet over a chain mail skirt. The long 
hose are red.
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ilgure 255
. Ihe erossboman wears a soft cloth hat6 loose savo over 

a doublet, hose and boots. Attached to his belt is a “belt-hook*' 
or.aclawM used for tensing the string of the bow. A quiver is 
slung over his back-.
Figure. 256

Ibis crossbowman wears a hoodf sayo with flowing sleeves 
over a doublet, long hose and sandal s. From his belt is suspended 
a "goafs foot” lever for tensing the string of the bow.
Figure 257

The artilleryman wears a chapel=de=-fer8 loose savo with 
full sleeves over a doublet with tight sleeves, long hose and 
shoes. The gtin, perhaps a light-weight culverin, is propped on 
a stone wall .
Figure 258 . .

The harquebusier is armored in a salads, breastplate with 
taces, spauldersy elbow-eops, vambraces and a mail shirt. His long 
hose are red and the pointed shoes black. He seems to be cleaning 
his harquebus which was probably a matchlock.3°
Figure 259

The baekview of this harquebusier reveals armor composed of 
a combed salads, backplate with a deep loingmard, spaulders,. elbow=>v 
cops, vambraces and mail sleeves. He also wears a skirt which may 
be part of a jerkin, long hose and pointed shoes. He carries a 
matchlock gun and a lighted match to fire it. '

3^The equipment needed to fire the matchlock might be con
sidered an important part of the harquebusier0 5 costume and is illus 
trated in Figure 271.





Figure 260 '' \ V  : : V';.;
The erpssbowaan wears a salade 8 brigadine with a wide, belt : ■

ever a chain mail shirt,, and knee-eops over boots and long; hose. . ;
Ihe crossbow he is loading has a windlass and rope for tensing the 
bow string. A quiver' is suspended from his belt.
,$lgares 261-262 v: - : : /V':':
; , ,These, figures show the front and back views of men armed in
the same garments but carrying different weapons. They each wear a 
' eabaceteg barbpte , chain mail shirt , brigadine, vambraces, elbow- 
■ eopss and complete leg defenses.with mail shoes. Mote that the bar- ;'
bote covers the.front of the face and neck, while a chain mail piece .

. cover s. ;the. back Of the neck. Each carries a variation of the halberd.:,, I

: V.,; The soldier wears a skull cap with roundels, a small collar 
or gorget which may be of leather and chain mail,, a brigadine with 

: mail sleeves, a doublet with slashed; sleeve's ahd a skirt, and long '; :
,t.','hose. : ; ■ "I/" - ;■ -

Figure 264
The erossbowaan wears atehapel-de-fer, brigadine over a 

quilted doublet, skirt, long hose and boots.
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Figmre 265a=j . ,, ■; ;;f; ". v.,. ' yx . ■ ' 'v V;. ' :
■ ■ This group of soldiers: is taken from the painting "The , ■
Conquest of Oran by Cardinal Cisneros" by Juan de Borgonas c.
, I'Sltfls in the Cathedral of. Toledo« As the painting commemorates r. 
an historic event these soldiers may be idealistically armored.
Some’of the more fortunate conquistadors on the Cortez expedition, ■ 
however, may have looked like these. Figures e and f are the only 
soldiers without helmets« All wear breast and backplates with or 
without taces and tasiets except Figure j, who may be wearing a 
leather or cloth collar. Figure e is armored, in addition to .. , r : 
helmet and breastplate, with pauldrons and elbow-cops, ' All wear 
long hose and, in addition, seme wear simple skirts (a, c, e), 
bases (d)"or tight upher hose (h)» ' .' l ’ Y : V ■

v y-
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;Mgura 266 , \ ^  ,
.' The erossboiiman wears a hood-with a long tail, brown savo 

with hanging sleeves over a doublet or'shirt with red sleeves, long ; 
red hose and pointed txlaek shoes < ■

• ' ; The infantrymaji wears longred hose, a green jerkin over a. '
doublet with blue sleevesand a red cap with ear flaps. He carries

, / a white shield with a red cross, two lances and a sword« ' ; - ■ v ■: 1. '1
■h ; :::Ilgure,2d8̂  1 ■■ . V-; ' V'V̂
; The noble wears a chapel=de=fer, chain mail coat covered by
, a breast and backplate with spaul ders „ a velvet jerkin with a skirt 
' / and high tight-fitting leather stockings. Conquistadors of'high .

rank j or even.Cortezmay have'drbased like this.: : I " •

conquistador wears a black hat, green savo, red and yel- 
low paned trunks or upperhose^ red netherhose and brown boots. ; He. .

' carries a lance and an adarga ornamented with tassels. ' . .
Figure 270 V  ‘ d  > , . . ‘ ‘ ■ ■

The noble wears a close=helmets half«amor, paned upperhose 
:; and either cloth pr 'leather netherhose. Oonquistaddrs of high rank

and wealth may have drossed like this. 1: 'I . .:v ' : . : '
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Figure, 2̂ 1 ’ -;Z .; ; ./ :, ' „ ' ' :/ V ’ '
: , • The' harquebusier. wears a ehapel-de«=fer8 chain, mail collar»

jer&ih which may be of leather, paned sleeves and upperhose8 and 
netherhose» , In his right hand he holds a gun rest, match and a. •
matchlock Which was variously called a harquebus, ealiver or musket» 
Peterson (po 12) says that all firearms brought to America during .
the first part of the 16th century were matchlocks» Biis type of 
gun was fired by bringing a lighted slow-match into cbntact with 
the priming powder. The match was made of twisted strands of hemp 
or cotton soaked in saltpeter and kept burning at both ends.< When 
not lighted it was looped over the belt„ bandolier or carried inside '
- the, soldier9 s garments» ,Slung- oveir his shoulders' are two powder •: i
flasks $ generally made of wood covered with leather and bound with 
irons' a leather pouch for bullets and a bandolier o': From the band- .
: blier are suspended sma3.1 cylinders made of wood8 metal Or leather,
" each containing powder for one charge = Peterson (pp» 61=62) says ’
. that'the bandolier Was apparently hot popular among the Spaniards . ’
in imerica because there are no references to them in the inventor
ies of the periods- hahdoiiers were considered:dangerous in that they 
easily exploded, rattled andtangled. Gun-rests were not always 
used during the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Thus the , :
minimum equipment for, a conquistador with a matchlock would be. a,- 
match* powder .flask and bullet, bagV p.. p
Figures:;272-27iPp. ' ' " 1 tlt-i . ‘ ''t

Spanish armies and probably most of the' expeditions/of the c-
conquistadors had a drummer and piper- These wear slashed doublets :
With paned sleeves and upperhdse-' ' ‘i ; Pit ' : :

t .: -p'.'"'. V •
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■ ' F i g u r e  2 7 4  ■ ; '

' ■ The horseman in this figure is dressed in the costume of the 
light cavalry» His amor is composed of an open helmet $ chain mail 
hoodi corslet with.taces, spaulders, vambraces and leg armor» He 
also wears a skirt, Barado y Font (p. 368) says that mounted gun
men were introduced into the Spanish cavalry in 1509 and it is poss
ible that some of the mounted conquistadors occasionally carried 
•guns. The horse is lightly amored with a plate, ehanfrori (head 
armor) and mainfaire (neck amor). The horses of the conquistadors^ 
so valuable to them,! were probably more completely covered with 
thick leather or quilted cotton caparisons.

275 . v . .

The lancer is fully armored in a close-helmet» gorget» corslet 
with pauldrons and complete arm and leg harness*. Few conquistadors 
were so completely armored. The horse is covered with a plate chan- 
fron, mainfaire•and a caparison, probably made of leather. ■ '
Figure 276 :

The horsemanj who is Charles V, might represent a high rank
ing conquistador on parade. He wears a complete suit of amor ex
cept for a helmet which.is probably carried by a retainer. Over his 
armor he wears a skirted garment Which has a sleeve for the left 
■ arm .only. He carries a war hammer. v
Figure 277 - ■ ; ' : ■ /'

The youth weara a close-helmet which is propped open with a. 
visor support and gauntlets. Other amor, is not visible. He also 
wears a skirted jerkin, doublet with slashed sleeves, and high soft ■
leather boots slashed near the tops. The mtainer carrying a round 
shield wears a beret, probably a doublet, paned upperhose, nether- 
hose and slashed shoes.
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■ : - The noble wears half-armor, paned upperhose and high -boots
which are fastened to the upperhose by strapsoh The original ppr- V 
trait shows aclose-helmet in the background.
.Figure Z79.: v  - . '  . T  :  \  \

: , . Philip II wears a- suit of half-armor which is black, with ::
, bands of gilded etchingo In the original portrait by Titian a 
burgonet and gauntlet are on a table in the background „ A small ' 
ruffled.collar•appears at the top ;bf the gorget. The paned upper- 
•hose seem to be of white silk with gold braid, the netherhose are
grey and the shoes are white with gold trim. • ■ . .
Elgure 280
t t ■ The conquistador is taken from the Indian codex, Lienzo de 
TLaxcala, which depicts the history of the Cortez Conquest, 1519=- 
15.21. This conpuistador, however, is; dressed in the fashion of the 
time the eodex was executed„ 1550”156t. His doublet or jerkin has ; ' 
a, dropped waistline and may be padded below the chest. The upper
hose are shorter and more puffed than those of ah-earlier date. E e 
ls without armor. However, the padded doublet might offer some pro
tection, especially if made of •leather. V; . p •
Figure 281: • ■■■'."■ ■ p' P P -  J •-• y:' . ; - -' -

■ V •. The conquistador, from the Lienzo de Tlaxcala. wears the’-:
short cape which came into fashion near-the middle of the 16th cen- . 
tury. He also wears a - hat, -short skirted doublet with a turn-over p 
collar, paned Upperhose and boots« He does not seem dressed for 
battle though the - codex illustrates conquistadors dressed like this 
fighting the Indians. More protective garments made of. leather and 
slightly padded, however, would still - re tain the silhouette of this ; 
costume. P " v . : . -• - . •• ' P.: 'P i:,
Figure 282 - '■ " ' ■ :p. -

Bruhn and THke (p. 79) say that this soldier is a man of 
rank. Perhaps only men of rank could really afford such a burgonet ; 
with cheekpieces locking under the chin and a breast and backplate. 
The- sleeves of his doublet are paned and puffedpwith horizontal bands 
of braid.; The paned trunks are puffed in a"similar manner. ;Notice :
• that the boots are %  heels,





- : ^ SU1HAKI A: :=;  : v .-v,;.' i J. :/ < :

The cos time of the conquistador in America from 1492 to 1550 ; ■ V
was that of the mother. eountryg Spain g as influenced by the conditions , 
met with in the lew World» The co stume of Spain was charaeterized by - ;
heavy Benaissanee .fabrics of velvet, silks» brocades c wool or linen, ’ '
rich but dark and sober colors and a conservative but dignified and ■; :
'grace fol :cntV Daring' the sixty year period there .was a gradual fashion >
change in the silhouette of both civilian and military'dress. At. the 
beginning of the period the silhoueftevwas characterized by the hori- . 
zontal line which was obtained through large puffed sleeve ss low square^ 
cut necklines filled in with the soft pleating of a voluminous under
shirt, close fitting body garments with full pleated skirts and square- ,
toed shoes. - Sometimes the skirts were omitted and only long hose8 like 
tightss were; worn. Toward the middle of the sixteenth century a vert- , 
ical line replaced the horizontal, line. The necklines of outer ahd ' . :
under garments rose until by 1550 they were.vhigh under the chin. Skirts ■ :.=
became shorter until they were reduced to a peplum and were replaced v ,

by paned hose or trunks. Large puffed sleeves became tight fitting <> . . ' ;
The waistline gradually dropped below the normal and came to a low 
point at center front. The shoes returned to the normal shape of the •

f 0 0 t « : I

The silhouette of the armor followed the same lines as those .:
of civilian garments. At the beginning of the period the typical
breastplate;was globose, sometimes with a slight medial ridge6 and ■: 
was cut off at the natural waistline. Toward 1550 the waistline dropped' ' .
: . T ;' - ' '  ̂\i55 / - r y  ':



v belox-r the normal to a point at the center« Helmets worn were: varia
tions of the skull cap» saladee chapel=de-fer». hurgonet9 araet and 
elose^helmeto A popular Spanish variety of the chapel-de-.fer/ the 

■ cabacete„ had,a deep turned doxm brim and an almond-shaped crown with; 
a small pointed stalk at the apex.. Many - helmets had small combs which 
increased in height toward 1550» The high-eombed morion that the 
conquistadors are so oftenxportraS'pd in:.; did mot: appear until ' after 

■ this date« Other types of armor worn were chain mail „ brigadines$ and 
• leather or quilted garments» ' ' , S:'- : ,

■ The conquistadors were men of varying stations in life. Per=
: haps the majority of them were adventurers, settlers or impoverished
:■ hidalgos who joined the expeditions to win their fortunes. Few of them

could afford the luxury of armor. There fore, they either, did without
' • it or wore what few pieces they could obtain in combination with their

civilian dress. Many used makeshift amor of quilted cotton 'modeled.,
; after•European garments or afterthe quilted armor of the Indians. The 
captains and men of rank and wealth, were , naturally the most heavily ' ,

. armored though contemporary references indicate that even they seldom ■ 
had complete suits of armor. The reason for the lack of armor seems

, to have been due not only to the expense and difficulty: ■of Obtaining;.
; it9 but also to the fact that the Spanish soldier found that he could

fight better in light armor. Moreover, lighter forms of amor such as
chain mail shirts leather jackets or quilted cotton gamenfs proved 
to be effective against the primitive weapons' met with in the Hew 
¥orid. In addition, they were cheaper and more comfortable on the •

• long marches through the jungles and deserts. We must also remember



: that the average conquistador could not easily replace worn but.cloth- . ■ ■
■ ing,and equipment on an expeditioti, for supplies from the Old World / l
■ ' were scarce and at a premium« At times he must surely have been a , p • : ■

. picture o£ ;rags> tatters and an odd assortment of armor and Indian -
■f;;:;;:: ;;-; :Clothingi/;, ::; : \ '■ 1 :;v-’ '■t;. ,

■ V '■ ■. \ / Unfortunately the ’ conquistadors left few pictorial records of . ■ , 1 . p ■
their actual, costumeo It can be conjectured, howeverg from a study' . : :

-:t ' ■ - of eontemporary,art works iu Spain, f rom referenees to • their clothing : t
in eontemporax^’ documents and-from surviving' armor of the period in : ■
museums. This thesis has presented illustrations of the most character- 

: istic dress seen .in Spanish paintings from c. 1492 to 1550 and as many ; '
' • .. specific references to the dress of the conquistador in contemporary v
\ - documents as available resources permit« It is believed that a dis-
/ ■ ceming analysis of the material presented Will' be of value to costum- ;•

ers and artists who wish to portray theoonqulstadors in fairly accurate 
' historical costumes., \ . V;.:V.
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Fig. 1

Fig- 2

Fig. 3

Elg- 4

Fig.: 5

Fig- 6

Fig-7

Fig® 8 

Fig® 9 

Fig®

'.Sources of illttstration@

. Christopher CdLmbus. From a woodcut of the Faulus Jovius 
'portrait attributed to intonio del Rincong in NesterPonee 
de L®6np. The Columbus Gallery (Sew York, 1938)» p» 7®

® Carpenter® From 6sPomenor de la .Epifania88 by Pedro Serafi"9 
■ Cathedral of Barcelona(, in Jose Guidiol Bicarte, Santiago 
Aleoles Gil and Jnan-=Eduard© Cirlota Bigteria de la Pintura 
en Gataluna (Madrid,, nod®)* p® 172®

o King Ferdinand V® From a portrait by an unknown artist 
Windsor Castle* in Herbert Morris* Costome and Fashion 

. York* 1938)* III* p®-43® : '  ' ; •
® King Ferdinand T® . From a medal * c® 1507̂ =11 * in Bon Modesto 

Lafuente* Historla General de Esnana (Barcelona® 1879)* II* •
p= 26® ' . i ,

® Charles V® From a portrait by an unknown artist* in Morris*
in* p® 181® i : - r; /':v/ : - - v. .

i® Hernando Cortez® I^om a medal by Christoph Weiditz* 1529* in 
Teodor Hampe* ed® * Das Traehtenbueh des Christoph Weiditz und 
Seinen Relsen nach Snanlen (1529) und deh iiederlanden (1531° 
t ^ T (Berlin*" 1921), n®p®^~ .

® Charles V® From, a painting by Christoph Amberger* 1532*
Kaiser Friedrich Museum * Berlin * in B® Turner Wilcox* The 
Mode in Bats and Headdress (Mew York, 19595» p® 85®

® Charl es Y ® From a portrait by Titian * 1533» Prado* Madrid,
in Morris* III*-p® 248® ' '

® Charles V® From a portrait by Titian* 1545* in Morris, III,
P® 248= , ' ' • .

0® Servant® From "The Miracle of the Water Turned to Wine",
Be table of the Cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo by Fernando Gallego
Kress Collection * University of Arizona * in R® M» Quinn, Fer° 
nando Gallego and the Retablo of Culdad Rodrigo (Tucson,
• P® 59® . ' ' '

1® Servant« Ibid® ■■■■■’ • :
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Hg® 12= loble. From a painting by Juan de Borgonag Church of San
FeliXg, QeroHat,(ViB J= Vieens Fiveso Historia Social y Eoo« 
nomiea de Espana y America (BaroeloBa8 1957)» II8 p= 436=

'Fig® 13ov 4 soldier® ' feom a painting by Jtiaa de Borgona, Church of
San Felix9 Gerona, lbid= '. " ■

Figo 14o lafantzTman® .Frm 68La Coiiqaista de' Oran por Cardinal
• ' GisnerosMs, by Juan de Borgona0. e. 15148 Cathedral of Toledo, ■ 
in Fieehs Fives8 II» p« 479°

Hgb 15° Sifantẑ mian® Ibid= . . . ' .
,iigo 16. ‘ Havigater.'' EToatfLa Firgen del Baen Aire”,' also known as

’"The Virgin- of tiie' Navigators”» by JU.ejo Femandeg6 o. 1530® 
Archives of the Indiess Seville® in Chandler Eathfon Post®
A History of Spanish Painting (Cambridge« Massachusetts« 1935)
x® p. 78° : ' .. : -

Figo 17= .Sailor® Ibid.
Fig= 18 o Sailor o Frm a painting, by Christoph Weiditz® 1529® in Hampe®

Plate 11=
Fig® 19= French Bbnnet = In IforriSs, III® p= 313»
Figo 20= Flat Capo From an effigy of a knight of -Santiago® .in Hispanic 

Society of America® Handbook (Hew York, 1938)® p= 25=
: Figo 21 o Hat. ' From an Indian codex = lienso de Haxeala. Hational

Library, Mexicoin Junta Golumbin de Mexico, Hoaaena.ie a
Cristobal Colons AntigUedades Mexicanas (Mexico, 1892)e p= 41

Fig= 22= Hat. In Morris, III® P=:313= - '
.Fig. 23= Christopher Columbus and Companion, frod a woodcut made after 

a .sketch attributed to Columbus6 in Paul Lacroix. Science and 
' : Literature in the lidhl.e Ages and at the Period df the Renal«

ssahee 7Hew York, 18781 = p. 289° • ' :'
Fig. 24= Betainero From *'S = Martin and. the Beggar1* by Leon Picard©, 

v: Church of S= Martin, Briviesea, in Postn IX6 p= 6k6=
Figo 25= Peasant. Fram a painting by Christoph Weiditz, 1529® in

f Hampe, Plate XXXIX=-
Fig = 26. Peasant-= Ibid= „ Plate XXIV=
Fig. 27= Sailor. Ibid., Plate I.
Fig. 28o Peasanto : Ibid., Plate XXXVI= -
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Fig« 29= Shepherds Worn "Madonna with: Sts, Joachim and Anne" by the 
Mar tines Master» private c©ii-eeti©ha Valencia/in Post, VI,

: ■ Po :#9*. / ' V: .//•/ '.  ■■ . . '
Fig«, 30« Shipowner, From a painting by Christoph Weiditz, 1529$ in 

; , Hampeg Elate VI, . '
Hgo 31» Basque Warrior, Ibid,, Hate OVI,
Fig, 32, Hunter, From "The Monte Gargan Episode in the Legend of St, 

Michael®, School of Fernando GaHego, Heimann Golleetion, 
lew York, in Post, IX, p, 798, : ' :

Figo. 33o Soldier, From "The Betrayal of..Christ®, The Retablo of the 
Ciudad Rodrigo, by Fernando Gallego, Kress Collection/ ■ 
University of Arizona, in Quinn, p, 79*

Fig, 34« .Soldier, From "le.eo Homo® by the St, lareissus Master, 
Provincial Museum, Valencia, in Post, VI, p. 245« '

Fig, 35* Soldier, From "The Conquest of Oran" by Juan de Borgona, .
' Cathedral of Toledo/ in Post, IX, p, 201, . /

Fig, 36= Executioner. From "Decollation of the Baptist: by the Pal- 
anquinos Master, Harding Collection, Chicago, in Post, IK, 
p.7», ,, : . ..... : ■

. . . ^

Fig, 37® Moble, From "Epiphany" by Castro, lazaro Collection, Madrid,
' in Post, II, p. 419*

Big. 38*', Executioner,. "Decapitation of St, John the Baptist" by Ale jo 
■ .. Fernandes, S» Juan, Mareheria, in Post, X, p. 35*.

Fig, 390 .Peasant, Painting by Christoph Weiditz, in Hampe, Hate 
ixxn, - /

85Fig. W, Soldier. From "La Gonquista de Tmes, Be vista de Barcelona' 
tapestry, series Illl. no, 2/ La Casa Real de Espana, Madrid,
In Jose Mo March, Hite2 y Juventud de Feline II (Madrid, 1941).

• Fig. 41 o loble. "Epiphany" by Rodrigo de Osona the Toxmger, lational
■ . . ■ . ■ Gallery, London, in Post, VI, p. 201. ' ; 1
Fig. 42. loble. "Virgin of the Navigators" by Alejo Fernandez, Archives

of the Indies, Seville, in Post, X, p. 78.
Fig* 43. Noble. "The Emperor Maximilian II" by Antonio More, Prado,

in Brian Reade, "The Dominance of Spain", Costume of the 
Me stern World;, ed. James Laver (New York, 19517$ P® 203*
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Fig, Saints "."Gothard enthroned between Eoch and Sebastian” by
Pordenone, in Bernard Berenson, Italian Pictures of the 
Renaissance (lew York, 1957)® II, p» 869» . .

Fig. 45. Soldier. 88The Betrayal of Christ”„ The Eetablo of the Ciudad
Rodrigo, by Fernando Gallego„ Kress Collection. University
of Arizona, in Quinn, p. 79. .

Fig. 46. Hunter. Section of a Eetablo by the Sinobas Master, Parish
Church, Haza, Spain, in Post, IX, 5. 614.

Fig. 47. Noble. ”Ghrist among the Doctors”, Eetablo of the Ciudad
Rodrigo, by Fernando Gallego, Kress Collection, University 

■/of..Arizona, in, Quinn, p. 55«
Fig. 48. Noble. From ”la Conquista de funez. Re vista de Barcelona”,

tapestry, series XII, no. 2, La Casa Real de Bspana, Madrid, 
in March,, p. '193» . ; . - ;

Fig. 49. Noble. In R. Turner Wilcox. The Mode in Footwear (New York.
. 1948), p. 70. -

Fig. 50. Noble. From ”Retabio de Santa ELena” by the Maestro of Santa
Elena0 Cathedral of Gerona, in Guidiol Ricart, Plate 81.

Fig. 51 - Townsman. Painting by Christoph Weiditz, in Bampe, Plate Bill.
Fig. 52. Noble. From “Epiphany”, attributed to the BeeerrH Master,

. Parish Church, Bamba, in Post, IX, p. 450.
- ' • ' . . . • - ' -• ' ■ 'Fig. 53= Soldier with Gaiters. . From ”Resurreetion” by the Jativa

Master,. Museum of Catalan Art, Barcelona, in. Post, IX, p. 355=
Fig. 54. Peasant. From ”Annunciations of Sts. Joachim and Anne”,

attributed to the Perea Master, Colegiata, Jativa, in Post,
vi, p. 279= . , ; : , : • /. : .

Fig. 55= Gas tig a t of o From "Flagellation” by the School of Borrassa,
Musee Goya, Castres, in Post, X, pi 303=

Fig. 56. Soldier. From ”Literas de Campana”, Triumfo de Maximiliano
I, codex, National Library, Madrid, in Antonio Ballestero y 
Beretta, Hlstbrla de Esoana y Su Influence en La Historia 
Universal (Barcelona, 1950), IV, p. il. .

Fig. 57= Noble. In Wilcox, The Mode in Footwear, p. 97=
Fig. 58. Sailor. From a painting by Christoph Weiditz, in Hampe,

Plate LXI.
Fig. 59= Aztec Sandals. In Wilcox, The Mode in Footwear, p. 98.
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ilgo 60o North AmericaB Indiana In Wilcox; The lode In Footwear,, p» 98.
Flgo 61 > Short doublet with ejelets« In HorriSj, IIIS p» 22.
Jigo 62c. Hoseg tikek rlewo Iti. Mrien Haraand; Jeanne B°Arc Ses

Costomes, Son Ammre (Paris, 1929). Po 132. .
_ ligo « Points^ Ibid.. De 13S» ; ^
- .Fig. 6#. 14th @o hose. In Morris„ 11$, p= 222,
Jig, 65,: 15th o', hose. In Hamand,':p, 128, -
Jig. 66. Paned hose,. '. In Cai'olyn Bradley9 Western World Gostme. An
. • v r. Outline History (lew York, 1954). p. 163. - . ..
•Big. 6?.. Shirts showing Spanish Work Embroidery. In Morris8 HI,, pp,4?-8«
Fig. 68,' Diagram of a shirt. In Norris 8 III8 p. 22.. . ■;
Fig. 69. Shirt t, from a painting by Christoph ¥eiditgs in Hampe 9

Bate XHIo
Jig, JO, Italian sleeve. In Morris9,III9 p». 22.;
Fig. 71. Charles of Flanders. From a portrait by an unknown artist,
. Borghese Gallerys Rome9 in .Morris, III, p. 181. v ■
Fig. 72= Charles J. From a portrait by an unknown artist, private

eolleetiong in Morris, III, p.'18.1.
Fig. 730 Charles To jTom a portrait by Christoph Amberger, Kaiser '

Friedrich Museum, Berling in Ton Boehns 11, p. 74,
- Fig, 74. Charles T. From a portrait attributed to Jakob- Selseheggerg

■ Prado, Madrid9 in Ton Boehn, II, p. 75° ,
Fig. 75° Charles T. From a portrait by Titian, Alte Pinakothek, Munich,

' : ' in Ton Moehn, II, p. -132° v'l' : . - . ' ' ' ■ ' - .
Jig. 76. Fmperor Maximilian II. From a portrait by Antonio Moros Prado,

Madrid, in: Brian Read©„ p. 205° ,
Fig. 77= Servant =, From “"Pilate lashing His Hands18, Retablo of the

Ciudad Rodrigo by Fernando 'Gallegos Kress Collection, Uni«
: versity of Arisonê llti' Quinn, .'po/8 . . ,r

Fig. 78° Executioner. From ““St. Sebastian^s Ordeal of the Arrows19,
section of a retablo by Ale jo Fernandes, S. Juan, Marehena.,

; • ' ; i a . ;• , ' : \ '  V '  - '.. : i  -
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Eig,

..Fig.

.Pigo

Pigo

Pig.

Fig..

Fig-.

■ Pigo

Fig.

Pigo

mgo

Pig.

Pigo

Pig-'

79*' Hunter. Prom 80the Monte Bargano Episode of St. Michael® by 
an unknown paintera school of Fernando Gallegos Heimann 
Collection, Mew York, in Post, IX„ p. 708»

80. Exeeutidners FYdm ^Decapitation of St. John Baptist®, sec
tion .of a retable by Alejo Pernandez, S. Juan8 Marchena, in 
Postg X, p. 3̂ o '

81. Undertakero Prom "The Burial of a Lazarist" by the St. Laz
arus Master, Diocesan Museum, Valencia, in Post, VI, p. 388.

82. Executioner. Prom toSt©ning of.gt. Stephen®, section of a 
retable, unknown painter of the Andalusian school, Muse©'

.... > Arqueologieo, Granada, in Post, "Z, p.« 245.
83. Castigators. Prom ’‘Flagellation® wing of a triptych, by

. the Gabanyes Master, Diocesan Museum, Valencia, in Post, VI, 
p. 40?.; . . :

84= Executioner. Prom ̂ Decollation of the Baptist®' by Andres
Lopez and Antonio de Vega, in Post,H, p. 716.

85. Executioner. From "Decollation of the Baptist® by the Pal-
inquinos Master, Harding Collection, Chicago, in Post, IX,'
p. 800o '

86. Peasants. From "Invention of St* .'-Stephen® s- Body® by the Por
tillo Master, Archepiseopal Palace, Valladolid, in Post, IX,

• p. 396. . ; ’
'■■■■■ ' •• ": Y'--. ' ; . ■ . . : , : ' r ' ■87 = Two Men. From "Crowning with Thorns® by Juan Correa de Vivar,

Cathedral of Cadiz., in Post, IX, p. 327*
88. Noble, Prom "Miracle of St. Narcissus® by the St. Narcissus

Master, Cathedral of Valencia, in Post, VI, p. 242.
89. Peasant. Prom "St, Antony, Abbot", section of a retable 

attributed to the Gabanyes Master, Cluny Museum, Paris, in 
Post, VI, p. 419.

90» Shepherd. Prom "Annunciations of Sts. J oachim and Anne"
attributed to the Perea Master, Colegiata, Jativa, in Post,

. VI, p. 279.;
91» Executioner. From “Stoning of St. Stephen" by Andalusian

School, Museo Arqueologieo, Granada, in Post, X, p. 245.
92. Noble. Prcm "St, Matthew Raising the Ethiopian ling6s Son",

attributed to Del. Castro, Episcopal Palace, Valencia, in '
; Post, X, p. 429, . ; ' ■
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Fig. 93o Noble« From “Epiphany66$ section of a retable by the Gabanyes
Master, Diocesan Museum,, Valencia, In Post, VI, p, 399-

Fig. 94. loble.o From an effigy of Don Antonio Agustin, died in 1523, .
in Ignacio Calvo Sanchez. Retratos de Personaies del Siglo

• '  ̂ XVI. Eelacionados oon la Historla Mllitar de Ssoalia (Madrid. .
■: in?), p. 9. ; : • ■ ■

Fig. 95- Peasant. From “'The Way to Calvary", The Retablo of the
Gludad Rodrigo by Fernando. Gallego, Kress Collection, Uni^

■ versity of Arizona, in Qttinn, p. 85=
Fig. 96- Boy. From "The Entry into Jeraaalem,g,: The Retablo of the

Cathedral: of the Ciudad Rodrigo by Fernando Gallego, Kress . 
Collection, University of Arizona, in Quinn, p- 73-

.. Fig. 97o Jailer. From “The Betrayal of Christ", The Retablo of the 
Cathedral of the Ciudad Bodrlgo by Fernando Gallego, Kress ; 
Colledtion, University of Arizona, in Quinn, p. 79°

Fig. 98. Christopher.Columbus. In Hispanic Society of America, .
■ Sorolla^Sketches: of Colnmbiis Leaving Palos (lew York, 1926)« 
pp. 1i,■139 and 19 9

Fig. 99- ' Peasant. . From a painting by Christoph Weiditz, 1529s. in 
' / ■ : Hampe,' aate ilV. : : : . / . : v- V:

Big. 100o Towncrier. • Ibid.» Plate XXXVIII .
Fig. 101. Peasant. Ibid.« Plate CXI.
Fig. 102. Bailiff. Ibid.. Plate XXXVII- ■
Fig. 103. Portuguese Hoblbi» Ibid.. Elate CLIII. . - .
Fig. 104. Bailiff. Ibid.. Elate Xhll. } ' , ' ; • ■ •
>Flg. 105° Ship Captain. Ibid., Plate II.

v Fig. 106. Shin Pilot.' Ibid.. Plate III. ; '. ■ ■
Fig. I07. Sailor. Ibid., Plate I. ,
Fig. 108. ShinoHner'. Ibid. ̂ ' Elate VI. . I
Fig. I09. Sailor. Ibid.. Plate LIX.
Fig. 110. Caulker. Ibid. , Plate LXI.

/Fig. .ill. Galley Slave.. Ibid.. Plate LXV. ■ ; ■



fig» 112» Galley Slaveo From a painting by Christoph Weidlts, 1529* 
in Hampe, Elate LXf» .

• $lg. 113. '. Negro Slave, Ibid». Elate ILV1I,
Fig. 114. Basque Swain. Ibid.’. Plate GI¥.
Fig. IIS. Water Seller. Ibid., Plate XXHI. •
Fig. 116. Givie Punisher. Ibid.. Hate XLIII.
Fig. 117. lobleo Ibid.. Plate XLIII.
Fig. 118. Andres Doris. Ibid.. Plate ¥.
Fig.119. Hernando Cortez. Ibid.. Plate l¥.
Fig. 120. Charles ¥. From a portrait by Titian, Prado9 Madrid„ in

Millia Davenport, The Book of Costume (Mew York, 1956), p.
: ' 459» ' ' 1 " ■”■■■: ' V';'v; ■ . ■ , : ■
Fig. 121. Noble. From "Portrait of a Man" by Bronzino, Berlin, in

Arthur Kilgore MeComb, Agnolo Bronzino. His Life and Works 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1928)5 Plate 10.

Fig. 122. Noble. From "Epiphany86 by Juan Correa de ¥ivar, Parish
Church, Meco, in Post, X, p. 415 »

Fig. 123..' Noble. From "Portrait of Don Diego de Mendoza" by Titian,
Palazzo Pitti, Florence, in Berenson, II, Plate 991.

Fig. 124. Noble. In Hansen, p. 55»
Fig. 125. Phlip II. From a portrait by Titian, Pinaeoteea, Naples,

in Titian Paintings and Drawings (London. 1987). Plate 212.
Fig. 126. Maximilian II. From a portrait by Antonio Moro, Prado,

Madrid, in Brian, Eeade, p. 203»
Fig. 127= Don Carlos. From a portrait by Sanchez Goello, Prado, Ma

drid, in Brian Eeade-* p. 224.
Fig. 128. Cortez. From an Indian Codex. Lienzo de Tlaxcala. National

Library, Mexico City, in Junta Colombina de Mexico, p. 5»
Fig. 129. Full Suit of Gothic Armor. In Davenport, p. 153°
Fig. 130. Breastplate and Baekplate. Cuirass of the armor of Fried

rich der Siegreiehe, Count Palatine of the Rhine, Kunst- 
historisches Museum (A. 2). in Claude Blair. European Armor
(London, 1958)5 p. 219°
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Fig» 131» Breastplateo Of Condottiere Bartolomeo Golleoni$ Kunst- •
" historisehes Museums Vienna (Wso 183)$ in Bruno Thomas„ 

Haraische (Viennaa 194?), Plate 9°
Pig. 132. Breastplateo Of King Ferdinand the Catholic of Aragon,

Eunsthistorisches. Masemii, Vienna (A. 5) in Blair 9 p« 219« '
Fig. 133. Breastplate. In Brooklyn Museum, Loan Exhibition of Europ

ean Arms and Armor (Brooklyn. 1933). Plate 17.
Fig. 134. Breastplate and Baekplate. Tower of London. Armories (III. 

1246)9 in Blair,, p. 221. . .
Fig. 135. Breastplate o Churburg Amory (70) j in Blair» p. 221.
Big. 136= Breastplate • and Baekplate. In Brooklyn lased®,- Loan &Ehi-

Fig. 13?. Breastplate. ICunsthistorisehes Museum, Vienna (St. # 1. 275), 
in ihomas, Plate.25= : " ■ . : .

Big. 138. Half=>armor. Churburg Armory (319 52)» in Blair, p. 104.
Fig. 139»; . HalArmor. ■ Collection of B. T, Gwynn, Epsom, England, ,in.: 

Blair, p. 121.V '1.. . " -
Fig. 140. Half=-afmor. Amor of Charles V, Royal Armory of Madrid (A19), 

in Albert F. Calvert, Spanish Arms and Amour (London, 1907)
' Plate 20. , ■ • .I

Fig. 141. Half-amor. Foot armor of Charles V, Royal Amory of Madrid 
 ̂ ' (A 147) in 0%'vert,' Plate 32*, ; ; % ' ,

Fig. 142. Half Armor of Juan de Padilla. Royal' Armory of Madrid, in 
' . Calvert, Plate 73. 1'. . ..

Fig. 143. Complete armor of the Marques de Pescara. Royal Amory of 
Madrid, in Calvert, Plate 69.

Big. 144. Complete armor of Antonio de Leiva. Royal Armory of Madrid, 
in Calvert, Hate 69.

Fig, 145. Half-amor of Diego Garcia de Paredes. Royal AmOry of .
: Madrid (A 277)V in Calvert, Plate 63.

Big. 146. Cuirass of Philip II, KunsthistorisChes Museum, Vienna 
v (A 5W) in HLair, p,: 223.' ■ A;./-'

The catalogue numbers of armor In museum collections are 
given in parentheses and are those cited by the references indicated.
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f t ' g i  14 ? » ; Backplate» In Brooklyn Museum $ Loan Exhibition. Elate 18»
Fig* 148. Half~amoro Part of the Muhlberg Harness of Charles V» 

Royal Armory, Madrid, in Gal vert. Elate 36,
Fig. 149» Complete Amdr. . Of Philip II, Royal Araory, Madrid (A 239)$ 

in Calvert, Hate 4-7a»

Fig. 153* Vambraee of Ferdinand of Aragon. In Eduard Wagner, Zoroslava

Fig. 154-a. Hbow^eop. From an effigy8 Aston Churchs England, in Blanche, 
I, p«. 130. See also the Spanish noble in Fieens Fives, II,
p. 4.4-3.

Fig. 155* Spaulder and Vambraee. lower of London Araories (II, 1),
■: ' in Blair, p. 211., -

Fig. 1560 Pair of Pauldrons and Vambraces. From the armor of Philip.
the Warlike, Kunsthistorisohes Museum, Vienna (A. 238), in 

; Blair, p. 213* . l / . ' :
Fig o 15?. Gauntlet. From "The Ret able of the Ciudad Rodrigo86 by

Fernando Gallego, Kress Collection, University of Arizona, 
in Quinn, p. 37®

Fig. 1580 Gauntlet. In ELanohe, I, p. 20$.
Fig. 159® Gauntlet. Tower of London Armories (III. 1206), in Blair,

Fig. i60. Gauntlet. In Planohe, I, p, 201. •
Fig. 161. Leghamess. Wallace Collection, London, in Charles Henry

Ashdown, British and Foreign Arms and Amour (London, 1909),

Fig. 162. Legharmss. Scott Collection, Glasgow Museum, in Blair,
V.. . . rp.215®^. : . y ■ -I' g .

Fig. 163. Leghamess. Fran the Muhlberg Harness of Charles V, Royal 
Amory, Madrid, in Calvert, Plate 37A.

Fig .156=152b ■ Gorgets. In James Robinson Hanch^, A Cyclopedia of 
Costume (London, 1876), I, p. 214-.

1450) (London, n.d.), Plate 76. •

•Fig. 15̂ 8» Elbow-cop. From the armor of the Archduke Maximilian,
‘ : Kunsthistorisehes Museum, Vienna (A. 60), in Blair, p. 211

p. 209®

p . 224.



: Pig. 16W Enee-eQpo -Tower London Amories '(III* 1133) 9' in Blair,
. ' : :;v: V/': v;: :i: : ;v

v ; ,Figo 'l65» Guishe and .ICnee=>copo: Fltzwilliam Museum, Cambridge^ in ' ' "
; r .V :U;

■ . ..Figol 66a«',Sabat©n» Collect ion of the late Sir Edward Barzy, Ockwells '
: \;v. V Z;;:̂ . 'Berfcshires 'pe'v21?. , L' v
, : ' 'y Fig. 166b. Sabaton. From an armor of Charles V, Eoys2 Armory, Madrid

, ; . Fig. 166c. Sabaion. .From the armor of Gallot de Genoullhac 9 Metro- • ■ '.' :.;b. b:: ■ poll tan .Husem of Art, in Blair9v p.. 21 ?» b;v.
Fig.. 167. Fastenings. In Blair, p. 22?... ; / ; ; \

; . Fig. 1 6 8 . Skull-cap. In Auguste Demmln0 An Illustrated History of ^
Amf; - and Armor (London, 1894), p. 36. O,;,, .

Fig. 169« • Salade. Jde: KindigJr« Collections in Peterson, p. -109«
- ' 'b /. ,Fig. 170. Salade, Museum, of lew Mexico„ in Peterson, p'. 109. See al-
'.yb:' 'V' , so Laraberta'p. 85.. . ' - -'A V . • / v'-:b b;,.;/;.

Fig.' 171. , Salade. In Henry J. Keasby Oollection. Elate 144. : . ,
■ ,. 'Fig. 172, Salade. Collection of M. Georges Pauilhac8 Paris, in Blair,

• ::Figi::,175v;'- Salade;. • From the Triuniphsl Arch of Alphonso/V, laples,. in '"■ ; 'i;'; Demniin, p„ 262. : v . ' -
-tFig. 174-. Salade. Royal Armory, Madrid (D 13) 8 in Galvert, Plate 124.
Fig. 175. Salade, ¥alIace Gollections London (80)9 in Blair, p. 201 „

v ,b;v ' Fig, 176;: Salade. Gollectibn of B.' T, Gwynn, Epson, in Blair,1 p. :20i'rU'\, p
Fig. 177. Salade and Bevor. The former, lower of London Armories - ' ’

■- '' /'./.(li. 168)*, the latter, Ghurburg (23) -, ;in’ Blair,' p.bBOl,, ,
Fig. 178 . Salade- and Beyor.; ,̂ F*Qm, Blhe Eetablo of the Ciudad Rodrigo”

. - P-. v.; . ' by Fernando Gallego,- Kress Collection, University- of . Arizona,■ - ■ in' Quinn, p'. 39* . ■ , .

■ft;, ■ :: Fig, 179. Salade. Ibid,;, :i;;. i v ' . ■ - : '̂ ■ ■ i- ’.: ■:;- ': ■: :
' Fig. 180, Kettle Hat and .Bevor.. Ghurburg Amory (22:27) s in Blair, ,.

Fig. 181. Kettle Hat. Metropolitan Musevua of Art,, in Biair, p. 199*
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Fig. 182. Kettle Hat. Tower of London Aradries (IV. 425)» in Blair,

Fig. ,183. .Ghapei=de«=jE,er. In Henry G. Keasby Collection. Hate 147. .
-: %g. 184.̂^̂::; Chapel̂ de-f.er. '\',Metrdp0lltan Mnsd , qf Art, i:in./(̂  Gam,- 4" 

. ■ ' eron Stone, A •Glossary of the Gonstrnction. Decoration, and
' , Use of Arras and Armor in all Countries and in all Times.
■ - (Portland, 1934)9 p« 173* . 4:.̂
Fig. I85. Chapel«=de-£er.: -Royal' Armory, Madrid (26), in Calvert, Plate

' -Fig. 186. Ghapel-de-fero Erora “The Conquest of Oran10 by Juan de Bor- ' . ■
gona. Cathedral of Toledo, inVicens fives, IT, p. 479= . •

Fig...I87. Chapel-de-fer«4-̂ oyal ArEoi^iBadpid (D25), in Calvert, 4- .'
'  -4 ;
; ,V:Pig> 188:.,;; Ghapel-de-fer. From a sketch by. Stephen L. Grancsay, curator, '

' : Arms and Amor, Metropolitan Museum of Art , in a letter to -t 4 /
' ' the writer, " . . 4'".'" : -4 ;444:.4 4.' ;.'.;-■ v ':'4;;v '< 4'''/ .'4.4'

Pig. 189. •Cabacete and Barbote. Collection of M. Georges Pauilhac,•
; 4 4\ ; . 4 Paris, in Blair, p. 199= -4 ; :4'-, -4 4;4 - fV A ' d ; ' 4;-, .

d;-- Fia. 190. Cabacete and Barbote. Royal Armory, Madrid, ■ in Calvertg - . 4 .
4.' 4'4v; Plate 127. . d ■ .. 4;4;4i;d4;:;-;-
Fig. 191= Cabacete and Barbote. From ”Decollation of .the Baptist”

;;d " by the Palanquinos Master, Harding Collection, Chicago, in
. :: ...: . d Post, 11, p . 199.' ;..:;■ 4.. . : ■ :

Fig. 192. Cabacete and Barbote. Front View. Royal Armory, Madrid (C 2),
4' 44 d .-■■ in Calvert, Plate 178.dd ' ddd d- :- ■ % 4 ' ' - - :  d:.\ d ;.44-''
d Fie.193. . Cabacete and Barbote,, Back View.' Ibid., .Plate 17e. d'... :;d ,
,4 ddFig. 194. Chapel-de-fer . From I6The Eetablo of . the Ciudad Rodrigo” , by 4

j Fernando Gall ego s Kress Collection, University of Arizona, , ..d̂d : d,
::/4dV;dddd ̂ 4'44--:'in einh,:.'p.d%e:d:f ' 'd d ; - .. '• :
■'d.d.Eig.«'.-:t95v,; Chapel-de-fer. Metropolitan Museum of Art, in .Lambert,. p. 85. : :
t . Fig. 196. Combed Morion, In Blair, p. 199= - d d '. ddddd ; ;dd • d;
d. ; Fig. 197° Burgonet. In .Vicens fives, II, p. 443.4 V;d’ v 44. ' 4 -4 ■M'dVd'-'d
: :dFig. 198. Burgonet. Royal Armory, .Madrid, in Blair, p. 2054 4 d;-: . ' . dd/ d

d dd#g.:4l99= Burgonet. Wallaee Colleetiona London (234) , in Blairrdp.:.205:44;;dd;:dd;..
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Pig, 200o ' Burgonet» Musee de l9Aimees Paris ;(H'38), In Blair, p» 205», 
Pig©; 20i« Burgondto' 31̂ Astidoisnj p®' 2d1 o ■ ■ ] :

Pig© 262© Burgoneto loyal Armory, Madrid (A191)» in. Calvert, Plate
.■ '/138* . ■ ■ ; ; ;g : >
Pig«. 203° Armeto Royal Armory, Madrid (A 9)» in Calvert, Plate '14©. -
:Eitg.*v:204*̂ '::A3®eti:;;;$ower,of:..liondoia'Aittioiies'- (lVg'568), in Blair,

P.203. '
: Fige 205» Close-helmeta Metropolitan Museum of Art, in Blair, p. 203©
Fig» 206»: Visor Support© lower of London.Armories:■(IV. 505), in 
\ \ /mair, p© : 227. ' , . ' V:' r

, Fig* BOV©. Glose-helmet© ■ Ibid. „ p, 203© ' . ■' /F - / -
Pig. 2Q8. 01ose~helmet» Wallace.Collection, London, in Ashdown, p>

. • Fig. 209« Close<=helm.eto In Flanche, p. 65© ' V:; -Pv •
■ FigF::21.0.; Close-helmet => Frdra "Ihe Emperor Maximilian 11” by Antonio ,

’ - v;/; / ' ' v F " M o r e , Prado gin Brian Reade, p. 203» ' ■ i

;' Fig;».:2t1« Running Vine Pattern. On an armor in the Wallace. Collection 
■ (1199-1201 )„ in James G. Manh.- Ihe Etched Decoration of : ; ■

g.:, Armour: A Study in Classification (London, 1940) © p. 23© . '
- : . • Fig. .212. Strapwork Arabesques. . On an. amor in the Wallace Collection
■ g i F ' ■ :g ?:(;39Q-3M»7in:imn,;:p^24

' Pig.- 213© Construction of a Brigadine.' In Blair, p. 229« ' ■
-g" : Fiĝ  214. Brigadine, Inside. In Peterson, p. 146. ' ■
, - Fig. 215. Brigadine, Outside. 3h Itemmin , p. 317 © : . g ‘.g.gp-g . ; ’

Pig. 216. Brigadine with fassets., Kunsthistorisches Museum., Viennas. : ' 
; .v.; ... in Kelly and Sehwabe> II, p. 6?. : ■ '

Fig. 21?. Construction of a Jack. . ToWer of London Armories, in Ash- 
: ' . down, p. 264.:? ̂ 'v ;

. Fig© 218. Construction of a' Jack© ; British Museum, in":'Blairp. 229# ■
pig. 219© Mail Rings. In Wagner, Plate 82.
Pig. 220. Construction of Mail.' In Ashdown, p.. 86. •



■ a .22t:» . :lall:1Gape. ' .In .Bemming ■ p, 316=. . ■ ' ■ ■
■Eig« 222= . Hail Collar, * From ”lhe Retablo of the Ciudad Rodrigo" by 

Fernando Gall ego, Kress Collection/University of Arizona,
. In Quinn, p. 33-.

■ Fig, 223=- Mail Gorget with Sleeves, Dresden Museuzns in Demmin„ p» 317.
' Fig. 224= .■ Quilted Aming=doublet 'with Mail Sleeves, Collection of

C= G. von Kienbuschs New York, in Blair, p. 89« : . f
/ Fig'. 225. Mail Shirt. Arizona Pioneer Historical Society9 Tucson., .

t. ' This writer*s drawing.,./.- /V/^t; . 'tv.-.t
/ ' ' . Fig. 226. Maya Speaman. Relief 3 Yaxchilan$ in 'Prescott H» F« Folietta 
g.:,// :' / :v'/’/ Mar and Weabons of the Hava (lew Orleans, 1992) = p. .402, ' .
/' ' ,v' : ; , Reprinted from ’’Middle Aiaeriean. Papers" s Middle American :
- Research Series,," Is. 4= ./'„.. ' '/ .

... Fig. 227», .Maya. Spearman. •• Relief, : Ghiphen It2a, in Follett, -p. 404;?. .: / /
. Fig, 228. Quilted Cap, Relief, Palenque, in Follett, p. ,398.
''. Fig.. 229.. .Dart Thrower, In Follett, p, .396 -̂;■ : ,
, Fig. 230. Quilted Cap. Relief, Palehgue, in Follett,' p. 398.

'. -Fig/i' 231 =236. . Quilted Indian Armor, From Lienzo de TD.azcala, Indian
-. . ‘ F /’ Codex, Rational library, Mexico, in Junta Colombina de . '

y' ' 'Hexieo, pp. 9-67. - •• ;• " . • /' . g fg /

- i  -r.

Fig. 237, Quilted .Armor'5 •; Late,.14th .e, ..In:Wagner, Plate 67, '' g:' -
Fig. 238. Quilted Armor.  ̂Late 14th b. Ibid., Plate 6?= /
Fig.' 239., 'Quilted Araor9 Late 14th b.; : Ibid,, Plate 15, ■

., /Fig® 240o Quilted Armor, 15th b=F .̂...jil/ahche, I, p. 309« , ’
. Fig. 241. Quilted Armbr, Late 15th e> From “The Passion of Christ96
: / by Ians Metaling, Alte Pinakotheck, Munich3 in Meading Des

' Meisters Gemalde (Berlin. 1909), n.. 97» . 5%., /;/
Fig. 242, Quilted Amor, Late 15th 6. From 56The Martyrdm of St,/

' : ' .. Ursula” by Memling, In' Memling. p, 87. ' //, /g
Fig. 243= Bases. From Metropolitan Museum of Art, in Norris, II, - -V

■ ' / pp. 37-38• See also Davenport» p. 450. . . • ' . /V -: ’ /.
. Fig, 244. ., Englishman. From.Auct. D, 4, 1?, Bodleian Library, in v:

V y '. Kelly and Schwabe, p. 95« See also Blanche, p. 133«
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ilg. 245 o Englishmano From Harleian MSo No. 4379$ in Kelly and Schwabe, p= 257= .
Fig. 246. Frenchman. From MS. No. 6984, Bibliotheque lationale, - 
' Paris, in Kelly and Schwabe, p. 259=
Fig. 247. Conquistadoro From the Indian codex, Lienzo de Haxeala.

National Library^ Mexico, in Junta Colombina de Mexico, 
Homena.ie a Cristobal Col oil, p. 17=

Fig» 248. Conquistador. Ibid.. p. '32.
Fig. 249= Mexican Indian. Ibid.. p= 21.
Fig. 250= Mexican Indian. ' Ibid.. p. 32=
Fig. 251= Soldier.. Frcm MThe Betrayal of Christ116, The Retablo of the 

Cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo by Fernando Gallego. c. 1490. 
Kress Collection, Uhiversity of Arizona, in Quinn, p. 78®

Fig. 252. Infahtrymano In Conde de Clonard, Historia Organlea de las 
Armas de Infanteria y Caballeria Esnafi'olas desde la Creaeidh 

' del MereitoPemanentriStaXl^lladrid. 1853), II, p.
. . ' : 258, • ' ; •' ■ :; ■

Fig. 253= Soldier. From "The Bessurreetion", The Betablo of the
Cathedral of the Ciudad Bodrigo by Fernando Gallego, c. 1490, 
Kress Collection, University of Arizona, in Quinn, p. 90=

Fig. 254= BoTsman. From "The Martyrdom of the Eleven Thousand Virgins" 
by Memling,, c. 1488, in Wagner, Plate 71»

Fig. 255a= Crossbowman. In Conde de Clonard, II,. p. 406.
Fig. 255b. Crossbowman, back view. .In Francisco Barado y Font. Museo

■ Militar. Historia. Indumentarla. Armas. Sistemas de Combate. 
Instituciones. Organizaeidh del B.iefeito Esnanô l. ed. Eva- 
risto Ullastres (Barcelona, 1883), I, p. 365.

Fig. 256. Crossbowman. In Barado y Font, I, p. 309« .
Fig. 257= Artilleryman. Ibid.
Fig. 258. Harquebusier. In Conde de Clonard, II, p. 258.
Fig. 259° Harquebusier. In Barado y Font, I, p. 348.
Fig. 260. Crossbowman. From Royal Armory, Madrid (0 4), in Calvert, 

Plate 1?d.
Fig. 261. Halberdier. From Royal Armory, Madrid (C 2), in Calvert,

Plate 17d.
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Figo 262 o Halberdier o From Royal Armory „ Madrid, (G I), in Gal vert, 
Plate iya®

Fig. 263. Soldier. From "Resurrection”„ section of a retable by Juan 
de Borgona, Cloister of Convent of S. Juan de la Penitencia 
Toledo, in Post, 1X9 p. 217»

Fig. 264° Crossbowmano Ibid.
Fig. 265a='io From ?.%be Conquest of Oran88 by Juan de Borgona, e. 1514, 

Mozarabie Chapel, Cathedral of Toledo, in Fieens Fives, 11, 
p. 478. See also Post, IX, p. 201=

Fig. 266® Crossbowman. From a painting by Christoph tfeiditz, c. 1529 
in Hampe, Plate CF.

Fig. 267. Infantryman. Ibid.= Plate GFI.
Fig. 268. Noble. In Wolfgang Bruhn, Max Tilke, A Pictorial History

of Costume (lew York. 1956). n. 74.
Fig. 269. Conquistador. Ibid.
Fig. 270. Noble. Ibid. ' ' ,: :
Fig. 271. Harquebusier. In Barado j Font, II, p. 565« See also

Gonde de Clonard, III, p. 159®
Fig. 272. Drummer. In Gonde de ClGuard, II, p. 161.
Fig. 273» Piper. Ibid.
Fig. 274. Mounted Harquebusier. In Barado y Font, I, p. 368. See

also Clonard, II, p. 521 =
Fig = 275« Lancer. In Barado y Font, I, p. 325° See also Clonard,

II, p, 521°
Fig. 276. Charles F. From a tapestry, "La Conquesta de Tunez111,

Prado, in March, p.-193°
Fig. 277° Youth and Retainer. Ibid.
Fig. 278= Noble. From a portrait of Hernando de Alarcon, d. 1540, •

by an unknown.artist, in Barado y Font, I, p. 497° .
Fig. 279° Philip Ho From a portrait by Titian, 1550s Prado, Madrid, 

in Bruhn and Tilke, Plate 80°
Fig. 280. Conquistador. From Lienzo de Haxcala. codex, National

Library, Mexico, in Junta Colombina de Mexico, Plate 3°
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Figo 281. Conquistador^ F3?ora Lienzo de flaxeala. codex, National
: 1 Library, Mexico,, in Junta Cblombina de Mdxicoaate' .3,0.;.:.'

Fig» 282. Soldier. In Bruhn and Tilke, Plate 80= : - ; "
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